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.
Burke Wasson

bwasson@dailyegyptian.com
After more than three ) = of planning,
· the Carl>ondale City Council gave the city's
Human Relations Commission a major boost
Tuesday night · .
_
.The council unanimously apprm-cd the ·
· implementation of a study circles program to
inCJ'C2SC aimmunity involvement ;ind aware- ..
ncss of the HRC. The aiuncil ~ apprm,:d _
a budget adjustment of $4,500 to the HRC
fund to help covu cxpcnscs ofits first round
ofsnidycirclcs.
The HRC was ainc:civcd after the
SIUC/Carl>ondalc Task Force on Race and
Community Relations proposed a huin:in
relations ·aimmission after police spra)'Cd
Mace on sc-.-ml black partygocrs at an April
2000 block party.
The commission was officially cst:iblished
~ as an_ amisoiy boanl to the City
-The aimmission ainsists of 11 men•
hers who were each appointed by fonner .
Carl>ondale Mayor Neil Dillard, who retired
from office in ,May.
Study Circle Coordinator Lana Bardo
said the added $4,500, which was donarcd to
the group by Southern Illinois He:ilth Can;
should be more than enough to CO\'tt the initial costs the HRC would need to help get the·
word out to citizens. These cxpcnscs would
include postage. printing papa·, telephone
c:tll, and other numerous office mat~

See. COUNCIL, page 11
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.: Freshnian,Sa ra Durbin mak~s- her way~to."cf~ss ·wi.tli·umbretra in nand ~s-'niesda/s.,:ain :storm'.s· dr~r:iched .carboridiife from,.,::: ;". .:-.. ·'
early' morning till late ~aftemoon.:Along. with _rain:came ·heavy winds,: which. destroyed numerous umbrellas, causing many
students_ to ~~ave the d~wnJ>_our una~sisted. - ,·(, _.' · •. · -: · . •, ,· · ;:: ·
-:
/
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'A.dl11irtistrci.tion, gOVerllor' s aides
saYbaDner threatened security
· speech and actions professors 'can cxcrcisc. _
After -the m:uried couple heard of Gov.
RodBlagojcvich"sWcdnesdayvisittoSIUC,a
trip where he: increased funding for the: Morris
Libr.uy and a transportation program,· they
Moustafa Ayad · - · ·
mavad@dailyegyptian.com
decided to_ enlighten the go,i:mor about taking action on three empty Board of.Trustees
,· ·
·· · ··
UnMrsity professors ~lark Schneider and. positions.
The two ·wrapped up .a .?~foot•by-3-foot'
Joan .Friedenberg have chimed that SIUC,
vinyl
b:mner
and
headed,
to
the
Student
Ccnt:r "
through a p:itc:malistic administratn'C
chy, is ttying "to aintrol not only the direction auditorium, ~where'. they. were. instructed. by :
the Unh-crsity t:ikc:s in the future but also the mcnbcn ofthegovcrnor's,s~, Cllllpus police

Campus polices prohibit
banner in auditorium-.

~=-

and C~~or Walter Wendler tliat the sign
bearing the words, "'New trustees for SIU, it's
our only hope,~ \Y2S a'sccurity riskand the:
auditorium was not an area where protesting
on that sc:ilc: aiuld occur.· ·
·
Robert Jensen, SIUC interim associate: pro• · ·
vost, said the reasoning behind the University's- ·
actions arc solely based on the safety risks the
sign presented to a crowded auditorium room.
. •1 think probably over . the:
the ~
--:
•, ·
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NATIONAL NEWS.
University settles
.
transplant fraud claims

Pollak. 52, once was head of the UIC Medical Center's
transplant program. He was demoted and his pay was
slashed after he complained that patients were being da~
silied to api,ear worse off than they really were.

CHICAGO (CNN} - The University of Illinois at
Chicago paid more than.S2.3 million Monday lo settle a
suit tliJt alleged fraud in its liver-transplant program.
The federal and state 11ovemments accused the univerOn Same-sex marriage
sity ofimproperlvdiagnosrng patients in the late 1990s to
make them eligi&le for transplants before they otherwise
BOSTON, Mass. (CNN} - The highest court in
would be. Those patients were moved ahead of others
Massachusetts ruled Tuesday it is unconstitutional for the
who had a legitimate daim to new livers, officials s.,id.
state to deny marriage to gay and lesbian couples, a move
There was no allegation anyone died for lack of a
that could make the state the first to legalize same-sex .
tim~id~~nt~~emen£ $500,000 was ~armark~ for Dr.
marriages.
·
· . ·
1
Raymond Pol:ak, the transplant surgeon who became a
of
~, ~~~f.ct~~!r~~~~ l~!s~~e
t~l1i5tad~dmitted no liabiley as part of was brought by several gay and lesbian couples seeking
the settlement and that it "disputes all of the allegallons
the right to marry in Massachusetts.
•
and daims• in the case. Under tel'IJlS of the settlement, - ·
Gay marriages are forbidden in the United S~!es. :
the medical center must cooperate with government
· althoul!h on~ state, Vermont, allows same-sex CMI umons.
auditsandinspectionsandreporta~violations.·. ·.
Earlierth1syeartheU.S.SupremeCourtC?Vertuf!led
When it announced t':e suit in Ju , the federal sovstate sodomy laws; a mo~ some Conservatives said could
emment also said it was settling simi di daims against
open the d~o! to gay mamaJe.
•
• .
.
the University of Chicago for Sl 15 000 and Northwestern
. That deas1on and Canadian steps taken to legalize gay

court strikes down ban
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and have no sympathy for Afghanistan,• the news agency
quoted him as saying.

Robbers kill seven policemen

KABUL, Afghanistan (CNN)- Th~ United
AfgNai~~s:aw~e:i~fr!1rg~~~:s"~,~~e~i!tt~~~;:nki
ch
I
~~ili~~!~~~ngthe ·mngofafren empoyee
The decision involves the withdrawal of 30 intema- .
tpoionteanlti~aallyff aaffndecll~ne.gdaosss·isurtaenocfesevtoete'anslreoffugeeoucesann~esrs,of
th

LAGOS, Nigeria (CNN} - SMn policemen, induding a senior officer, have been shot dead by suspected
arm~~~~~t~~~r1:~i ~~~~:e::~ah~~no~~l:i°~ot
confirm how many people had been killed in the attacks.
But he told Reuters they were being treated as a security
issue because they could damage officers' morale.
Afghan returnees.
The independent Vanguard newspaper said the sus•
Goi'!:1a~cC~~!~1fF~e~':{;~3~~:{ ~: ~~;:s driven - . peeled aimrnals. who were heavily armed, killed an assisthrough a bazaar in the town of GhaznL southwest of the
Ian! superintendant of police in Oshodi, a Lagos surburb
capital. Kabul
, , ·
. ·..
Sunday.
Goislard's driver, an Afghan nationa~ was wounded in
Si:it other officers were shot in Mofoluku on the out•
the attack, carried out by gunmen riding a motorc,de.
:!~f~~~~ki'irrn~~f~fe:te: ::sn~:a~:~~~e ·
On Tuesday, a spokesman for the former Taliban rulers . Scores of officers have been killed in exchanges of gunof ~~ah::~i~;r,:::;3 ~,~%i~~ra:~a~~:t
fire with aiminals in the past three years in L1gos, a city of
!oreigners working in our country are American agents
over 12 mil!ion people.
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Five-day Forecast

Today

Thursday
Friday
Saturday·
Sunday
Monday

l

High 58.
Low37
Sunny.

Sunny

Partly cloudy
T-Storm~
Showers

71/25
45/33

··surinv

CORRECTIONS

~Jl~~~1~

Carter.ile, Illinois 52318

Average high: 54
Average low: 34
Wednesday's hi/low: 81 /15

POLICE REPORTS

Readers who spot an rrror should contact the DMY
EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-331 l ext. 253.

Uni~ersity
A Smart Oisk use Uoppy drive and a mouse were reported
stolen between 4 p.m. Nov. 12 and Thursday at Faner Hall
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. Afghan att.ack sparks
United Nations reth,nk.
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•• ' • ·.• marriages earlier this year have intensified the debate.

~~iii!ttack.

Sharon Katz made history fn ~outh
A!fca in 1993 when the lormed lhe
country's fi1~1-ever, 500:member
multi•cullural and mulli;Jingual
performing group and staged the
production caiied 'When Voices Meet• Sharon rocked lhe nation with her concert
tour, The Peace Train. She took 150 performers, including her friends Ladysmith
Black Mambazo, on tour by train, giving concerts at every step aioJllg their route.
As the ~rformers played, sang, and danced to promote peacelul transition to
<!emocracy in Sou'.h Africa, the group became known as "_The Peace Train."

fj••u
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There are no suspects at this time.
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Kristopher D. McConaughy, 22, of Bourbonnais was arrest•
ed and charged \\ith disorderly conduct and resisting and
obstructing a peace officer at 7:15 p.m.·Sunday at the Allyn
Building. McConaughy was unable to post the required
bond and taken to the Jackson County Jail in Murphysboro,
· where he is still incarcerated.
·
Criminal damage to a vehide w~s report~ ·at 9:21 ·p.m.
S~nday i~ Lot 4. There are no suspects at this ~me. . ..
Criminal damage to an SIUC Police squad car occurred · .
between 4:59 p.m. and 6:05 p.m. Monday in Lot 36. There
are no suspects at this time.
Deshon Lamar Weaver, 23, of Carbondale was arrested on
a Jackson County failure-to-appear warrant for an original
charge of operating an uninsured motor vehide at
12:14 a.m. Tuesday at the intersection of Southern Hills
Drive and Logan Drive. Weaver was unable to post the
. required bonil and taken to the Jackson County Jail in
Murp~boro, whe~e he was released o~ bond.
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David A. Hart, 19, of Frankfort was arrested and charged
with driving under the inUuence of alcohol and disotieying a stop sign at 2:12 a.m. Sunday at the intersection of
Logan Drive and East Park Street Hart was unable to post
the required bond and taken to the Jackson County Jail in
Murphysboro, where he was released on bond.: _. . ·

··

·.·,

Alpha Lambda Delta
Meeting ,_.
7:30 p.m..
lroqui~s Room in th~ Student Center

-. ·. ':FUT Club.:
-. .

·.:;

Speaker: Martin Haver
.
6:30p.m;
:

''. Missouri Room in the Student Ceriter :.'
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World War 11 v~tel'clfl speak§ abqy.t ~xperi~11ces
Last living member

of Comanche Code

Talkers v'isits SIUC
Drew Stevens
dstevens@dailyegyptian.com
The Coman~'1c Code Talkcn
were <.>~c of the most "important and .
least recognized forces from World ·
\Var II, but without their efforts to .
r~nd critical.messages that confused
the enemy, · the Amerian cause ·
\\'OUld have been lost.
The last surviving member of
the Comanche Code Talkers spoke
about his experiences ·to a packed, .
Student Center.· Lounge Tuesday .
nig.'1t in the secor.d floor lounge of _
the Student Center. ·
Charles · Chibitty enlisted· in
the U.5; Army in 1941 and joined
16 Comanche I~dians to make up
part of the 4th Infantry Division, ·
4th Signal Corp, knows •as Code
Talkers.
·
"We've done something so_ that
our country could be free to do whatC\-cr they want to,• Chibitty said.
"I did it bcause 1 thought what
we ~uld do \\'Ould help end the war ·
cadr. .
.
.
The Comanche Code Talkers
were an elite group of )'Oung men
who \\-ere fluent in the Comanche
language and who used that knowledge, alopg with the training they
.. .
.
. .
MmDffllMotco-·OAI.Y£Cll'IWI
received from the U.S. Army, to
Charles Chibi;ty, the last survi?ing Comanche Code Talker from World War II, spoke to audience members Tuesday evening at
send critical messages rhat confused '.
the Student Center about his experiences relaying-messages during the war. The Pentagon has shown its recognition of Chibitty by
the enemy. prc\-cnting the messages
presenting him with the Knowlton Award, honoring him of his services to '!'ilitary intelligence.
·
from being intercepted. .
"The Germans wm: · so smart the war but has since become very have done for our country.•
to 130 people, which she said was
they could break :my ,ode we had, proud to have been a Comanche
Chibitty, 81, earned the World
" \Ve't,e done something SO
incredible.
·
•War· II Victory Medal -and· the
that our country could be free
"Thisis.thewaythctumoutnecds
but they couldn't break our codes;•- Code Talker.
Chibitty s:iid.
Jeremiah Dunmyer, a senior . European Theater of Oper:ations
•
·
·
to be for all our t'~ativc ·Amerian
"Yes, what we did was talk in mechanial engineering from Vieto.y Medal.
, ._ ;
to do whatet•er they U.'Gllt to. I
events; Boyd said.
.
,
Comanche. We wo~ked on .~ur DuQu,oin, said he hasa lot of_rcspec~ ~-- In 1992, former Secretary did it becailsel thbughnvhat ~,e .., . .."Comanche Code Talker: a ,
language codes bcause if WC made for veterans and Native Americans;
of Defense Dick Clieney a pre- .
could_ do wo1i!d helfeiul_.,·
Native Rcmcmbr.tncc "of Vetcr:ans .
Dunmyer also said 'people often ~ sented Chibitty with a· ccrtificar,:
Day" was fro~sponsorcd by K:ithy
a mistake, instead of 5,:1ving lives, we
\\"Ou!d have cost them."
forget how Native Americans ha\'C · of appreciation for his ~crvice to the
u•ar early.,,
·
Bower and Multicultural Programs
The Code Talkers were part of helped American society. .
country.
- Charles Cl-olbltty and Services. ·
the Normandy invasion forces, and _ "He was very !nforming, but in
Carl Ervin, coordinator of
After Chibitty's presentation,
military experts ha\-c credited them a way that makes people remember student development,. said Chibitty
Boyd prcscn_ted him with a certificate:
with saving thousands of lives and how they helped our country,•. isa real hero.
of appreciation on behalf of SIU.
·"He impressed me:,• Ervin said. Native American Heritage Month,
"It probably won't sink in
being instrumental in the success of Dunmycr said.
the his!orical in.-asion.
"Whathetalkcdabouthelpedmc, "He added humor, info and know!- said it was nice to be arourd some- tonight; Boyd said, "l:iut tomorrow
Chibitty said he did not know and I'm sure it helped CVCl")"One else edge. He's very good." ·
. · one from the culn11:c. . . :
· or next week, )'OU'U remember what
Nichole Boyd, coordinator of
The event had a·tumout of 125 he said." :: ·
·
how important a role he pb)-cd in remember what Native Americans
b

tJie : "
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Wellness
Center·
puts out
butts
SIUC organizations
encourage students
to quit smoking habits
Jessica Yorarria
. iyorama@dailyegyptian.com
. According. to Joe Baker,. an assistant
director at Siudent Health· Programs, there
are a ,-ar.ety of reasons why a person begins
smoking, such as a feeling of attractiveness,
.
.
·
.•
. AMBER ARNOLD -'- OAJtY Ec.YPTWI
stress and social issues. However, despite
SIU sophomore Kelsey Toussaint browses through the racks at the new store in the. Recre~tion Ce~ter. before_ she heads
the ,-arying reasons for initially picking up
off to track practice Tuesday afternoon. The shop is located on the first floor across_ from the information desk.
·
a cigarette, the struggle to quit is ,omewhat
similar for each person.
.
· ln honor of· the Great American
Smokeout, the \Vellness Center and Student
Health Programs will sponsor their own
effort to help SIUC students quit smoking.
Cindy Strock, the manager of the store,
Strock noticed wbnt items arc. cu~y
The e,·ent, which was developed in 1977
said since the store has only been open. for bestsellers with. the students. She said sports
by The American Cancer Society, encoura little over a week, they arc still trying to drinks and '3ars are one popular item because
ages smokers to conquer the habit for one
figure out what items students would like in they are another option ro capdy bars_ and soda.
day. The ultimate goal of the Smokeout,
the store.
·
"Right now it's probably swimming gear
Jennifer Rios
which takes place in November each year, is
"\Ve arc going to take a couple of months because there really isn't another place in
jrios@dailyegyptian.com
individuals will ha,·e the courage to elimito sec what the students and other C11Stomers Southern Illinois to get competitive swimming
nate rhe habit all together after one day of
Now students can get their sweatshirts, like," McMinn said. MWe hope they will give gear; Strock said. "Th.i.twas one ofthe catalysts
not smoking.
.
sports drinks and Speedos in one stop: The us feedback to. make determinations on what for the shop.fl
~It's a great opportunity for those who are
The store has already ordered ne'w items in
newly built Sport Shop in the Recreation sells and what doesn't.fl
smokers to have the emp.owerment to obtain
Aside from the convenience of the new part because ofstudent suggestions.
Center carries a variety of merchandise·rangfrom smoking for one day," said Melissa
store and accessible location, students can
Strock said athletic gear will be aniving
ing from SIUC apparel to swim wear.
Hicks, a graduate student and assistant who
to the store shortly, as well as some generic
"The store is ·well overdue," said Bill benefit in other ways as wdl.
helped organize the e,·ent.
. "The store will generate revenue," :: said . ,vorirout clothes people h:ve asked for:.
·. ·
McMinn, director of the Recreation Center.
According to Outreach Nurse P.1m
Strock encourages students to visit the store
is a great deal of clothing apparel and McMinn. •Any time we can generate =·enue, ·
Umlauf-Brown, preparntion for the campus
other products that students have wanted for it helps decrease student fees for the Recreation and check out what it has to offer.
Smokeout began Monday afte:noon and will
*I don"t think people arc used to bringing
Center."
yeirs.fl
resume Thursday.
The Recreation Center had an open house money to the Rec, but we are here and we: are
The ~\ore opened No\". 6 but will not have
Students
can
an official grand opening until a tentatn•e date Nov. 8, which attracted prospccth·c students open," Strock said. "We are always open to
register Thursday
suggestions.'"
in February. The shop is located on the first and "parents to the Spo_rt Shop.
. afternoon at tables
"We had an admissions open house for
floor of the Recreation Center across from
in both Trueblood
the information desk. The store employs five prospective students, and the store was open,"
Hall and the Student
Store houn are 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday
people; Two arc adults and three arc student McMinn said. "So the people just came to the
Center to participate
through Friday, 10 a.m. lo 5 p.m. Saturday and
workers who came from 710 Book Store to facility for :he open housc and stoppeo oy the
in the Smokeout.
from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m; Sunday.
store:
··
'
In addition to
work at thr. store.
the opportunity to
,emporarily
quit,
the tables will also
offer
information
:md
pamphlets
among other means
to 9 p.m. Nov. 23. All floors will be open
"A lot of sttulents
be
from 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Nov. 24 through
~
.
they hope will help
smokers.
Nov. 26. Only the first floor will remain·
so there isn't a need for w'be ·open
Gus says:
MSixty-five
open ~ov. 24 and Nov. 25 until 9 p.m: It
h
And ,
·· · ·
1·thought the
will reopen after Thanksgiving at 10 a.m.
as many ours • ... 1 its a great time W
percent of people
Great American
who quit just quit
until 6 p.m. through Nov. :l9th,
take
a
Smokeout was last cold turkev," said
The library wiH expand its hours im_m~, · ·.. · . . . . . . -'- Susan Tulis
night in my
Joe_ Baker, ·assistant
diately after break by remaining open 24.
i,ssociate dean. Information services; Morris t,1,ra,y
Cadillac Eldorado. director of em•ironValerie. N. Donnals
hours a day through the end'offinals week; .
.. .
.
vdonnals@dailyegyptian.com
. · mental health, safety
"Dec. 12, ,vith the exception of Fridays· and: ..• Tony· Friii!kliii; ·1acilitics 'coordinator,
data control at Heath Service. ·smokers don't
Saturdays, when it will close :it.midnight.
said the event typic:.:!y brings in thousands
usualh· have trouble at all when it comes to
The dormitories· will close at noon
T.J: Rutherford;.director_o[ the Student of people from across the region' and brings
Saturday, ~using students to leave campus .• Center, said the .facility will·. remain. OP.CO • ~ . exposure; to~ SIUC. The. meet will·
quitti~g. !:'~ being able to maintain quitting
that is the problem.fl ·
by the thousand3 this weekend to spend during break, but the services offered could· reduce the· hours t~c pool· will be open,
In ~rder to help ·students conquer· the
tim·e with. their families and relax before be cut back. He s~i_d the department heads though. Franklin said· one la'ne··!Oay.. be
addiction after the Smokeout ends, the ·
gearing up for the push towa'ni finals week. will need to recommend what scrvkcs will reserved for laps. .
\l\lellness Center has a ·limited amount of
·The facility will be closed· Nov, 2rand
But for those who stay in town; three cam- be in demand over the break. . .
supplies includin.1; patches and J'ilicoreuc
pus buildings are remaining open to offer
The building will" be open: from 6:30 28 and wiU be open.from 11:30 a.m.'.to: 8
gum.
study, food and exercise services.
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Nov. 24 to Nov. 26 and 11
the rClllaindcr of break. ·
Baker said there are other aids to assist in
Morris Library, the Student Center and a.m. to 11:30 p.m. Nov. 30, Rutherforc:l said
"We hayc thf:lusands. of users who still
the process.
the Recreation Center will be cutting back it will be closed Nov. 22; 23, 27 and 28; but, want to use our. great. facilities;. Franklin
He emphasizes staying occupied is a
· their hours during Thanksgiving Break, the hours on Nov. 29, will be left up to the' said. ..
· . . :., , . . ' . .
.
major part of fighting cravings and encourthough most services will continue to be remainder of the footoall season. '. . . :· ·.· ·
"And we arc• always· tryi~g to accom- .
offered.
Mlf we have -:,-.and lthink we're goi11g modate students, faculty, _-_staff'c and· all
ages smokers to pick up other activities to
pass the time during which they v;ould be
The library is schcdulcrl to be closed to have - a home game. on that Saturd?Y, . of the members .wlio stay. around·. during
smoking.
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 27, and \viii be wc'rr. closed right now, butwe'll:probably Thanksgiving." · '., •. : : ... ,; .·.. ,
Baker suggests students begin with a
The Adventure Res<>urcc Center, base
partially open with a reduced staff the review that and.we'll.be open,'! Rt1therford,
said, adding the games usually, draw a.pig, camp and_ Sports Mcdidnc Qffice will be
remainder of !he week.
specific plan, participate in more physical
-we figured there are some students and crowd to the Student Center. , , • . . . closed· frc:n Nov. ·22 to. Nov'.· 30,but all
activity and drink lots of water-to overcome
faculty who stay ~round and might actu-- · The NCAA wiJI: ~_ctcmi~!_lc by_ Sunday.: ot_her servic_cs will be available:.< : .. "
urges.
He also encourages them to develop a
ally come around to do some work-• said whctlicr or not there will- be:: a home· ~me: · . ·The .~sidcncc halls will be closed froin
"first~aid kit,fl filled with gum, candy and
·susan Tulis, associate dean f~r.lnforination for the Salukis, depcnding·on the outcome·•· noon: Saturd?-Y until· 1' p.m. Nov. 30. The
even straws · to. _che,v on to· suffice th_cir
Services for the library..•A. lot of students· ,· of the gaJl1es this week.
.
..
. , last meals in the• dining halls .will be served
won't be around: so there isn't a need for us·
Th_c hours of the.Recreation, (:'.:ent~ ~ave... Friday- at lunch,• and: comput_cr ?n? s_t{!dy
temptations,
.
According to Uml::uf-Brown;any activ- •
to be open_ as many hour.;; And it's a great also been- affected, by Salu~ .sports. It",yill. ·: facilities ~vill;bc. dosed,at, 4 p.m:;Dining,
time to take a _vacation." : · . ,, .
.. · - . be openi,ng e...ly Saturday'. an4 Sunday, at '. halls wpl reop,en Dc:c.· l: All othcr.",;ampus
ity tha_t occupies ti~ewill distract the urge .
All floors. of the library ,viii_ be. ~pen. 6:30 a.m., for the Saluki Swim· Club S,vim ·:,_facilities ,arc. scheduled: to. be closed. during;
from'l0
a,m.
to
6
p.m.
Nov.
22
and·l
p.m. 11eet. · ·., '
,.,. ~.: ,.- · ·• · ., · ·
' the br~ak!
, ,
· "• · ·
· · ,,, ' ·
"·.~ See·S.MOKEC>UT, page 12

Sport Shop in Rec Center opens

Grand opening to be
scheduled for February
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Campus buildings prepare for break
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LaW'School·.deanCreat:es JwO .·connni.ttees for diversity

Comm, ittees'ta_·,rget_·.
'
minority cnrolhrient

.•

,.

.

.

Drew Stevens
dstevens@dailyegyptian.com
The dean of the School of Law ttccntly
cn:::ited two C'lmmittccs to increase minority
enrolhr.ent :it the institution, putting to work
idea~ !1e ha,_ been developing since joining the_
University in June.
Peter Alexander, dean of the School of Law,
fonned :he Diversity Task Force on.Women's
Access to ·the SIU School of Law and the
Dh-1:rsity• Task Force'. Both.' committees arc
made up of students, fo.,'1'.n students and
faculty. •,
,
Sheila Simon, clinical assistaut professor of
the School of L:iw, •said the, committees were
fonned because the Law School can do a better
WHIT.E _MALES
MIN.~Rm,es , • , _ i •
_,.
job'ofmcctingitsdwge. . .', .. _.
' Peter Alexander, dean of the School of Law, has created two committees to help
.
"We're a school focused on p.iblic services,
. improve minority and women enrollment in the School of Law. The two committees
and ifwc an: only educating a limited group, wc
are
The
Diversity
Task
Force
and
the
Dean's
Task
Force
on
Women's
Access
to
the
.
arc not pcrfonning part of our services," Simon "
School of Law.
· ··
said. .
·
. •
?>like Ruiz, assistant dean of the Law School,
FRANK so LA RH _ DAILY EGYPTIAN
said Alexander selected · a group of alumni,
the ccmmittecs that the dean has created will
students and faculty to each committee. He also and what needs to be imprm-cd," Ruiz said.
chose individuals with no tics to the L:iw School
:· Ruiz sald 1he n:cruitmcnt of students is
hdp us :achieve our goats:
·
but who ha,-c expertise in other areas includ:ng competitive among law schools.
, ,·
According to Ruiz, of the 380 full-time
admissions, employment and student affairs:·.
"The competition is even more fierce when students enrolled in the School of Law this
"He is hoping that the combination ofintcr- , it comes to students of color," Ruiz.said. "The }'l:ar; 28 arc minorities 'and 143 arc female•. In
nal and external experts will shed some light on, School of Law; however, 'is · committed to 2002, there wen: 30 minorities and 152 females
what we arc doing well, what obst:icles wc face · improving the diversity ofits student body, and enrolled in the School of Law out of 361.

._. . ., . I

~OM~~ I

,-ay

House ·of Representatives to vote·

• Ruizajdthc-ccmmittccsarctcrnporuybu1
could become pcrmment after their rcspectivt
reportsarcsubmittcd. .
' :
; The Diversity Task Forte h:IS met once ·
since it was formed, though the Task Force on
Woinen's Acceu to the SIU School of Law has
yet to schedule a meeting. , .
"In that meeting, wc shared idos about
diversity and swted to list w:ays that SIU could
consider improving,• Simon said.
·· · ,
. Simon said diversity has a huge impact on ~e
process of eduation and the legal profession.
"Without a range of ideas and experiences .
being brought into the classroom,' the classes
will be lacking,"· Simon said. "A law school .
class is not just listening to the professor talk. A
good law school class is a discussion in which all
, points of view arc' weighed. ·
·
"Clients need lawyers who can _undr.ntand ·
them,• Simon said. ·
"Sometimes that literally. means spcaing
a different lang,.ugc. Sometimes it is as simple
as having shared cxpcricr.ccs and an ability
to empathize. As the profession continues to
bccomc- more dn"CISC, people with legal needs
will be better scn'Cci."
Ruiz said Alcx,.ndcr expects each committee
to submit a written report to him at the end of
the academic year.
.
"lne report should contain the committees
obscn-ations ar.d, more importa_ntly, their rccom.-ncndations on what the School of Law can
do to achieve a greater diversity in the student
body: .
, Alcx,.ndcr refused to comment.

on· $95 billidn energy bill

ofthe bill.Monday on a p:uty-lincvotc, he added: "As soon as }'OU get outside Sense, a budget watchdog group. For taken from federal property.
as Democrats filled to win changes.
the dcctricity provision, the thing is aamp!e, oil companies would get a S3
In addirion, the · oil-addim-c
Sen. Pete Domcnici, R-N.1',I., co- loaded with pork."
per barrel tax credit for drilling what indusll)' would get n:troactn,: liability
author of the bill, oiled it "a bargwt . President Bush told Congress in arc considcr:d "marginal" wells.
protection from tainted-water lawsuits
WASHINGTON
(KR11 ,fur the Amcric:i.n public." Others said August that he wanted the n=surc
. "If you .vant to stimulate (energy) filed by cities, school boards and even
- The: House of Reprcscn::iti,:es is the price tag was high.
to include no more than S8 billion . production like we do, then it's ahso- :i.smallconvcntand(lffl>clualschoolin
expected to \'Ote Tuesday on a S95
, "It reads ,-cry much like the world's in. tax breaks, but the House-Senate lutdy ncccssaty for these tax breaks," , Connecticut.
billion comptthcnsh-c enr.rgy-policy largest Christmas (list); said Heruy compromise has S23 billion of them. Senate Finance Committee Chairman
· Republicans and oil industry offibill crafted by Rcpublic:m leaders that Lee
_ , a H=rd, Unn_=ity F.0_1fcssor. Still,_· White House press. sccrctary . , Chuck Grasslcy, R-lowa, told Knight cials said the measure's subsidies would
contains tens ofbillions ofdollars oftax of energy and environment. Lee used ,: Scott l\IcClclhn said Monday that the Ridder l\-Ionwy. . •• •, · ·,.·,: • ·
lead· to more oil ·and &'a5 ,prti<fuction.
'cuts and other benefits for the oil, gas, to run the Massachusetts energy · legislation is needed.
· · · ··
· .The bill would also order the fed- The bill provides "additional inccncoal, ethanol and nuclcir industries.
department under ~ublic:m and . , ,. "For the first time ,vc arc on the_ en! gmunment to· spend more than tn'l:S to cncour:igc companies and that
Independent 'watchdogs say the Democratic gm'Crllors. "I question '. ~'Ctge . of passing a comptthcnsi,-c Sl0 billion in SC\-cral programs to aid makes good sense in basic economics
lcgis~tion includeo, $72. billion in whether it'& going to ha,-c a signific:mt cncrg)' plan that will make America the oil and gu industry. This includes and world security," said Ed Murphy,
spending and S23, billion in taJt cuts. · impact on improving the United less dcpcnd=nt on foreign sources of S2 billion to find more oil ;1:id gas a senior manager for the Amc:rican
.The Republican energy plan would States' economic and energy security energy, make our nation more secure deep in the Gulf of Mexico and otl:er Petroleum Institute.
try to ~ t domestic oil, gu, a-.u and for that amount of money."
and help pm'Cllt the kind ofblaclcouts "uncom,:ntional• places.
But Phil Vcr!cger, a ,-etcran cncrizy ·
nuclear production with a bootload
The .bill il'ldudes technical . that wt: h:n-e recently experienced,"
"The oil section has. 10, 11, 12, analyst, said the bill is full of"financ:al
of financial inccnth'l:S to energy requimncnts that could hdp prevent . McClellan said.
,
13, 14 subsidies," H=rd's Lee said. · sopstospccialint=sts"andhas"nothcompanies, but indcpcndcnt experts future clcctricity. b~ckouts, said , _Oil and gu companies would ".Tiut's not insignificant:
ing in there to bring oil danand down.
say it lacks meaningful conscn".ltion Robert Bums,· senior researcher at get more than half the tax breaks,,
Thc energy bill also would cut by , I think wc ought to put up a white flag
measures. A House-Senate confcrcnc.: · ' the . National Regulatory, R=rch . according to Aileen Roder, program S400 million the amount companiC'S when wc sign this bill and say, ,'We
committee was headed tow:i.rd J)a55agc Institute at Ohio State Unh-'Crsity, but . ~gcr at Taxpayers for Common ha,-c to pay Uncle Sam for oil and.~ gn-c up to
Vcrlegcr mi

Seth Borenstein
· & Sumana Chatterjee .·
Knight Ridder Newspapers·

Osama.'.•

,~·' 0VER'j~~:~TITLES.
$2 paperb~cks. ! 54 h~~dcov~is,, .

For Free ~hinkers, s_chola~s! Priests_&
·
all ,~tereste.~ m Reltg,~n._
www.salamthebook.com

A universal Book for all humanity that answers the most.
baffling questions on Religion: Don't _miss thl:- book thaL ·.
has raised the' eyebrows of so many religious _scholars ,,
and turned priestsdefensive. It Is the greate!:(".:;· ">: ,; :,~
breakthrough In· Religion.'.' _
Available at: www.salamthebook.corr{,
www:amazon:com & www.bookch.co~
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OUR WORD

Assembly was
about drugs,
not religion
\ Vhat started as a crusade to keep children from using
illc1,r.tl drub'5 and alcohol has become a legal and media
frenzy abcut the sep:1ration between church and state.
Dcspit:: bouts oflegal disputes surrounding an anti-drug
asscmbh• at four l\lariori schools, which featured Texas
evangelist Ronnie H:ll as the gt.est speaker, a federal judge
officially .;igncd a ruling to allow the assembly.
While an agrccMcnt wa.; made between Hill and the
schools, ::nd Robert Marsh, the father of,\ Marion fourth
grader who filed a lawsuit to ban the assembly, both parties
involved ,valked a,vay unhappy.
·
Hill and the Cornerstone Community Church, who
sponsored his appe:1rance, were allowed to make their
anti-drug message known to the schoolchildren. Still, they
fikd a lawsuit late Monday, claimi!)g their ability to freely
express the church's mission was denied because children at
the school were not permitted to distribute fliers on school
property promoting a pi·na party and revival at the chllrch.
And Marsh was disappointed in the ruling because
the 5pcakcr ,vas allowed to make his presentation. \Vhat .
seems so odd about the circums:.mces surrounding Marsh's
lawsuit :u-e the facts that his daughter ,vas never going to
see the assembly, as it was only aimed at fifth grade1s and
older. In additirn, Marsh is a member of the Cornerstone
Community Church.
D~pitc these details, the American legal system allows
basically anyone to sue anybody
Inscea d, Ch e fact for any reason, so Marsh's case was
that it was an heard,ju~t as it should have been.
evangelise who
But-the court ruled on a com·
promisc,just as we believe it
rnig ht be influencing should have.
children upset people.
Hill is an experienced speaker,
having spoken at more than 200
schools in his tenure. And he: certainly had a clear and
important message: Don't use drub,s and alcohol.
Although Hill said he has never used eitht.r. his life has
_ been surrounded by alcohol-related tragedies, making him
a virtual r.xpt.rt on its negative effects. His uncle died from
an a!cohdl-related disease, he has a grandmother ;vith cirrhosis of the liver and his mother and father almost allowed
alcohol to ruin their marriage. ·
With a story like his, who wouldn't be influenctd?
But that wasn't the important detail surrounding Hill's
presence at the schools. 1nstead, the fact that it was an
evangelist who might be influencing children upset people.
Upon granting pcm1ission for the assembly, the judge
required religion to not be mentioned. That was fine for
Hill, who said he never intended to bring religion up at the
assembly on school grounds anyway. What got Hill and the
church upset, though, was a ban on passing out fliers pro·
moting a rcvivJI later at the church.
While '':'c do not believe a religious person's anti-drug
assembly is unconstitutional, we understand the importance
of th~ separation of church and state. With d1:-.t in mind,
we are thankful this issue has lx:en brot:ght to our attc:11tion but fed all sides should halt with their lawsuits and let
~bean issue dkccping students.off <!rugs.:..... instead of
religion. . ·
·

.

THOMAS SHANl:A - DAILV EGYPTIAN

··GUEST COLUMNIST

Not exactly a.goddess
of do~'esticity
no minor in c'.lild rearing or certificate in family nun·
-agcment. .· .
.
.
Emp~is on women gaining a college education,
PITTSBURGH (U-WIRE)-l-ITV n:ccives
achievingean:cr dreams and working outside the
constant criticism for <hmaging girls' self-esteems with home has increased tremendously OV1:r the years. MWc
its images of flawless females in minimal clothing. But just dic!n't ha,-c the opportunities you girls hav1t :m: . ,
there's another rulprit in town: the Food Netwoik. ·
words my grandmother must hold a world record in •
Despite its ability to point out wetly what I am
repeating to my female cousins and me. And that's fine
incapable of. I'm addicted. Rachael Ray, of the show
and c:bndy for the earec:-driven women of the world, .
30 Minute Meals, is my hercroscxual aush. She's ·. ••
but Y-hat about their kids? If women arc going to be ·
extremely delightful while =ting a full dinner and
encouraged to leive the home for work, then men ·
dcsscn in 30 minutes. fa.en Martha Stewart, with her
should be encouraged to stay home. Ideally, men and
:urog.mcc and abundance of lace, has me enthralled
women shou!J receive equal praise for remaining at
with thcidea of cooking and homemaking. But soon
home with their children. • :
:·•
enough, a commerci:i.l appears, and reality hits: I can't
My roommates, two ambitious, brillian~ women
cook myw.iy out of a decorated paper bag. .
·
with GPAs satur:itcd with Ns and resumes with~ ..
fa-en boxed maCll'Oni and ehccsc is a sttugglc.
· thing from German fluency to soap opera experience, · ·
The milk, the butte; the powdered ehccsc packet •
could be successful in any profession: But their dieam ·
"'.'"" they 011erwhelrn me. Unfortunately, it rloesn'r end - jobs :m: motherhooo. I'm in similat boat. Huwevcr, ·:
in the kireh.:n. Upon reading this, my mother,vill ·
when asked what we want to do after college, the
cry, shake: her he.td :ind utter, "This isn"t how I rai~
terms law school; graduate school and corporate
you.~ Aside from not cooking; I don't vacuum, sew
America lave our lips, while our desires to be stay-atbuttons, fold clothes or take out the g:ub:igc. 'Inc last
hC'llle moms arc· only diSOJSscd in the confines of our
time my roommates and I forced ourselves to clean our dorm 100m. Even though being a parent is the most .
b.throom in preparation for guests, the C\-cnt included . · ~viuding and .difficult job imaginable; peopl,·.:m: not··
•spl.uhing w::ater and =ming in disgust, even though ; . praised ofren enough for dc\-oting a portion of their
,ve failed to actually touch any of the room's surfaces.
lives to child raising. ·
_:· . .
Additionally, I have no idea how to change a <liapcr.
. • What's beautiful abqut our high-tech world is par- ·
Burpir.g or feeding a b.iliy? No_ clue. Basically, l',:r, 1
cnts can st:iy at home and work :at the s.une time. f'.or
domestic rughtmarc.
.
someone who enjoys having her c:ikc ann c:ating ir too,•.·
Luckily. I dorit have to ti.kc responsibility for my
· that's my game plan. And with a little help fiom the .
:abscn::c ofhom~::alcing knowledge. Rather, I blame it Food Netwt rk, I'U be ,hie to ha,-c, eat and bake th:tt
on a lack of education. In high school, home cco:iom- . cake.
._'
ics ,v.is never offered.: Hero: at Pitt, we have nine areas
of engineering: mechanical, electrical, chemical, indus~
·tri:i.J and others. Ye~ domestic ~gineering is nowhere·. ·
~: ~-~d;notn«man°ty~jl~tha~
to be found in our mammoth course-list book: There's'
.
eftMDAILYEGYPr!AN._. . ·.
Maria Wrzosek

The Pitt News (U. Pittsburgh)

·QpOTE .. OF THE DAY . ·

a

.

' ' W~ are und_cr i Constitution, but the Corutituticn is 'Y~~ the judges
\'say it is, c.,d the judiciary is the ~cguard of_~ libcry and .
of.our property unqer the Constiru_tion.' ' . . .
N- York ·eov. Charles Evans Hushes
in, spa'th before the Chamber of Commerce. May 3, 1907_ · ·

..

. .
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not

a

_think it's a· great opponunity for Carbondale'
only·as historical ..
. site where friends ofBu~ky will ix; coming visit, but alro a~
·... ·. ·_- ·/ gr~t to'ur· sit~ for Carbo~dal;,,,. _, , .· .~ .

ic:

:/ .

a: . '

'.
" . . . .
.. . Evelyn Kolne
, .• . . .
,
.
. chai,woman of the l'!-rvation commission;
the s.i~ifiance of the Budminstet ru_ner Dome ~coming,• city bndmark
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Future investors: ·rea.d·
beloiv>
.
'~

'

.

.

·.

. I often wond~r how modem combi~
nation-retill businesses c:vcrc:ime·into
. success. L:iundromats with ice cream
parlors. Movie stores ,vith tanning beds.
\Vho thought of this? \Vhere did this
come from? I imagine soine'young entre-

•.

-,

.

.

1-\', '='::;'.~.,,¥'j
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.

~

. .. .

~
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Jt'S easter· hot

'

'Not just
.h
. anot ·er.
·
"d, d
, pn Y
':face··

··to·be.wise

"The greatest of teachers won't
. hesitate to leave )'OU there by )'Ourself
' chained to fate" - Ed Kowalczyk: Live
white, nerdy mO\ie buffs never ha,'C
. ' .. ~ ;Y·G~CE ~RIDDY ·.·
The piece of paper we arc all seekexciting Saturday nights, believe me).
Piattol<?~
ing, the light at the end of our four-year
He was tI)ing his best to decide between
,.,.lcanlogic~IOhotmaiLcom. I
tunnel, is not our ticket to the other
"fommy Boy" :ind "Black Sheep," when
find him a few minu':cs later hi :i.nother
side. It is not our freedom or getaway
the idea hits him. "Hey, )'OU know what
section where he has b\1$ied himself by
into the real world. A degree is nothing
would go really well with this tonight? A transforming an embroidciy !oom into . .
but four or more )'Cars of finding out ..
BY ]AC~ PIATT
sunburn. Yc:ih, that'd be awesome ... "
quite the dTc:cth-c hula-hoop. . ·
what we arc made of and how much
:: piattol"i}'Oyahoo.c:om
; And th\1$ it was born. Before long,
We depart and hc:id to the ~c:ctronics
crap we can take. Sure, WC learn many.
· it had caught on like gangbusters, and
store, also known as the reason for man's
· things, but most ofi: is learned outside . ~y further. The only thing our teachers
somewhere today, that genius, bronzeexistence. After fu'C minutes, I'm =dy to . . ·
the classroom. The things we learn
and p:ipcr trophies can do is open :1 door
skinned movie mogul is sipping down
. lea,-c. Meanwhile, sweetie pie has a!rc:idy
• · inside the classroom· are just inform:1for us, and once it is open it is up to us
martinis mixed by beautiful women and. • used his man-radar to locate the most
what
\\'C do with our time. .
l~a:
.
relaxing in his penthouse
cxpensn-c piece of equipment in the store .
There were and arc some great peopl.e.
If only, I thi~k to with the heir to the S\\iss .. and stands mesmerized by its orgasmic, .
Being ln college does nC?t m:ike us ' · who have changed things in this world
special, despite what our p;:.,...n~ or pro- without dcgrccs and tutoring. They made
myself., there was... :irmy knife fortune.
. •high-definition quality. I'm :i!=dy itching
Who was willing to .· :o lc:i,-c, and \\'C haven't C\'Cn started to · ·
fessors might say, The truth is: what we it happen because all the knowledge
one glorious store take :I chance on this crizy look for the cable cord I w:u tpld \\'C c:une
came here with before we walked into , and tutelage: they needed was surround:...J d
th idea? Can )'OU imagine
in here.for.
o·ur first class is more valuable.than· :iny-, ing them their entire m'CS, and they just
divid i:u own e tI)ing to get :I. bank lo.:n
I wanderoffin search of said cord in
thing we picked up while we were here. · picked it liked fresh fruit and bit into it
It is simple, really; either you have what with a desire :uid hunger that can't be
middle.it takes or )'OU don't." A grade point
taught or put on PO\\'Crpoint. It is all
fabrics to the investors arc today, I hope ..visions and all the other latest in,-cntions
average doesn't determine a person's
natural and 100 pcrccnt self-induced. We
left, dee cronies they're reading the DAILY from Hunter & Gatherer foe-_ I follow
worth or predict the outcome of their
c.1't buy it at GNC or find it onlinc. It
EGWIJ\.'l because. I have ·•- :1 i.,tt of drool back to my a\\'CStruck , ·
. future and neither docs :1·d~grcc that
is inside us and if \\'C spent as much time
to the right. :1 great n~v plan that's·
da.-iing and ,v-~,-c. a black extension cable
• · should be printed on some c::xpensive
looking deeper within oursclvc:s as \\'C do
.
going to save a lot of :
triumphantly bern"ten his glaz.cd C)'CS and
paper after all the money \\'C spend on
follO\ving guidelines and :1 system for the
couj>ld relationships.·.' .. · ,. · ~. ·,. . :1 giant spe:ikcr. · .
·
.· ·
·. ·..•. · ·.
the damn thing.
grade \\'C need, we might actually learn
The ho!idays arc creeping up, and with , • ~Got it!" I shout abo,-c the roaring '
. •. No matter how good the professors
something about ourseh=
more Christmas projects than I know how bass-boost.
.
,'
:ire at this University or :iny other, in · .
Our instructors send us on our way
to expedite Ludy, l'\-c spent more than :1
"\Vhat? 'nut's not the right cord," he
. the end it all comes d°'m to the person
\\ hether \\'C learn what they have to offer
few hours shopping :it crafts stores and
scoffs.
staring :it us in the mirror each momor
not;
as long :is \\'C meet the requirefabric outlets, Tr:igiuilly, this mc:ins my
"Iney all look the sam'e to me," I
. ing. If \\'C finally do make it to that ·
ments for passing the class, it doesn't
better half has also been forced to spend
whine.
boring graduation ceremony, af~er all
matter whether or not \\'C actually learn
more than his &ir share of the weekends
He shakes his head. "fhat one's got
the crazy celebration, the smelling salts
·:nything. It is asystem, and c:vcn though
trudging after me through jungles of silk
t\ro male components. We need a female.
of realization will begin to linger anrl it
there arc some great teachers in the sys- ·
flowers and ra)'On bolts.
component. I don't think )'OU're going to
,vill be time to wake up. It will be timr.
tern, \\'C arc bcmit flushed through it like
I tty to m.tkc it interesting for him.
find one of those in this entire store, hon."
to re:ilizc c:vcrything we C\'Cr needed to
:1 piece of tissue down the toilet. The few ...
I send him on little missions to hdp me
I mumble as \\'C set out on another
succeed wasn': purchas.ed at 710 Book
great teachers aren't enough to m:ike up · ·
long expedition ·through tlie dc:ctronic:
get done quicker. "OK, )'OU want 'O find
Store or billed to our bursar accounts. It for :1 system that.thn\'CS on money and
me some red machine th=d?• And he's . shopping gate of l'W6:ltoiy.
was with us all the time. This was just
GPAs. That is all it knows. It wesn't recoff like a rocket. He comes back, like a
· If only, I .think to mysdf, there w;is
a test. \\,'hen ,,e walk :iway from here
ognize t!lcnt, potential or desire. It only
puppy wagging his tail, bearing the fruits
one glorious store divided dO\m the midand he:id in whatc:vcr direction our live$ acknowledges adherence to structure and
die - fabrics to the left, dc:ctronics to the
of his most recent ausade in hopes that
take us, it will be our confidence and
conformity.
\\'C can finally get out of this hell and go
right. We could shop in divine peace for
intuition, personality and determination
I say get )'Our degree. It is import:1nt.
SCt' something more interesting, like a
hours without C\'Cn having to ,rony about
that will canyus down the road.
It is valuable in today's society. It is like
National Geographic documentary about
the other one. Ah, what :1 magnificent
A degree is :1 great tool to ha\-c hanga car- it c:tn hdp get you to where )'OU
scdimc:ntaiy rocks.
place that \\'Ould be.
ing from our tool belts, but it is worthless
arc going. But just the same, don't forget
"Oh, darling, this is button thread. It
Of course, come to think ofit, in CISC
if \\'C dcn't know hO\v to swing :1 hammer what you arc made of ••• don't forget
won't work." H .. st.ires indignantly at me.
any prospective im'CStors arc still reading,
andhit:inail.
what you ha\-c that separates )'OU from
"\Vhat do )'OU mean it's the wrong kind?
I think it should ha,-c a L:iundromat in .
· . Our dcgrccs arc wall ornaments and
C\'Cl)'One c1sc in the world with :1 degree.
It's thread! lt11 ,rork!" And so I begin . .. baclr, and maybe, :ih, some ice crc:im, too.
~phics for our parents, personal ~ctorics
And C\'Cn though you might have a
to explain the delicate intricacies among
· .Then \\'C1l nC\tt C\~ ha,-c to lea,-c.
· ·. and a testament to a goal accomplished.
car •.• don't forget )'OU started out \\ith
the: entire J&P Coats floss line and the
But if,,-c rely on our dcgrccs to get us
· legs.
distinctions bet\\'Cen red, burgundy and
No~just anotlxrpri,ldyfac~ apptan evny
where ,,-c wanr. to go, \\'C will fail misermaroon. By this time he's out of e:inhot,
Wdnaday. Grau is a.sm~r in arrhitmi=.
ably.·No professor or mentor can make
Piattol"l,."f appam rwry W~dnmlay.Jad ua
mopingdO\m the aisle and grumbling
Hrr'fli..-wsdonottuussarilyr~tthoucf
your life what you want it to be. No
· smior in iulvmising. His 'IMW1 do no/=- ··
something about "high mainten':"ce'." I
·
tlx J?AILY Ecrnu.v.
degree or academic honors will get you
sari1y rtfoct thou cftlx DAILY EC'r'P'IWI.
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Liberals are true
believers in demo_ cracy·

adminis~tlorilSNOTUNPATRIOTIC.
Whether it is thcdomcstic or the forcigr,

. ~rcrognittd~~losingsightofthose
· ideals.

policyofthetcmporuyinstitutionofa

J)We~calto~tO\-Uthcidc:athat

. ptt,idcncy, it IS NOT !'.JJl<-PATRIOTIC tu dcmoa2<y is somehow an =tially
be: aitic.J of tlut p~idcncy. If this wu the
American phenomenon. There.is no guar'. case, then Anne Coulter, Rwh Umbaugh
antte the United Stites will W"J}'S be a
~ is in n,sponsc to Alex Bcrt-zo,-/s
and any other Republian.s who were aitial dcmoc=:y, and it is silly to think ury other
Thursday column. "Be ungntcful ;...J blame : .of the policies of the Clin1oi,.administntion coonay is inapoble of prog=sing cJo.c:r .. .·
America tint: Part 1•
wcrc thcmsch-es unpatriotic. To be aitial of ro the democratic :deal than we =ntly
J wculd like to start by requesting to Mr. · , ·a president and his policies docs not imply
112,-c. lfwc arc tntly proud of the dcmocntic
Bcrczow not waste his time publishing Part
IluStrcdNOTofAlo~•,E·u,unRICA.ny. GEORG
.... E. BUSH.
system, wuhou!J spend less time being ;
II. This old "10\-c it Of' 1=.,, it" rant is &r too
"1
bubblc--hc.ld,,d thcabdcn for the United·.
. • mnplistic: to W2Stc another wtek's supply of
2) Most of the immigr.nts and fomgn ,, .· Stites and spend mon: tiri.c promoting·:·
ink. We 112\.,, a!! heard it before. It's a rited . srl<knts wh~ ait:£;f~~ foili · ·..· :~rogt'CSSion ofclcn«ncy at. home and
and mnp~IX a.rgumcnr. which pb)'S on .
~donl'W!cybcli ~Geo· .,, IRB·· .L ~ . cy
.. So Wall}W Llbcnls, Amcnan and
JlCOl)lc'a fears and ignorancc. MO\-c on; man. )U!t
.t
C\'C. m
rgc """- cy
· . But since Pm II will. rno.t likely appear . . come 10 America h=usc thcy arc inspird · · .
Thursday, I suggat e\'a)'OOC consider the
- often mc-c so than die :Mngc American
follawingwhile you :arc l'C'Wmg it:
- by the dcmocntic ideals ~ in our : BELIE~!{S IN P~H?.SR,_\,c:Yl
1) Patriotism~ "!ming ycur
~tituti<>? and fulfilled~ out his1oiy,_It : ,
coonay;~1_"o~grccwi!"polici~
isun-~c~totclll';:etolcavt:thls .
.,_: 11allinniudum,~ofWmdkv·
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Drunken: ~.riv:ets educt:1tion:

AHTHONY soum.t - DAllY ECYPnAN

Cpt Bennie Vick of the SIUC Police Department explains to Chris Everette, a junior in-construction managemt!nt, that it is possible to
get a DUI in a motorized wheelchair Tuesday, evening at Thompson Point Vick and an SIUC student staged a DU.I arrest comp·;;;te with a.
breathalyzer and field sobriety test to help raise awareness to students about the consequences of driving drunk.
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'Generat·Mills

·CEREALS
. 12.25 oz. box-O>olde Crisp, 14.25 oz. box-'
Reese's Peanut &rtter Ms, 15 oz. bc.-1-0ieerios,
~-, 15,6:160I.box-Rlce,ComorWheatCliex- .
,. 0r ~1 oct. pks.-ktty ~ rnut by the foo'1
flujt rol~ or fni! shapes-Sale 3 for $5

Keeb!er-

.

... SNAClfCRACKERS,

. 11°16'oi box-Cheez-lt, Wheatables,
Munch'ems and more-,-Selectcd varieties
;:
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The day.1:ti,e
sharedlriUSic died

David Damron .
copj'righted music files.
._ .
.-_
_Th_e_0_rla_n_d_o_S_e_nt_in_e_l_ _ _ _ .
It recently ;tSked Bright House•
Networks, Central Florida's fargcst
GAINESVJLLE,Fla.(KRT) c:able-TV operator, for names of·
_; As c:,.mpuscs nationwide crack . suspected down loaders who used the
down on students illegal_ly · down· able uimpany's Internet services to
loading music off the lntc:m~t, two· get free music. The RIAA rcprcscnts.
Unr.=ity of· Florida programmers · five major record labeh that have filed
may ha\'e d~-dopcd. the forcefidd hundreds of lawsuits this faU to stop
that stops t~ic\'ery.
· .
.· a thrce-ye:ir dip in sales of compact~
Dubbc./lCARUS, the program disc music. ·._, __ . · :- '. .· · ·
monitors all network ·activity o\'er ·
UF's system ."appears to . work
UF's dorm . Internet system used remarkably weU and · efficiently"
by 9,000 students, searching ·. for . at curbing file . sharing, said Cary
computer users sharing files of copy- · Sherman, president ofRIAA. "There
righted music, movies and games. · . l,avcn't been a whole lot of tcchnologi... \Vhcn it finds this "peer-to- al iM<N.ltions on the unr.-ersities." .
peer" file ·sharing, ICARUS -:-- or
· It's ._ a "major dC\'dopment ·. since -•
Integrated Computer Application for am~ are the' most concentrated ·
Recognizing User Services - shuts hotbeds of music downloading activit down. · ·
. -· ·· ity in Americi, Shcrm:in said.
·
Most Schools do nothing more
It'also prcYerits unwanted e-mail
ad,-ertising and destructive "worms". than ·warn students that it is illegal ·
from spreading through dorm com· to pull music for free off the Internet,
puters, said Robert Bird, a 28-year- · but impose only light s:inctions for
old senior systems programmer.
chronic violators, Shcrm:in said.
Bird and fellow programmer Will
University of Central Florida, for
Saxon, 25, dC\-dopcd ICARUS as instance tikcs rebti,~ "don't ask,
part of their job to police the dorm . don't tell approach," said network
Internet system.
manager Robert Scott.
"There's nothing . else like it,"
'nie less im":1Sr.-e approach still
Bird said of its pre•empti,-e gotcha' allows them to see if students are
opabilities.
.. .
sending out huge amounts of data
While Bird brags·abcut their ...:..andlikelysharingfilcs-andtdls
creation, the music industry salrntes them to stop.
· . :
m-::r its potential to stem billions in
.The Motion Picture· Association
losses; And studentsaren't amused.
of America· and RIAA also ·notify
Krystin Englehardt tried to~wn• UCF when they spot illegal sharing'
lo:id music this summer from her and students h:1,-e been kicked off the
Jennings Hall dorm room. ICARU~ university'~ ~fotem for weeks. ,,
turned off her Internet acce'ss for
"\Ve t:y and look the other way,"
:ibout 30 minutes. Englehardt then · s:iid Scott. "But if there's a lot of·
tried her friend's Internet port, but data going out, \\'C know. there's a
she still had the illegal file on her problem."
·
computer, so her friend's port was
Scott s:iid the unr.-ersity is con•
turned off for two days.
scious of priv:icy issues and doesn't
"She was sooo m:id at me," have the staff and budget to lau_nch a
Englehardt said. "I had to go to a fullscale-blocking program.
\Veb site and :igree not to downlo:id
· Many sch~ls contract or expand
music ammore."
the cimpus network's bandwidth to
UF's' ICARUS system uses a allow intense download i<~tivity in
secret software code, for nmv, but dorms at certain hours,· usually at
more than 150 unn-ersities and other night. This "shaping• means dmvn·
private groups from uound the world load junkies cion't slow other students
ha,-e called or visited the ompus to and professors Internet use during
~eek it out.
the day.
·
· Bird hopes the university ,viii
Some schools charge. students'
decide this spring to treat ICARUS extra fees for using lots of bandwidth,
as "open source• · programmi:ig, or tap student fees like Penn State
which would allow other schools or Unr.-ersity aMounccd it would do
businesses to share the software and next year to pay for music download
tailor it to their needs. ·
services, such as Napster.
Bird says the programming could
But UF is different in that its·
be· worth millions of dollars to the · system· pm-ents sharing on the front
Unh-ersityofFiorida.
.
end. And ifUF follow!! through and
The system constantly ,:.:ans UF shares its technology with the world,
dorm network aorl looks for C!)mputer as Bird hopes, its bits and byt~ barcode language and activitypatterris in ricade is one that all unr.=itier :ind
students' download-files. It wou!d be companies can access.
like looking at aw.all of multi-colored
ICARUS • is defini•.dy a one-ofbuilding blocks and searching similar a-ki_nd deal," said Computer World
clusters and shade patterns. · ·
national correspondent Julia King,
: Once ICARUS SC~ he:ivy who'. tracks' -Internet' technology
bandwidth downlo:iding, and the dcvdopment. Unr.=ities ha,-e more
computer language looks like a movie at stake than playing police officer for -. .
. : or music file being shared, ICARUS ' . the music industry, she said.
·, ... '. ·. .
stops the student's Internet ride. It · "Their b:ind,vidth, it's basi-'·
then· gives them a JO-minute time -cally,.like unh'Crsity parking lots or
out .by sending a pop up message : roadways," King sahl: "They need to
directing them to a Web site:to fill .. pro~tit."
· ·.
~
inaformsayinr;theywm'tdownloa~) .1 ·Engl$:init, the dorm student,
copyrighted material.' · . · : ' ·: · : · · .• sud she's mad that students at other
·, If studc:n:s continue to downlmd ·: Schools on ,till download. . .
.
. ···1cARUS ii .
h.
I
.
.. ·
filI es,.
w· I restrict' t cir, , -•~ : just won't do ihnymore,"

a

emi-

Craig Colbrook .,.
· Daily Illini (U. Illinois)

safer.drinking in a controlled
"Actually; I didn't even know
· -ronment. Officials' were also con• you guys extended your hours,"
ccrncd that many Eastt:n _students . said DeKalb M.i)W Greg Sparrow.
CHAMPAIGN (U-WIRE) .. \\'Cre leaving Charleston to ·go to "We've: had an extra bar hour on
- Champaign-Urbana, Ill., the other bars, especially in Champaign· Fridays and Satwd:iys for years, so I
home of the University of Illinois, · Urbana. · . · · · · . · ·· .
_.
don't sec how it's much ofa big deal."
could soon be joif!Cd by two other .., The proposal could extend hours
Sparrow said that the DeKalb
college · towns in the state ~th.. from 1 a.m. to 2 a.m. on S-..iurdap . bars are already allowed to stay open
extended bar hours.
. and Sundays, but would only. be until 2 a.m. on Fridays and Satwd:iys
DeKalb, Ill., tl,e homeofNorthcm v:ilid for a limited time. Roger and 1 a.m. the rest of the week. A
· Jllinois • Unr.-ersity, and. Charleston, c Cunningbni, the° ~sistant chief of .. recent proposal to the DeKalb City
: Ill; the home of Eastern Illinois pclice in Charleston, said.this is _so ;_Council would allow the bars to
' Unr.-ersity, .h:r.-e both t:lkcn actions · the city cin eva1uatc· the new system ·. stay open until 2 a.m. on Thursd2ys
· ~ month IC_> tr/ to ·extend their bar_ · after a certain period of time. • · . . . . as wc!L • · . .
.. ·
hours._to 2 a.in., mirroring actions
. Cunninghamalsosaidthata-enif . · Sparr<' ·.ud the proposal was
t:lkcnbyChampaigninAugust...
themeasurepasses,hedocsn'cthinkit created 01...of concerns for student
• "Champaign is_ the ci:sc we've .:.will change police procedure much. _ safety, as· wdl as incri::i:d =ue
looked at; said Adam . Howdl, : "There will be increases in vehicle · for local bars. .
·
member . of ·the ·Eastern. _Illinois· and pedestrian· traffic a.'ld all the ·
Lt. . Carl .Leoni, the operations
Student Senate. "It's also the place a ·:--activities that' go along with that; commander of the DeKalb Police
. ,lot of students go to on the weekends .but I don't see any changes in police Department, said that although the
for later bars. It's almost an indirect operations," he 'said. . · · . .
· .
meastµe would not change police ·
effectofChamp:iign'slatc.rhoursthat'·
Kyle Donash, the external affairs tactics, police are concerned about
. we're trying to extend ours.•
chairman .for the Eastern Student the change.
Howell said the proposal began , Senate said the council ,viii probably:
~In general, v.-e've never sup·
· out of student daire ·and concerns make the measure v:ilid for the spring ported longer liquor hours, mainly
for student safety. Students asked for semester of2004 iflt passes.
· because .most of our problems are
extended bar hours, espec:ially after
DeKalb's proposal for extended alcohol related," said Lt. Jun Kayes.
Champaign and Urbana extended' barhours,ontheothcrhand,b;tSlittlc "N"mety-nincpercentofpeopledrink
their hours, and city and unn"CrSity · to do with actions in Champaign- responsibly, but the ones who don't
llfficia!5 thought stud~ts would be . Urb:ina;cityofficialssaid.
. ciuscalotofproblems."

New York City may nix stude,:it voters
Bracley Hope
Washington Square News
(New York U.)

legal director of the NC\v York Civil organi:z:ition. Of IS· to 24-yearLibcrties Union. "The questioMaire olds who register, approximately 60
is one designed to do mischief.
\'o 70 percent ,-ote in presidential
"rive out of six of the questions dcctions, he said.
NEW YORK (U-WIRE) lead a registrant to be found ineli"It's more crucial that students
- Students. who hail from outside ·. gible," Eisenberg said.
yote now.;;__ they are already moving
· New York City may lie denied the
Under current laws, no additional · polls off cimpus," said Cail Casserly,
right to vote in elections here if a procedutcS are necessary for college a junior at Hunter C'.ollcge.
nav proposal is passed. by the. city's students registering to vote as long as • Rosenstein said that '!fille many
BmrdofElections1i•esday. '.J
theylisttheirNC\vYorkCityadcfress students use their parents' address
Ci,il rights organi:z:itions and as their principal residence.
as their. primary address because
students announced their opposi•
"We should be hdping students of their-mobility during the school
tion to the NC\v York City Board to ,-ote, not hindering them," said )'C:lr, they still m-e in New York City
of Election•~ proposal )'CSterday at :1 Rachel Leon, executi,-e direct0r for for the majority of the }'Car.
press conference on the steps of City Common Cause/NY, a non-parti"Just. because I get mail there
Hall. The board is expected to vote san lobby group. ·
do,:sn't mean I shouldn't be \-oton the proposal at 1:30 p.m.
Four students stood on the steps ing [here]," said C:imile · Rivera, a
The proposal . v.-ould. req!lirc!. behind the speakers .,vith signs rcid· student at Queens College. referring
college students living in a residence in;; "BOE: Don't Silence Us," "Keep · to her parents' home.
hall or off-campus to··fill out. a · Students Voting• and,"litudents are
Eisenbcig said the proposal
six-question form to determine NYers too: They tied black r.bbons · singles out students but ignores
· whether they. are eligible to vote over their mouths to· represent the military · personnel or any other
• in the city. The qu~tionnaire asks potential of the proposal 10· silence group of people who are similarly
·where a student's ·dri,-er's license their \'Otes here.
·
mobile in the course of a year.
· was obtained and where )'tudenis
RepresentatiYes
from
the
If th,: proposal is passed, the
reside in the summer, among other: Brennan Center for Justice at the New York Civil Liberties Union
questions .. Under current .,-oting NYUSchoolofLawandth:League will litigate on·the grounds that it
rules, a citizen may c:hoosc: to ,-ote of\Vomen Voters of the OtyofNew violates the 24th and 26th ameiidin New York City if he or she has York abo spoke )'CSterday. .
m~ts, he said.
been a city resident for at least 30
. The re~tration rate for students
"It's \'Ct)" int=ting that this
days and does not claim the right tu . is less than 50 percent, said Neil\ is happening right before a major
,-ote elsewhere.
.
· _ ·· Rosenstein, a r:presen 'ath-e of the presidential election," said Katharyn
. "Students, like all citizens, have a-._ . NC\v York Public Interest Research · Ross, a cimpus . organizer.· at the
righttovot~,"sa;JArthur~bcrg'..'. Group, a poli:ic:all~-ncutral _refo~; · Pratt Institute. .
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._ but agreed ~e cit):nccds to ~ t e the:unount_';'-

··0~';vt~ :t::in!.}nat~4i:-~~\

year :mer year it has almost become automatic; ,
McDmid said. · .·-, '
- -. ·
· · ""ltVe really do.riced ~m~ wcanini; of the
· orginizations _so that we can bring new organizations in and help support them. Our go:i1
sh<?Wd be_ to get them self-sufficient :ind_ leave
· them there." · ·
.
Besides 5tt':SSing the need for more business
growdl' in Carbondale, Cole said he is deter. mined to growth reach the rumiunding cities
·aswcll.::
·i
· -· .:· ·· :.
•
· He said the fu-e,: mayors, rcprcscntir.g the . '
cities. from. r.twph)~ro-_to. r.tarion, .arc_ now·- .
.working together for the gn!i_tcr benefit _of f!lc .
entire Southern Illinois region.
"We can do this because we can ~...-lfish!y ·
rcalizc that what is good for ·one community is
also good for thi; others," Cole said. .•Like\\ise,
when something ncgati\'c impacts one of us, it
also has a negative irnp:ict on our neighbors."
Cole s:iid he intends to approach the Rcgion21
Economic Dc\'dopment Corporation in :in effort
to promote the whole of Southern Illinois.
Building relationships to CI'C2te a better action "ith the University student population," · · Cole .ended his ~tition b)· asking the
CarbornWc: was not limited to business people Cole said.
.' • · .
.· • ·
· · • O'O\\U to ~ember the phrase, "What's right
:ind political leaders. Cole said int=tion with . "I hn-c been able to bridge the gap bctwccn ·• is not alwa)-s popular; :ind what's popubr is not
the ~iudent popubtion was cqw.lly import:int to · city lull and the donnitorics, helping to shmv the - alw.1)-S right," as they considered what he had
the- community's sua:ciS. ·
studcntbodythattheyarcsuprcmdyimportantin said in his speech. · ·
"I hn-c opened the door to more direct inter- this community :ind that they arc appreciated."_ .
"Know that our actions may not alwa)-S be .

sec

popular, be "-c always strive to do what is right,"
Cole s:iid.
.
· "It will be within that =:ding context that
my vision for the community will adv.mcc :ind,
t-.opcfullr,justi.1·your support."

"Thi; area will

"If it had been out"front of the Student policy reads.
be op~n to all
"Obstruction, disruption· or _interferCenter; it wouldn't have· posed a problem. members of the Unhi:rsiiy."
ence with vehicle traffic, teaching, research,
And if they had a sign a foot by 18 inches,
That area is the only part of campus that administnrivc functions or other University
compared to a large vinyl banner, that would assures· demonstrators a place · for protest, activities by not maintaining ·rca,onablc
otherwise the protestors arc under the whim access to and exit from :iny off.cc, 'c!~sroom,
Uni\i:rsity and especially the governor's office h_ave been quite a different kettle· of fish."
has ·sought to· limit. the demonstrations in
Jensen said SIUC procedures and polices of traffic flow; events and security problems laboratory- or building," can result in 'arrest for
forums such as the governor was holding; o:\dinc those holding signs in the Student that may arise. _
_
_ ·
those involved.
,
·
Jensen said.
· Center must have them a C'crtain length :ind
The -policy dearly states under the free
Angdynne Amores, a governor's aide who
"It was packed, and it was a large crowd. A· width :ind not have handles protruding from_, speech facilities section that •other campus • wu p-art ofBlagojcvich's entourage that day,
, their placards. . ·
_. v·
· ,,
areas will '.not be .used as· open forums," taid the issue was about"sccurity, rot the right
7-foot-by-3-foot banner is a large thing.
"If they were permitted to unfurl a large
"We were not trying to suppress dis.sent; leaving ,protcstors such_ as Schneider. and · to pea;cfully p~test. -_
, .
·
: .::, Friedenberg "wider' the - whim of those in · ln a room packed "with cameras, citizens
birincr such .15 that, what is there to prevent ~-, he said.
three or four more people froo doing some"Tiic governor's -SCl'"Jrity staff made the charge of the event. _
·
:ind security, C\'CI}'._ inch of space counts, she
..
decision that it should not be unrolled. It
If the banner were unfurled, according to s.id.
thing similar?"
Jensen said \Vendler tried to mediate the could have been, 'Governor, we love rou.' It both administration and governors aides, the
-Amores said the go\-cmor is working on
_ . crowd would have bi:cn obstructed from entry the re-appointment of members to the Board
situation :ind pla)'Cd to both sides. He said , was just a question of decorum.".
the two were given compromises, but the
According to the University's policies a'ld -· _and exit and interfered with the University's of T rustecs, something that he has stressed
· _
'
since his inaugurati(?n.
negotiations never amounted to a satisfactory- procedures, demonstrations arc required to_ b::. program. .
That type of activity is strictly prohibited
- "Because t.'1ey ,vcrc up front, logistically,
resolution.
.:
in the open forum areas, and those demon· .
._"You s:mply ha\,: matters of crowd control strating can be turned away acco1ding to time in Uni\i:rsity policy. ·
they arc not only a security problem "ith the
and safety; Jensen said.
and circumstances.
-. The University prohibits· activities· that largeness of the b:inner but the people attend"Tiic Unh-crsity has some responsibility _ "Tiic open forum area is located south _of disrupt the regular :ind o.-derly pcrform:incc of ing tlu: .,pecch. ·; ·
to maintain order and make sure safety and Anthonr nail, north_ of McAndrcw Stadium, authorizc-:1 University ·functions :ind interfere
~A c)uplc in the front holding a banner 7
other_ considerations arc observed. Nobody between Parking Lot I0B on the cast and the ·with the safety. wdfuc :ind right. of the SIUC feet by J feet is going to block ar.yonc a few
roM
l,chind them."
·
·.
was intending to suppress the professors.
Parking Garage Lot 118 on the west," the community, school guests and loo.I guests.

BANNER
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1000 ar.d 1001 South Morningside
Drive, from low-density residential
homes .a medium-density residential horn~.
Bardo said she anticipates the
If Liic zoning request had passed,
first four-week round of the: study any futwc landowners of the two lots
circles, which _is being referred to could ha,-c built a thrcc-plcx residenas Carbondale Conversation, for ful unit on each lot ·
Community Action, would begin in-~· , The lots could have also allowed
sprii:ig 2004.
, . _. , , ,
more th:in two p.:oplc who arc not
,The City Council also rejected ,-- related to occupy a single dwella request· by Carbondale landlord ing, which residents close to South
Bri:in Chris.,iari to rezone two lots; . Morningside Drive said woul~ brcak ..
COITTINUEO FROM PAGE 1

up the calm nature of their neighborhood by allowing more_ stdents
to live there.
·
Ch.-isman, who ClW11S both lo~,
said he ·wd not plan to ,constect
thr~plcx ho~-s on them. He said
he pushed (or 1"C20ning to be allowed
to build - three-bedroom ,houses
similar to those on Chcny:indJames :streets.
•
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"I like those thrcc-bcdroor.1 build massive apartment builJing.;
homes; Chrism:in said. 'To be cco• for students, they"'C!C worried about
nomical, I need to rent to people. Is 6e diy when he no longer owns the_
there some way dC\'Clopcrs can work propcny..
- .
"I wanted my own -home in a
with , neighbors? A three-bedroom ·
home is the best option :ind improves pretty quiet neighborhood, not with
a bunch of students. I don't lead the
the area."
I
Nearby residents ·· such as life of a student. I don't do parties.
Catherine - Paul ·_said "while· they throw trash in people's yards o r ~
understood Chrisman• .would : not noise. I want it quiet."
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Carbon,ale City Manager Jeff Daherty explain:.' a proposed reso-, , "':
. Jution ~oJeHow City Council member Chris-Wissmann-regarding<-,'
: which ~ompany :v,ili: replace the rC:of. on the Carbondale Police :-.::.·:
· '., Statioii during TtJ.!sday. night's City'Col:Jncil meeting. The resolu-,::\'.
·:i.-: tiori was passed bya vote of ~5, and it awarded Lake5i!le R~ofing:~,i,'1 __ _ __
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·Chinese intellectual qn~sttOD~. 'stupel).t's deta;intµ~~t
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MichaelA. Lev
Chicago Tribune
BEIJING (KRT) - · D~
Peng Clllllot stop himself from ask:ng Chinese authorities a potentially
ciangerous question: \:vby has a 23year-old uni\'ersity srudentwho posted
satirical essays on the. Internet been
detained for one year by police \\ithout
being officially ch:uged with a crime? ·
For months, · Peng u~ccessfully challenged the polke
satisfy
his "right to know" as a citiz.cn. He
demanded an explanation ·for the
appar:nt lack of progress in the case of
the woman who wrote under the nom
de Internet of"St:.inlcss Steel Mouse."
Since those requests got him only
a veiled threat to go.1way orthepolice
"uill not be nice," Peng put himself on.
the line. He called a press cor.fcrence
for foreign reporters and imited the
police to attend. ..
\l\'hat Peng did would seem to
,iolate no Jaw, but he SC\-crcly tests the
patience of a government that controls
all. For Peng to step forward on behalf
. of a total stranger- simply beCJ.use he
trunks it is the right thing to do - ~
extraon!ina1y in Cluna.
"I consider Dl\~ to be, more or
less, an intcllecrual," s:ud Peng, 36, a
sclf-twght economist ,~ith 3 unn-ersity physics degree. "It's an obligation
to fight against C\"eI)'thing I find,
with reasonable arguments, to be C\il
- at any cost. 1 can be persuaded to
say my argument was wrong, but there
is no wav to be threatened or to be
fri,,••lnened."
But in todays m:r-changing
China, it is just as easy to CODSlder
Peng a ncighbomood gadfly as a brave
dissident.
The go\'emment is widening the
zone of personal freedom granted to
people and attempting to reform its
legal system to be more rule-based and
. less arbilr.UJ: In that sense, Peng had
every right to question the police and
talk to foreign repon=; actions that
na-er would han: been pc:mitted fm:
er 10 years ago.
But China also is selectn·dy,
continually cracking down on those
who appear to c:hallcngc authority.
The Internet scans to be. particularly
troubling to the government.
In the hands of the go\'ernment,
the Internet has become· a powerful
propag:mda agent. For example, the
chat room run by People Daily, the
Comrnu~t Party mouthpiece, :i :lie
national \"Ortcx for )-OUng nationalists
sounding off.
But c.be\,ne..-.; free speech on the

,o

5MOKEOUT
_0)1'."l1NUED FROM PAGE 4

acrivitv
that
occupies
time
distract the urge
to smoke.
"Just saying no to the next
cigarette is the first step,•
said Umlauf-Brown, who has
been. an- outreach nurse at the
Wdlness Cem.., for seven years.
"There are a zillion little things .
you can do to fight cravings."
"Cra,·ings last less than
five minutes," said Baker, who
~lso encourages smokers to
learn how to breathe properly
again. "h's· important to. ha\·e
:. nicotine replacerf!ent sj·stem
:..._ different things you can do
, when you would be. hunting foi
a cigarette." .; '
According to,a 2002 survey
by · the·· Nation'!! Office of.
Statistics, 80 percent of. all
smokers over the age of20 find,
. it difficult to stop smokingfor
. even one day. ·
Bur; according t9 Baker'and .
other ,professionals, as with
mariy, chillepgcs," the, struggle•.,'
decreases from· one day to tlte,, ·
,n~t;;·•
' ·•,,.
,,

;.,.ill

MICHAEL I.Ev

- OIICAGO TRIBUNE

Dean Peng, shown in Beijing, China, for. months has p·ressed police for information on a student who remains in jail after speaking
out on the Internet
·
Internet is tightly constrained. All of the Communist Manifesto and see insufficient oidence. Her funily has He does not C\'Cll know the name of
sites that broach foroidden topics such ifatl}"Onc ~zed it In another, she not been allowed to contact Li~ and · her la\"}-et. But he does apprm-c of her
as independence for.Tibet or Taiwan p_roposed that on one clay. per month · has been kept in the dark about the perspecti,.'C and ;;is sympathies lie ~ith
are blocked, and. there_ are• .strict. e>i:z5-one,say what; thcy"ri:;ally, think." investigation, except to be told that thosewho speak tljcirminds._ .
· Peng said he has bee.,i detained
rcgulatims that require Internet cafes The rest of the time, she suggested, Liu's wrifu,gs arc not the issue.
Dean Peng had ne\-er heard of briefly and released by police two
to monitor acti\'ities and record the they could study politics and speak
O

names ofusers.
In the country's biggest chat room,
run by Sina.com, postings with the
"-ords "government" or "United States"
are filtered out with this explanation:
vPlease pay attention to the words you
use." Writers get around the proluoition by dn-iding VAmerica" into t\~"0
-words.
Into this environment came Liu Di,
or Stainless Steel Mouse, who wrote
15 :s=y essays that were politically
provocative without advocating the f:ill
of the Communist Party. In one, she
suggested that people hand out copies

againsttheirwill.
Liu was arrested on the campus of
BeiJ"mg Normal Univemty on Nov. 7,
2002, and has not been seen since.
According to her grandmother, the
im'CStigation centers on allegations of
su!,,.-crting.statesccurityand member-.
ship in an illegal organization, biit the
police refuse to identify the group. The
speculation is that police are trying to
connect Internet essayists as an antigovanment organization.
Buttherc ar= rumors on the lnternet
that the case against Liu Di has been
rerumed to police by prosecutors. for

Stainless Sted Mouse until word
spread through the .Internet of her
arrest and a petition was o,zanized on
her behalf, itself a bold act
His sense of outrage kindled,
Peng set about on his own to le:im
the details of her ancst and complain
to authorities that Section 9 of the
Criminal Prosecutorial Law was b.-:ing
violated beCJ.use suspects should nor be
held in custody indefinitely.
·
Peng makes clear that he is not protesting against the arrest of Staink'SS
Steel Mouse <:ln i1:; merits, nor is he
oiganiz.ing any defense on her beha1£

times: once in 1999 for criticizing
the prime mi~ter in a con\'crsation
\\ith a taxi driver and last year for
accompanying an Italian journalist as
a translator to the countryside for a
sensim'C story about AIDS.
Now, he is risking the government's
wr:ith by raising awareness ofthe oneyear a1mivers:uy of Stainless Sted
Mouse's detention and implicitly
criticizing ti:e Chine-.e ·gt,VCmlllen(s
in!Olcra.nCC:
."There arc only nvo \f-1.)'S of ending this; Peng said. MOne: I l.~t my
answer. Two: I &c.•

Court says ban on gay marriage nnc~astitutional
Stephen Henderson
& Ron Hutcheson
Knight Ridder Newspapers

candidates arc outspoken advocates
The poll; by the nonpartisan Pew · The ruling gh"CS the state lcgislaof gay rights.
Research Center, found that 59 per- rure 180 days to come up with a way.
Bush, who arrived in London for cent ofAmericans questioned oppose to grant the 1iccJ1Ses, and the legislaa thrce-day,isit Tuesday, decried the gay marriage and 51 percent oppose ture and the governor havc'vmved to
WASHINGTON
(KRT) decision;
civil unions or other arrangements find a way to respect the rulirig but
- Massachusetts became the first
Ml\h,rriage .is a sacred instiru- that would gi\'C gay couples most reserve· marriage for heterosexuals;
statetosmashthelegalbarrierstogay tion bet\\'CCn a man and·woinan; of the same rights as;heti:rosexual Butlegalexpertssayjnvouldtakean
marriage when its highest court ruled he said: "Today's decision of the couples>
.
.·
amendment to the state· constitution
Tuesday that such prohibitions arc Massachusetts Supreme Judicial . About 55·.J>?=!t of Americans .. to stop gays_;fro111 getting marriage
Mincompati1ile" with the principles of Court violates this . important believe that homosexuality is a sin.
licenses; · That . lengthy .. process· '
personal freedom and equality found principle. I wiU, work ,vith congrcsTh_e Massach~ ruling stoppc~I_ . couldn't be completc<i !iefore 2006.
in the state's constitution.·
sional leaders and others to do what sho,rt · of: orderi,!lg tliat marriage.· : '. Si,rn:c.. the· state has_ n~ rcsi_dency
The ruling, coupled with the U.S. is legally n ~ to: defend the licenses·be granted to the sevcn,gay •·. requirement for"marriagc licenses,
Supreme Court's recent decision· to , sanctity of marriage:
.
coupk:s whq brought the:
But 0: ,the .ruling could inspitl: · a cottage .
strike down bans on gay sex, marks
Former Vermont Gov. Howard _that's a mere formality: TJ_i~ ~on\ :i~dustry of
weddings iri ~ut
a legal watershed that some scholars Dean, the Dc:moaatic presidential · strongJ3!1guagc ~de clear that;thc. ,: soc mo.nths. < . . . . .
'
say is as important to gays as legisla~ front-runner, said he was proud to: state's ainsti111tiori 'provides-nk·
~This is ·a, total• vil:fl!i'ffor- gay
tion on civil rights at1_d voting rights have signed Vermont's law allowing , for denjing marriage licenses to gays: · ; rlghts; said David Garrow, .a dvil
. was to blacks in the 1960s.
gays to enter into civil unions. ·
·,, ,_Written by CruefJustice ~ t : · 'righ~ and constitiltfonal i:xpert who
Itto=d fud on an already incenMTitis decision should be viewed Marshall, the 4~3 ·decision rcdcfmes ·· teaches law at Emory Univcrsitj•. in
cliaryargumentovcroncofArnerica's
opporrunity, to· affirm what .. 111:irriage in-Massaili(!SCtts to. m~n '.,
"Thc;rc's.no way the'. state
most contentious,·issues. Religious . binds us together - a fu!ldamental· . ,"the wluntary union <:hwo
constirutio1r can be amen~ed iii six
· conservative.groupsandRepublican bdief in•. the equality ofhum.ll!lf as,SP,OUSCS,.to.the'cxclusion'.,c:>Call: .'mon~'tirge.w '.
. .
. '' :
lawmakers wwed to pursue. an· beings, regardless of race, gender od-others.:··Maish:ill concluded• that'·:,> Garrow siud: the Massachusetts
amendment to th!: U.S. Constitution sexual orientation; Dean said:·' . . .• the State liad no 'rational 'rcuon"to:'. ruliiig' was a ·narural, extensfon of
to ban gay marria&C' The deb~te
; The· depth· of public emotion< exclude, sainc~sex couples from· that ·: the U.S. Supreme Court's ruling in'
seems certain~ rage into next year's on the issue is illustrated by a poll definition: '· . _ ·, •
·· · . ' Lawrencc.\'..Tcxas,which invali~rcd.
. . . ..reJeas~d::.fucsday~t~at._shows that_. · A dissenting opinion said t)le: ·la,,'S·ag:uristgaysex'e:t~ierthis)'C3t'.
presidential campaigns.
' .• ; ;\%ilc President. B~ repeatedly' Americans are, deeplr.<!ivided,in thdr statc;'s' _legislature: - 'ratlicr;· tfian•: •• ' ~Did they intend fi>r th:• to haphas,voiced opposition to t'a.Y ~(• :a.t!ftudes !0"'.3rtl ga~'a.xid their plicc :•its courts:-'; should<dc:dde Hciw,~:• ·pen?' No: But did'. they enyision· it?,
'.:riagc; theD~tttf,~"t1~~:'.:;.~~~~~?\;.t,::'::~:~-/.'\:2,:-,,-, -r~l,at1.~ftSf".,:·_/:· · , ... ,,,·ccrtainly,".9arrowsaid: •: ,.,,

=

gay

basis~'- ·

as an'

<
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·f\ft~r.five wt:eis. iiii_. .re~b,, .Liti'ib~t1~ ~~~JR··1?:lfil0
•MarkWashburn: ,,.
Kni~ht Ridder Newspapers

all:ibo;:it,.~lh~~t's~~to'. ::
brn:ry ,i:Jysoon."
:'·.: . . . <;:- :
: Liniliaugh , also ·. ~lruncd .
· CH AR LOTTE, N.C. (KRT) Mon!1,ay for misrepresenting his 11iews; •·
- •1· ,\-as a, drug ·addict,~ Rush on drug offenders. A 1995:statcment':
Limbaugh declared Mondiy. ·"l still •thar more white drug ~diets needed •
am. From 1996, '95, whatever, to
tobc;jailed was "t:1keirtotally\,1~t of •.
fa-c
ago." .
·
context," Limbaugh complained. · :• · •
Returning to tl,e microphone fo-c
"Titls business l\-c·bce11:hanl'on ·
days afrcr leaving :ln Arizona rehabili- drug addicts-.:. I think there:
a lot of •
talion center for UCltmentof addiction phantom quotes out thcte _ l'avoWed· .
to' pain-killqs, the COllsa'\"aU\'C talk the subject of drugs on this program ·:
shov.-. h(?St assured, his audience th~ for the precise reason tliat I \\-as keep-·•
tieatment didn't.transform him into inga~. :' . •. • ·.
'.
a "linguini0 spined L'beral" but nthcr
Limbaugh said he is.in discomfort :
,,-as "sort oflike being reborn here: at because of two herniated discs; mkes
age 50.ft ·
.
a drug· prcsa,ix:d by a physicl:in t~ _
Limbaugh, _tlie .. pation's m':>st cuts the pain by abqut half and has :i;
listened-to radio persollfility on more physical therapy .rcgim~
·
than 600 stations with a weddy audiHe. said h~ will, proJ:iably need .
ence estimated as high as'20 million; to ha,-c surgery ~. correct his back '
used·· affirmations from·_ 12-step problem but has 1'CSisted because the ..
rerovery progr:uns, :ulmitting he had procedure would· nc:cd·. to be done.
apologies to m:ike for}= of clandes- through the throat, requiring his ,•oice
tine drug use.
.
box larynx _to be presseo aside.
"I knew it \\"aS wrong the whole . "He clearly said; 'I'm powerless
time,-hesaid,notinghcwaspowerless over the addiction I· had, -I can't
to o,-en:omc his addiction.
change it by my own will'; said Keith
Limbaughmadeonlyobliquerefcr- Larson, whose talk ~how ,precedes
enccs to his unresoh'Cd lcgalsituation.
Limbaugh'; noon program oil WBT,- . ,
· -111ere's a whole lot of stuff I want All.1 in Charlotte, N.C.
,
to tell you; Limbaugh said. "It's not
. "Oneofthekeychallengesformost
that I'm :woiding it. Thcic's e,.-cn more· addicts or akoholi1=5 is to come to grips
honesty to rome."
with tJ:icir mvn person_al powerlessness·: •
An investigation into allegations over their addiction and the need. to·
of using :1 former housekeeper to reach out for the pm\-cr to overcome
supply him prescription _pain-kill.z, ir; said Larson, a real\'Cring alcoholic
including lliJContin, is still report- who has been sober since 1982 and
cdly open in Palm Beacl1 County, who has nC\'Cf hidd~ from}istcnas
Fla., whcic Limbaugh maintains an his own struggle :tgainst the diseisc:· ·
oceanfront mansion.
.
.
"I _think that :tS a whole,. Rush is
Limbaugh announced Oct. 10 he • going to have bigger numbers than
was taking a Jea,-c of absence to seek he had before,~· said• Mike Mangan,
tre:ttment after the NationalEnquirer ,. general manager of WSTP-~~
~rted he \\"aS under suspicion of in Salisbury, N.C., which carries
buyingthousandsofpainpillsfromhis. Co~tive. G. Gordon. Liddy
. former ho~,W:tlma Cline._.
. --~Limbaugh, "'Qia:c; ,?J'Cll't ~ t ..
. . The tabloid later published what it many: goodie t\\u~shoes · who· listen
said \\"Cre e-mails from Limbaugh to to Rush.':
Cline asking for the medications.
Limbaugh's \'Dice quavered in
· "It's quite hila1fous to listen to the early going Mo!1<i3)', then grew
people quote the National Enquirer stronger as he returned to his ha1I1-·
as the world's foremost authority, and iner-ori-Libcrals rhetoric, singling out:
I'm. here to tell you that theyre not, . · longtime tatgt:ts Sen. Hillary Clinton
ladies and gentlemen,- Limbaugh said and Sen. T e4 Kennedy.
Monday. .
.
"I just ha,-c one more thing to say,"
• C ···Ji,;t5wEY-.;_ MEwi:JllK
, M,Vhat )'OU know - what you Limbaugh said at the show's conclubroadcast Monday,in more tflan month he
. thin½ you know -'--'. you don't know. sion.- "A memo to you Libernls. The Ti!lk radio host Ru~h limba1:1gh prepare~ for his
But}'OU will wh:11 I am able 10 tell you party's m-cr. I'm back.~·
r_eturns to'the air after undergoii:ig treatm_entfor ad_dictioifto pain m~~ication..
·
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Ne'Y bill may· affect teaehlng ·offoreign-p9lic,y at universities
Jolene Hull
The Select Education Subcommittee· additi~n, ~h~ university also receives a_nnu~l·
· · ·
Iowa State Daily (Iowa· State U.)
; heard from 'witnesses in July on the impor:.. federal funding of $10,081;000 allocated to · " The effort is tD make professors teach
·
·
ranee of international and foreign language the Agricultural Experimental Station and
more what the government clmSif/ers
AMES, _lo\\-a (U-WIRE) . -:-- A bill _S tud"!CS JO
. h.
h
d .:
.:.. ExtCOSIO~
. serv1c,;.
.
. \ltUUe5 tO make tnem
. 1g ere UCl,~On'.
.. . _ ..'
.. . th e C ooperau>'!:
Wbepos_itfoe
passed by,theU.S;H_ouse,o(~epiesentath-cs· , In pa!ticular, -witnesses str~sscd, these:
Steffen Schmiqt, _university prof~sor of
could, change. the way'college curriculum - progrartjs :not only enrich knowledge, ~nd. politie:tl science, said the bill stems from the
more
is taug~J · an effort to ~eighteri, _studel}_ts'.: understanding but also play. a. central role Sept. 11 terrorist attacks .. •
.:
:·
··
-Steffen Schmidt
partkipation in homel:md security. . . .. ·
in training professionals with the expertise
".The H.R. 30n comes• on_ the heels of,
univetsity profe.sor, pofrtical science
,. The terrorist attacks pf Sept. 11 paved the need_ed to fulfill national security needs.
the \Vorld Tra_d_e J::enJer a!_tack;;;- so now . · . - · , • . _ . .
.· ; . ,
way.for tlic_imposition of v:irious ho1,ncland · Da~: . Ash_lock, ass«;>ciate professor ,of. there's this question of wheth~r. we should
"If [adn1in,istration, faculty and_ stafi]
security mea~res;
. · ·
.· ·
mathema:ics, said H.R. 3077 will directly . be t_eaching s_tudcnts how to become pan of• ·like and agree witJi. thq_seJed_etjll m_andates
· One of these measures is the · USA affect· foreign Janguag~ an~ i~tqnational .-. hCJmel~nd securityt Schmidt said.
.. ;' -~. like teaching. :1bout · something that
PATRIOT._ Act;; which was, enacted ·to studies departments· at Iowa. State if it is
·, •The effort is to make professors teach· . matches oiµ- own persimal values, like divercomlfat terrorism·.
'
.initiated as _a law..
' ·. '
:: ' '· '.; ' . ; .: ·niCJre_ ~vhat th~ gc,vernment C()nsidcrs' to _be sity - WC ha,·e no problem ·with initiating
Recently,·.·_ the House passed. the. . ,He said:proposals simitar to H.R,-3077· positive values to. make _them more patri: those,wSchmidt said; · •
·. ·
·
Iri_terilatfonal. Studies in Higher Education · have failed in thcpast. ·. • .
_ ·,,.
otic.w · . · ·. :
· . •_ _ _ .
:J:Io"(e\'Cf, if [the gm-ernment} .tells. us
/\er.
.
..
, . •This has been tried nvice, before,~ , ... ~e- said: the federal· government would ho\\; to do something with the mon.cy that
According to the bill; H.R. 3077,. tlic Ashlock .said: -~It was tried during thi: . · have professors build in curriculum that WC consider to be; ari interference of our
legislation reauthorizes international 1 and McCarthy·, era in the '50s ·and• bcrore, with ; would, aUc:,_w students to understand· how to· · freedo~ns · an~· ~s;:ntially an ·interference
foreign language s~dies progra'ms under .• PrcsidentJohn f.dams_ when· ~e passed !he: . be proug of and defend· _the, Uniteg: States, . with ?'¥-rights as intellecfl!als, we don't li_ke
TitleVIoftheHigherEduc:itionAet. ,
AlienandScditionAcfr.•
. ·
·
·
Schmidtsaid.
·
, :,,.:, . .· : , .. orwantthat':.,: · -. :·.• · : , ;. '.
. .
3,077
The federal go\'Cmment may see a college··::
the Cold .War,- language· centers
• Title VI "of the Higher Educ:ition "Act' . · _Ashlock said'one rationile for
provides support. for a._ critically iniportllnt _.. _is· _th,e lack of Arabic-,speaking .A}neric;ms.. coui:se_ in _U.S .. forc.ign policy, where policy , .ac_ross_ th_e ,. Unite<! States;:. whicli_ · w~re
group of programs ~t cc:,lleges and u,nifci:si- ; ~,~ilab!e. to be t~nsli!~ors and spic:s. ~- ·, · ·,.; . ·:. is c;xamined and possibly scrutinized; as .a · ', dc;_sig!}e_d to: tea.c4, fp~ign -l!lnguage, appHed
tii;s rh_at . work .to: ad\.'3nce_ knowledge
He fUggcsted teaching- foreign J~n_&1!llge. · threat to homeland security, Schmi~t said~ ... _,: for ,and receiv:ed. J_argc suins of fedeaj fund\~orld regio_ns, 5ncou~ge' the, :~dy of for~:'. ~n, clement~'}• s~liools :tS a way.~9 !';m~~nlie,
,~There . is .. ~!I· ·. anti:..gJobal .· cft,tisism : ipg, Schpiid_t.saiq: ." '. , ~- , '., •
e.agn languages and rramJ\mencans to h~ve . pi:oblem; '';
\
:,
·_·.-. · · , ,,, · . · . of American foreign policy. that paten~ · The mono/ given_ was speafically·ailllcd
1
intemational expe'rtis7 and undcrstanaingto ;- ,: . If the
~s:passed as a bill; on.e w~y for.: tially le:tds to spreading anti-Ameri~11ismt- -at fighting'communi~m. ;'.,_ _-, ··.·•.· ·. · ·: - . '
'fulfill pres~ing llat_io11al.securityn~c~s;, - ·~ .. universities to rtjeei: the ina11d:itcis t<> ~s~. Si:bmidi_said. > , ; ··:.. · .. .. ,· .
;; :_,,,,~It'~ almostlikea'newC::ol~War, but over·
; : '.The. l_ntc_rn:itiC!n.~I ,Studies_. i~, ,Higher:. f~dcral fun,ding, -:Ashlock saJd::,' ' ... '; ,:, . ''.,. - ; . Schmidt said any timt: the federal govern-' ; Middle 'Eastern' terrorismt' Sc~mid_t sa,id.
Education Act ,wo~ld· upc!atc; the P,r~grams .·~ ·,: _If that,,vere the case, a university such as 111~!1t gives money to an instituticm~ .it's ~for :, :I.n a .way, it'~ the:_. sa~~. diSC\1ssion _all· ova
under Ti,tle,
to r~cct nationa(seC\lrity.. fo::,-:1 Sl:3t~iwould' _lt,aye lC!.lookJor:_funging • a purp,ose/'- > ,;,·, · :, : .• ,: . 7 ,:..,·,,,.,,.:, again; thc:q4esti~n being: S~ould.wc let the:
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, bj: \a \~01~; vor~,w1th,,, ,b.1p;1i:p~an; support, IJl;;. gr:ints,Sl!ld,Garo,tyand_:i, ,m,anagc!ofaccount~' ' the mst1tut1on agrees; with l?-c.w the_ fcdc:~l , . ~ert:un .tt th~s till!~ wh~ th~t will ~=i k;
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2 BDRM, FULLY lum, SS,000, ale..
near campus, w/d, frig, stove, 351·
1809.

OPEN MIE .

LG 2 bdrm on BEADLE DR, 2 car ·
garage, dishwasher, w/d, private
lenwd deck, cathedral ceitings w/
skylight. cemno rans, cats c:onsld·
ered, $850, 457-8194, Alpha.
www.alph.orental1.ne1

2 BDRM. 1 bath apt, lg dE'Ck, pets
ok, $300/mo, 708-707-3764.

11.40 per column

inch, per day

DEADLINE

Appliances

REQUIREMENTS

S100 EACH WASHER, dryer, refrigerator, stove & freezer (90 day warranty) Able A;>pliance, 457-ns1.

2p.m., 2days

REFRtGERATOR, 4 YR $150,
washer, dryer, 4YR $375, stove
s100, au exc cond,457-13372.

Musical
S10 REBATE ON Shure Mics,S140
rebate on Korg Tri!ons, Free guitar
amp with purcnase of Austin guitars,
OJ & Video Karaoke tor your horid.:ly
parties, www.SOIJ:ldcoremusic.oon,
(618) 457-5641.
ST8NWAY & SONS piano, 1952.
sman, antique. per!ect OJnJ. can tor
details, one of a kind, 534°1734.

3 BDRM, 2 bath apt, $325/mo, furn,
5 min from campus, living w/ 1 female, needed asap, can 618-,;lSI•
7018.
5 BDRM HOUSE, S240lmo +11 5 ot
util,Jan-May, fumwithw/d, 1 bloclt

from SIU, caQ 529-028l.
,
CLEAN, QUIET, PREF grad student,
!bdrm apt, partially !um, w/d, JanMay, $440 mo +uta, can 457-5817.
OLUET, 2 BDRM apt w/garage, w/d,
d/w, water, cable, trash Incl,
10/mc + U!il, lease ends 5/25/04,
caU 351-9083, lroberts@siu.edu.

ss

SPRING '04. 1 bdrm apt, quiet area
acro,s lrom SIU, $350lmo, caQ 457•
0648 lor more iolo.
TWO BDRM APT, $485 per mo,
pets Ok. trash ind, lg, Park Town
Apls, 5 min lrom SIU, can 529-7209.
TWO BDRM DUP, quiet, next to
campus, great landlord, ale. w/d
hook-up, patio. $500 .mo, 559-2835.

Apartments
. SSS SAVE ON APARTMENTS AND
HOUSES
studios, 1 and 2 bedrooms. near SIU, 457-4422.

sss.

............WORK ~ RENT.-.......
.................C311549-3850 ...................

SALUKl HAU. CLEAN 100ms, util
Incl, S210lmo. across from SIU. sem
lease, can 529-3833 or 529-3815.

Auto
SSOCI POLICE IMPOUNDS!

Roommates

Cars'lruckYSWs from S5001 For
tiSlings l-800-3!9-3323 ext 4642.

906 w. MILL, 5 bdrm, 4 guys Jooking
1992 FORD EXPLORER. 4 dr, aut0, for 1 more, please can 549-7292 or
4x4, Eddie Bauer, 134,xxx. Joaded, 534-7292, an amenities.
_53_99
_5_obo_.ca_n_53
_6-8_29_6_ _ _ ,1·MALE--ST-U-DENT_.;.,N_EE_D_S_room__

1999 VW BUG, 50.XXX mi, 5 $pd. male, for new a 3 bdrm heme in
p/w, p/1. pis, must sen, 8,500 call M'boro,S210lmo+1/3util,wla3new
457-4326.
appli, Closed w/d, dlw, must see to
apprt'Ciate, ca, Steve 684-8165.
98 WINDSTAR, $4750, 97 skylark
$3550, 96 Geo Prizm, $3550, 95
MATURE STUD TO Sl\are lg 2 bdrm
Mustang, $4350, AAA Auto sales
w/ 1 male, w/d, garage, lg bad<yard,
605 N lninois, can 549-1331.
dose to SIU 522!.'mo, 351-6764.

---------1

_________ ,

BUY, SELL, AND TRADE, AAA Aut~ ~ales, 605 N Illinois Ave, 457.
7,;31.

NICE HOUSE AT 716 S James, 4
people need one more, c/a, pat1<ing,
walk to SIU, can Junko. 534-5405.

WANTED TO BUY: vehicles, motorC)'Cl,!s, running or not, paying from
$25 to ssoo. Escorts wanted, can
Sl:J-0022or 439 -055i,

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 2 bdrm
house w/stu,jy, dose to campus,
w/d, $300/mo, cau 457-2510.

Parts & Service
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
Mecllanic. he makes house caDs,
457-7984 or mobile 525-8393.

Homes
1-3 BDP.\I HOMES FROM $10,000,
repossessions & loredoSures, !or
listings. 1-800-719-3001, ext H345.

ROOMMATENEEDEDTOshare3
bedroom apt, S265 + util, cal 217638-1149, leave a message

Sublease
1 BDRM, 1 bath, dose to campus,
furn, S290 + util, can 453-74681'1
~ . 11':!:.'leaOSiu edu.
1 BDRM, CLOSE to SU, $410/mo,
no pe!S, trash Ind, sublease a.s.a.p,
caD 924-1817 leave message.

LAKE LOGAN
~'1".AiPA:RillME N'TS I

·a...;..,uu . b~H .st~ B~I

;

LEASING NOWI
•Fully Furni •had Apartmanh

,
•Wat11r,B11w11r &: Tra • h is includad in rant
•3 &: 4 Badroom Units
•Onsita Laundry Facility
•Onaita Lounga/Vid~o Games
Stud111lll attandlng Jw A. Logm er Somheni Illlno!J Unhunity
will find Lab Log111 Aputm111lll tffon!.ab!, I al11T81Ulllt
701 Eaglo Pasa Cartorvillo, IL 62918

" No~o~a':! cfi:h°'<cksl"5~8go ,.,
0

•

email.u at tnfo@laJceloganapartmenu.com
- . l • Jceloganapartmenta.com.
'

:.,,,

1 BDRM5MI FROM SIU.country_ serung, $400/mo, utilJncl, avail now, ;
618- 52!1-:l7ll3.
•~
··
·
1 BDMM APT, avaa Dec or Jan,
$48" single, $520 couple,
..
washer/dryer, dlw, 5 min to campus, ,
country setting. can 457-8194 or
www.alpharentall.net
•
1 BDRM APT, near Grand/Wan
C'dale, sublet, S\Wllffling pool, can
Lauren618-549•1663.
1 BDRM NEAR SIU, S320/mo, very

nice, hrdwd'llrs, c/a, w/d, no dogs,
avaaJan. 549-e174or20t-3073.

1 BDRM, CARPETED, sky light, tan
ceilings, de<:k, avail now, 20 min to
carll)US, quiet, call 893-2423.
1 BEAUTIFUL EFAC APT .
In C'dale's Historic Dis!rlct, classy,
quiet & sale, wld, ale. new appl,
hrdwdmrs, avail Dec 15, 529-5881.

1, 2, & 3 bdrm, lum, 5 blkS from
carll)US, no l)'!ts, studenls only.
967-8814 or 457-5923. t, mess.
2 BDRM APT, 2 avail, 2 bdrmhouse,
pool, country setting, dose to SIU,
caD 457-8302.

2, 3, & 4 BDRM, large rooms, 2
baths, c/a, w/d, no pets, 549-4808
(9!._m-7~rental list_at 503 S Ash.

ALPHA'S FANTASTIC SUBLEASES, 1 bdrm; $430-530, avail Dec or
Jan, ch!ck Ille web sae. 457-8194,
www.alph.orentals.~ot.
APTS AVAJL FROM alfordable 1 & 2
bdrm, 10 deluxe town houses.can loll
lree (866)997-:.S12cr922-8422.
BROOKSIDE MANOR APT, c;uiet
living wlspacious 1, 2, & 3 bdrms,
an utJ Incl, new1y updated laundry
~~~atype~~~~ ~ today !or your personal tour, ask
about free rent, 549-3600.
,1palaou1, 2bdrm apt, call 684-4145
r684-6862
·

CLEAN, QUIET, PREF grad, no
pets, untum, 1 )T lease, waterllra:.h
Incl, $340, caC 529-3815.
COUNT,lY;CLEAN 2 bdrm, sman
•pets ok, references; $450/mo, can
Nancy 529-1696.
EFFIC APT, 31 DS. Graham,
5240/mo, water & trash Incl, untum.
ale. avail RIGHT NOW, 529-3513.
GEORGETOWN APTS. 2 bdrm, un•
der new fTV,T'I. close to SIU, high
,speed Internet, $300 securily dep,
ask about lree rent, 549-3600.
GREAT LANDLORDS, 1 bdrm du•
plex at 606 E Par!<, no pets,
S360/mo, 893-4737.
HUGE3BDRM. 11/2bath, fabulous
renovation that preserved unique
retro features. huge windows. new ·
kifdlen & bath, decorative br1Cll fire,
place. lots ol storage. utr Incl, S9SO,
457-6625 Jim, 457-8194 Alllha.
M'BORO, 1 & 2 bdrm apts, lurn &
untum, some utr, sale area, avail
Jan, S265-S40<Ymo, 687-1n4.

M130RO, 1 BDRM, water, trash &
laundry room ind, 1st. last + dcp,
$300/mo can 6844408 or 92~7.
THREE BDRM, CLEAN, & quiet apt,
c/a, w/d, furniture & appl, 10 minutes
10 SIU, caD 529-3564.

Houses
ss SAVE SSS, 2 bdrm house, near
SIU, furn, nice yard, ample pat1<ing,
457-4422.
........ RENT TO OWN........ .
• • .. • • • .2-4 bdrm ho.Jses....... .
• Hurry, few avail. Cal 549-3850.••
,:......NICE 1, 2, 3 bdrm houses.:.......
_.East & West. Make us an offer_ ...
......Now. Hurry. can 549-3850Ht.......
2 & 3 bdrm houses tor rent MbOro
and Vergennes, $375-$650, 618687-1n4.
2 BDRM, FENCED yd. deck, quiet
·neighborhood, $500/ mo, 1 pet ok.
rel req, 967-8813 or 687°2475.
2, 3, & 4 BDRM, large rooms. 2
baths, c/a, w/d. no pets, 549-4808
(9am•7pm), rental list at 503 S Ash.
3 BDRM. C'DALE. no basement ac-

5:1:~s~::;.oi~~

~~

ALPHA'S NEW PROFESSIONAL
.family home, 1500 sq It. 3 bdrm, 2
bath, lg whirlpool tub & masler SUile
bath, 2 car garage, $850 lease,
S124,900 sale price, 457-8 194·
• CARTERVILLE I BDRM house
$300/mo, 2 bdrm apt in Cambria
$2251mo. avail Dec 1st, 997-5200.

our 2-3 oorm, S250-5450, pet ok.
529-4444.
.......MUST SE8 2 bdrm trailer.........
_,... 5195/mo & upl!II bus avail_ ..._,
........Hurry, few avail, 549-3850,_, __
1 & 2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES, on
SIU bus route, 5235-$350/mo. water
& trai:!1 Incl, no pets, 549-4471.
1 PERSON, 2 bdrm, private lot,
·de<:k, cable ready, grad or professional, lease. 5275/mo, 52!1-1214.

2 BDRM, $300/MO, avaa now, ciose
to campus. 305 Mil St# 3, ref+
dep, can 687•2475.
·
2 BDRM, UNFUAN lrl'iler, S285/mo,
pets ok, no ale. 457-5o3 t •
CARBONDALE, 2 BDRM, located in.
quiet park, S200 -$450/mo, can 5Z)..
2432 or 684-2663.
C'DALE, $235/MO, NEWLY RE•
MODELED, VEnv CLEAN. 1 bdrm
clupfex, between Logan/SIU, water,
trash, lawn care Incl, no pets, 529·
3674 or 534-4795,
rentapartmentincarbondale.com

CLEAN, QUIET, NO pets, unlum,
water/Ira sh Incl, pref grad, 1bdrm,
S195 per mo.can 529-3815
LG 2 AND 3 bdrm, furn, c/a, smaH.
quiet park near SIU on bus route, no
pets, 549-0491 or457-0609.
NICE 1 & 2 Bdrm, $180-$275, fawn
& trash Incl; mgmt & main! on
site, 549-800_0 or 457-5700.
ure an
o a o
2 bdnn starting at S280
Recently remodeled, quiet, sale,
private laundry, yard maint
plCl'lided,

~SO,,.,~r:=

~~

635 E Walnut
18 54
ILRT....;..13_EAS_T.;;.~B.;;.~.;;...;,1:;8..;,D;.;1:.;;.:Honda--.,-'
pet ale, no pets. can S29-358I.
~~:~ ~~ lor stu- bdrm $250, 2 bdrm $350, waler,
NEED A 1 or 2 bdrm !or spring,
dents or SBOOlmo tor families, avail trash, & lawn Incl, no pets, 924-_1900
3
NovB.caR 529 -35l •.
TWOMILESEASTofC'dale,nice,
e. Park, $580, come in now lor the • C'DALE. 3 BDRM, 1 1/2 bath, ga, dean, quiet mobile home, water,
best selection, Schilling Propeny
rage, no pets, 1st, la 5! & dep,
trash, lawn care Included, NO PETS,
Manaaemenl 549-0895
· $650/mo, 549-37::l.
taking appr,cation,, 549-3043.
·
NICE ONE OR 2 bdrm, 320 W. Wal_C'_D_AL_E,_3-BD_RM_,c/-a-.-w/-d_hoo_kup_.
nut, 406 S. Washington. carpet, ale.
basement, no dogs, water/trash ind,
THEDAWQHOUSE
',
5310-$350 per mo. cal 529-1820.
204 E College, SoOO/mo, 687-2475.
THE DAILY EGYPTIAN'S ONLINE
HOUSINQGUIDEAT ·
-Jlwww.Claityegyptian.com/dawg
COUNTRY SETTING, SMALL 2
1
house.html
avail Jan 1. caa 309-360-3255.
1
2015

f=~of.~~~:,a_n

C'DALE 7160 GIANT City Rd, stu-

~~-~T:.!~.::,C:-

.sk~':~~~i:x:s

~~~

~==~•==::

~~~~~~

pets, cau 549-4686.

a,e!~~. no

~".!~~ C:,~~

PRIVATE COUNTRY SETTING, 3
bdrm, extra nl.;e, c/ait, 2 bath, w/d, 2

decks, no pets 549-4808 (9am-7pm)

Ill

The Dawg Housa
The Daily Egyplian's online housing

guide at
-Jlwww.dailyegyplian.com/dawg
house.hlml

NOW LEASING FOR
JANUARY 2004
SQuthern rmnai's;

StmliQ Apartments;
· • Studio & 1 Bedr9om Units
• Poof Wireless High-Speed
Internet is now available
• Sophomores, Upper Classmen
& Grad Students Welcome
Phone: 529-2241
Fax: 351-5782
405 E. co,lege

Duplexes

Mobile Homes
$$$ I BET YOU WILL RENT, look at

A;,;.t.j,.j
507. S. Ash #11
507 S. Ash #13

·IJ•f.iui
911 N. Carico
405 W. O,eny Court
310 W. College #2
113.S: Forest
400 W. Oak #1 .

503 W. College #3
11 3 S. Forest ·
511 S. Hays
402 E. Hester ·
614 S. Logan
400 W.. Oak#l
509 S. Rawlings #6

ft.,;.f.j,.j.

508 S. Ash #1
508 S Beveridge ·
300 E. College
11 3 S. Forest
507 S. Beveridge. #1.
402 E.. Hester
507 S; Beveridge #2
508 S. BevLridge
49&0 ·.· "
509 S. Beveridge #3 g:ra.juj.j,.j
405 W. Cherry Court . 300 E. College ,
300 E. C9llege
.

••i•MIJ,
514 S. Ash #4

-

DAn.v EoYl'TlAN

CLASSIFIEDS

BILULOU-S HOMEMADE CARDS
UNIQltE GREETING CARDS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS & HOLIDAYS

$25(). 500 A week, Wil train 1o work

SI/CARD, CALL 21Nl21•TT3I.

at hOme helping Ille US Government
fill! HIJOI FHA Mortgage refunds, no
experience necessary, cal ton free _1-866-537•2906. _.
.

HOUSE CLEANING 1

' ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE SCHOOL
Center Is seeking II/pl employees lor
Internal Sales Assistant Position,
Great Benefits. Send Resume to:
School Center 1050 Reed Station
Rd, Sllila A, carbon:lale, IL 62902
www.sctlOOlcenler.com •

twiday, serv-

!a, free, need I bdrm 10 live, email

b7ax0yahoo.com

· ·

JOHN'S AFFORDABLE HANDY•.
WORK, professional Interior paint;".
Ing, interior remodelinO, renovations,
FULLY INSURED, cal 529~73.

BARTENDF.RS, Will. TRAIN, pl.
lun, ene,gtlc. urilorm short st-orts,

·11 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!,
•Cancun, JamaJca, Acapulco, Balla-· ·
mas. Mazatlan, Flot!da, S Padre, , FREEKITTEN, HEALTHY, playful,
110% Best Prk:esl Book Now& get-·
loving, needs a good home, can :
Free Parties & Mealsl Group Dis-_ .. _
..,..867
..-:!2Zt
......,...·-·_-_-_ - _ - · - - - ' - I ~~"imgcampusR~.
FREE TO GOOD home, 2 affeet,on. _endleUSUIIV1lertourw.com
-a:e P90Ple-orienled cats. spayed,
PANAMA CfTY BEACH, Fl. · '
neu1ere<1 & decfawed, caa 351-0436.
• ,. "tlPR!nG BREAKM , . ·
KITTENS OR PUPPl!:S lo give
W011d Famous Tiki B.tt1
away? 3 llnes lor 3 d.1ys FREE In
Sandpiper Bea::on Beaell Aesorl
lhe Da•I~ Egyptla/1 Classllleds1
llOCM8S-8828

: _. . www :sandQfoe;rbrocon ,:om

NEED COMPUTER HELP? cal Mall

·

,!!l8-!ll:5-551O.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1
$250 a day pottJOlia~ local po$ilions.
PARTAKE OF THE joy of American
UIO0-293-3985 ext 513.
llandmade gifts !tis Clvlslmas, Pol-

¾:a~~,.!~
- "'

•

-:-E-

• , . "The Fun Place·

·

Found
FOUND ADS
•
3 Imes. 3 days FREEi
Sl&-3311

:S~~uquaroo:Spring Break
7
549
ISPRING BREAK '04 withe leadef in
I •:eve-•C_A_R_D_OCT_O_R_Mobi_ile_
student travel Beller trips. better ptlmin from C'dale, 982-9402.
Mechanic, He makes house
; ces. Organize a smam group-travel
OUILOERNEEOS OATAenlry&re- 457-7984 or mobile 525-8393.·
FREE. 1100-367-1252
·
port gen;,alion, from quid<bool<S
www.springbreakdiredl.com.
· pro, minimum 4hr/wk at OUt office,
THE TAN SHAK. carbondale's newSS•IMlr depending Y0Ut proficiency, est tanning salon, SloP In on wed &
It SPRING BREA'< Company in _
send resume to P.O box, 2574,
. sat ro, half price single tanning, give
Acapulco Is now Offering 3 destina•
C'da!.?, 11 62902
someone special a hydro massage
lions!. Go t.ocx, In Ac:;tpulco, Party In
, Vallarta,orgetCrazyln cabo-aD ·
CAREGIVER FOR ELDERLY womgift certilic.lte, caD 529-6000.
with BIANCHI-ROSSI Tours Organan In C8rbondale, cooking and light
WES PAGE DESIGN, referel!CO$ & . ize a group and travel lor Free. Book
deaning, nights and weekends req;
portfolio available, Call 549-6177 ask
now be!ore it's 100 btel can for de·
can 457-354-4.
1or Jon
·
· tails
800-675'4525 Ot WWW. bianelllroosi.CXlffl
. DlSAOLED MAN C'OALE needs
persons 10 help w/ in homo health
care, midnight shifts avail now, cal
351-0652.
ACT NOW! BOOK 11 people, get
FORD ESCORTS 93 to date, mus12111 trip lree, group discounts lor 6+
tangs 87-93, 10111 trucks from 90- MAKE MONEY TAKING onrine sur•
www.springbreakdisc:0unts.com or
date, w/ medlanical problems, will
veys, Eam S10-S125 for surveys,
800-83S-tl202
Earn $25-$2..<o for locus groups.visit IJ3Y cash, 217-_53«069, l'I mess.
www.cash4students.comf~siuc. ·

:s~~~~cii~-
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·

· DEN~wsroom Job Listings
fo~ Spring 2004. ·. ·- --

SPRING BREI.K 2004 w/ STS, .
America's 11 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas, l'Jorlda,
hiring campus reps. i;roup discounts
800-648-4849, www.ststravet.com

_The Daiiy Egyptian is accepting applications for
the.following newsroom positions for the spring
2004 semester. Most jobs require Monday-f-riday
regular work sd1edules with flexibility to work
•, additional hours and weck<mds as needed.
_Where indica led, some jobs require Sunday_
through Thursday schedules. All applicants
must be in academic good standing and tie
enrolled in at least 6 credit hours.

SPRING BREAK CANCUtl, Mexlco.
Jamaica. Padre, & FLORIDA! FREE
lood, parties & drinksl Bes! hotels- :

lowest prices! ·

· ·

· · ·

www.breal<erstravel.CC1n, ·
(800) 985-6789.

Web _S_jte§.' · ·

, -f}'-~~~i~e~f;}(··:::)tt:;:;}}f;;:::,>
::·: • P!totogr~phers. •·· .·:_-:

~ItiYt t:~~r,~~Jt~i

~MECHANIC & BOOYMAN WANTED
W/ exp, apply in peBOn from 9·11 at
214Healtll0ept Rd, 618-684-8881.
NEW RESTAURANT & Bat in Herrin, apply mon-frt, 1oa.m- 2 p.m. at

-· -:;i:(Sunday~ Thirrsdays··checlc· o'iilirie)'
-,.,~:·,_,. \,..... .'· ~::·•.":":-."':;= ~--< ~. ,,.~,·

~

Professional Cleaning Services 118
E Walnut in Hemn.

To apply, complete a DE Employment
application, available at the DE Customer
. Service desk, 1259 Communications ·. ·
Building. Please specify the position you are
applying for on the· application. For more .
information, call Lance S eere at 536-3307. ·

SECRET SHOPPERS NEEDED,
pose as a customer & get paid, local
s10res, nexllle hours, er:iail req, cal
- 1-800-585-9024, ext 6076.
UP TO S500IWK processing mail,
Gel paid lor eaell piece, Creale yoor
own schedule, (626) 821-4061.

. , 2003 CLASSIFIED
·: ADVERTISING",POLICY

Business Opportunities

,,.

ARE YOU TIRED cl making someone else rich? Eam what you're
REALLY worlhl A $350k + 1st yr potential can 1or free info 877-691•

~mpl~merit W~pte~
GET PAID FOR Your Opinions!
Earn S1 S-S 125 and more per sur•
vey. www paidOll!inesurveys.rom

Service~f Qffered
GUTTER CLEANING

1rs nasty. r do it

Cal~529-~7

.-Need-Exti·a Cashl.l·

B~ve Exti~a Junk?
..

'

'

.

'

.

.

.

~

$Sell 1fforcfash $
jyqur·H9·usf~1i_ '.

~::i~;~gt;w~;~~!?

:Where:else fan_:

~~I!~{rf:t hi~
1

1

Help Waoleqj :·-

1

·:·.,:,,

-•· ~ ,·r·.,\(f~4J

<'(J~~x: :· ,.
It •:·' :_:.: ;• _-, _, ·.·- ·....J~~t- .~~=;·,
qost/FouniJJ
'

',--4,

. Please Be Sure To Check
Your Classified Advertisement For Errors On
The First Day Of Publication

8101.

;'gre.at i(en,s:fdr:

'.•·...• ~-7-\:;.<·•

•·• •-•.

SCHOOi. BUS DRIVERS pt, & .
tra1i,it dnvers pt, mur.t be 21 years
cl a11t1, Clean driving record, able 10
pass physical drug test, & crimin.tl
background test, Beck Bus, 549•
2877.
·

me.~: om_e;,:an

-;~':\/"·:<.

-~(• Ecipf Edft~·~;P;g~:D~si~n~~::'_·-··;: -(Sunaay-Thursday); -·•· ,-: • ,•'-:, ..

. The Daily Egyptian cannot.be rcspoi;isible for
more than ONE day's lncorre<:t inscrtion (no excep- . ,
tions). · Advcrtlseu are responsible for che<:king their
ads for errors on· the FlRS'I'. day they_appcar.
Advcrtlscrs·1topping Insertions are rcsporuiblc for
._
ch«king their ads on the FIRST day they arc to cease:
appearing. The Dally Egyptian will not be responsible ·
· for more than one day's Insertion for a classified ad that
Is to be stopped. Errors not the fault of the advertiser
which lessen the value of the advertisement will be
adjusted.

.

.

.

. · Classified adv~~islng running with the Dai'.ly
Egyptian will not be automatically renewed. A call!,ack
will be given on the day of_ expiration. I! customer Is .: ·
not at the phone number listed on their account it is
the responsibility of the custO!JlCr to contact the Dally_
Egyptian for ad renewal,
·
'
·

,iJI

cl..;.slfled ad~crtlslng ~;..·, be processed
before 2 p.m. to appear in the next day's publication.
Anything processed after 2 p.m. will go in the following
day's publication. ·
·
·
·
·
; Classifi~,i ad;e~1,1,;g .,;:ust be paid in advance·
~cpt f;;r those accounts with -establlshea credit. A ser•
vice charge of $2S.OO will 1;,c added to the advertiser's ~
account for every che,;k returned to the Daily Egyptian
unpaid by the advertiser's bank. _Early cancellations of·
classifi.,J advertlsem~t will he charged a $2.SO service
fee. Any ~cfund under $2.SO will be forfeited due to _·
the cost of processing. · · .
'- .·.
·
· -: -~-

. . All advertising ~~bmitt.;_. i~' the Dally EJ:l-ptian
Is ·subject
approval and may'bc i-evlsed. rejected, or·._.
cancelled at any tim~ ·, -_ ::, _.,
. .
.
· ',

to

_The D.;:ily Egyptbn assli~es _;o liabmiy If for;.,
any i-ea,son It ~<:C°:'"!1~ necmary •~ <>_~It" any advc~~":
ment..

~u~~cr I~~; m~t ~ sub-)
~-"?: to d';':d,!ln-': for p~~licatlo~ )

... . A

~~pie of all
mitt~ and .~_Pprove<I

will be mis-classified. .

.• No ;,.ds

J~:~

y.;,:.;''ad ~;p~one at6i~;3i,.'.3311·M~~~L
Fri.by 8 ·a~m.-to '4:30 p:m; or. visit our office In the':_,
Communications Building, room 12S9.
. . i. ,· ·. " _.
<

< •,

'

4

•

•

• • ., •

••

-

-

'

•• , •

~

-~ ·• ·.' ,,, .

....

DAILY EovmAN

COMIC$

ShowllmosfotN<>~fl

BROTHERBEAR(G) 4:15 6:15
6:45 8:15 9:00
,
LOVE ACltlALLY (RJ 4.00 7:15 10:10
MASTER AHO COMMANDER: THE FAR
SIDEOFTHEWORLD(PG13) 3:45 4:45
7:00 8.00 10:00
MATRIX REVOLUTIONS (R) 3:30 4:30
6:30 7:30 9:30 10:20
SCARYIIOVIEl(PG-13) 5-00 7;45 9:50

Cl-:fECKOU"'fS.1
'ON CAMPUS'

:EVERY'.;:_

SllowtlnwslorNov.lf

ELF (PG) 4:00 5:10 G:30 7·30 9:00 9:50
LOONEY TOONS: BACK IN ACTION (PG)
3:45 4:30 6:15 7:00 8:30 9.30
MYSTIC RIVER (R) 5.-00 8:15
RADIO(PG) 5:10 7:45 10:10
SCHOOLOFROCK(PG) 4:15 6:50 9:20
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE (R)
5:20 8.-00 10-.20

THURSDAY/:~
. AND VISIT·. .
;SI.COM·FOR
THE LATEST.·.
SPORTS NEWS.
.

''

,

DAILy EGYPTIAN

BRIAN E. HOLLOWAY

WELL.,
HERES f\\\f
RE.Su.ME ...

Ott r i{i

Ttt~!.

==:=--=--.i'""• CHECK OUT SI ON CAMPUS

EVERY THURSDAY, AND
VISIT SI.COM FORTHE
LATEST SPORTS NEWS.
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Fl"ST 1..1.EGAI. W0111CfQ5 ANO NOW
Pt.AYBOY CENTEIIFOI.05. W ~
15 CQ\.IMBUNG As:>OUNO OUQ eAQ5_
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Daily Horoscope

In The Band

By Linda C. Blacx

, , Today's Birthday (Nov. 19). You might want to help
· out a friend in need this year, but be careful Getting
involved financially could lead to problems. Provide
emotional support instead, as weU as help with decision-making.
.
:
,
To get the advantage; check the day's rating: 1Ois
. the easi~t day, 0 the most challenging. ·
Aries (P.::..rch 21-April 19) -Today ls a 5 • Don't
make any big commitments until you're sure· of what
the terms are. You may not find out until tomorrow, so
don't bother making your choice yet
.
Ta:mu (April 20-May 20) - Today Is a. 7 • love will
help heal an old wound. And somttimes. sorrow teaches us about love. It's good to be compassionate, and it
doesn't cost you a thing.
Cemini (May 21-June 21) -Today Is a 5 - Go over
your work at least one more time just to be sure it's
perfect You'll get the maximum return that way, and
you'll feel better about yourself•
Cancer (June 22-July 22) ~ Today Is a 7 - A new
work routine could initially give you fits. Once you have
. it down, tfiough, you11 have time for other things. Don't'
giveup. .
,
Leo (July 2l•Aug. 22) -Today Is a 5 • Invest.a fittle
more of your winnings into' fixing up your plac~. That's
the kind of investment you can really enjoy.
· . ,·
Virgo (Aug. 23-Stpt 22) - '!oday is a 7 - You should
be getting more confident with each passing day.
TltATSCRAMBLED.WORD.·GALIE You\-e had a few tough assignments lately, but you've
by ttonrt Amolcl and u11e At;lrlon handled them quite welL Believe in yourself.
'
Ubra (Sept 2:i•Oct. 22) - Today is a 6 • It's still,
1gee ... ·
Col mo.,
important to make quality your top objective. Feel like
";:!°c!:"' · '.r::71_.,
you're being tested7 Wei~ that's one question you've

All~EAT
FOOD BAR

Lunch and Dinner
We have improved our Food Bar and added
eight sure to please items includin~

FRESH FRIED CHICKEN
. - featured ~n food bar daily
,
plus LASAGNA,
SALISBURY STEAK, PEROGIES
and LITTLE· SMOKIES served

several days each week· .
Come In and use one of these big value coupons.

0 0 ~ ~ -~

BUY ONE FOOD BAR, GET ONE

FREE

~~ ~

.

WITH PUIRCHASE OF TWO BEVERAGES
AT REGULAR PRICE
.
C•nnot be used with •ny otho'r coupon or
Po-·NDEROSA

discount. Not iood with To Go Ord~rs.V.alid alt
d:r everyday. Expires 12/07/0].
:

_

_

STEAKHOUSE

-----------------FREE
··
!

BUY ONE FOOD BAR, GET ONE ,

WITH PURCHASE OF TWO Bt:VERAGES
AT REGULAR PRICE
dis~~:~~•~:,"::it:i~h';:~:h:,r,~~~~~:,:i'•II POND£ROSA.
day everyday.

Expires

12/07/0~..

-sTEAKHOUSE~

-----------------..

.
45 S.:,uth Kings Hlghwiy, Cape Girwleau
1232 E. Main St., Carbondale .• ~t. 45, Harrisburg
I

!.:,i!, 1f i 11

.

~

•,

10 1onn lour ollfnaly ·NOrds. ·

I·•',NAPAG
( ) · (·--~ ·I '.

;.· \ \";..•-~,.;
\. -- p-· ·_.

~·:-._lj

...,..,...,,..;....a.._,:.,._

j.·

I.:

,.l...,.HS-S_
W

•

·

a;5:~~:1i~;;~~!~i1-)sTodayls_anB-Afinan:
cial breakdown and a minor romantic conflict are no
~:~r'!°uandyourfriends.TheoLitco"!eswillbe

Sagittarius (Nov. 22•Dec. 21) -Today Is~,;~ There
have been a few am,oyances late!)'. You like to confront o1hers, but it's not as much fun when they conl:ll_...._..,.._·
--1.--J·
front you back. You can take it, however, and it's mak1;
·
ing you s1ronger. • •· . .
, ·. ·
·. .
.
CILTIE ,
KIND OF
. Capricorn (Dec. 22-lan.19) -Today Isa 7.- Friends .
1--.........,.,........,..--1.--........,.
can help you achieve a goal that you have long ~- '
DHEAIVO~ ,":.,,
dreamed about Accept their assistance gra~usly,
,.;-...;;. ·
·~·
. CAIJ5E...,...,.
You'd do the ~me for them. • - · . , . ,,
:.
-------Aquarius (Ian. 20-Feb. 18) • Today Is a 5 • ,
DIN BAT
Additional b.enefi!S count as m_uch. as additio, nal pay. If .
10
~~
, )'.OU can get more sec_urity, you can avoid a _big disrup•
_ ~
_ _ , suggested by lhe above car1oon.. t1on and have more time for romance.
.
.___._____.,__...__....,.-"'......,
Pisces (Feb. 19•Miuch 20) • Today is an a -Your '
Anawor: " (
.T .i" ~ influenc1; reach~ far and wide - much father t~n you
• .. .,_.......__..,.__.....,._.,._~.,_~..,._...
_._._~.,__..,,. A..:.d
can posS1bly go nght now. Have yoor many admirers
• ,
.
~ ~ nonow) , come to see you instead.
·
• - , ·

( ) ( .a..·

( ) .I

, I ( ·:

I

,

I

M

()

tI ·_.· ,
j. ·

=~ilfS

I. X X:Y J: I- X·

I·

..

'fi·

Unscraml'le these lour Jumbles.
one 1euer 10 each square,

==

' / .{~)

wo~U:, ~:~M~~. ~ ~

Yasle~s
2003, TRl~UNE MED~ ~ERVICES INC> ...
- - .-··"--~---~i.lNRAVEC-TtiEt,t --~ .L-'-,-;-~-c--• • ---~.-· ·~ .. • ,b,strThuled
knrghf Rfcfder/tn6urie-·..... - •
~
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Crossword
• - ACRC.:S '•· ·.
·5

,

I

•• 1 Mark fouumcml

Oou~cday ol

tf

l\

.,"

14 Oudare franldy
15 Glrlf11cnd ol lhc
Shac!OW · :.·
16 Cloatlvll llloughl
17 Clallons . • .
19 Decree.

,,

'-',0

ll

...

,. ,. ll'»

_.,

20Compctl!Ot
21 F"1al
slrai<Jhlaway

26 Plur.k
30 Mrs. LI Madlld

..
.
.,. ., . ,. ..

32 Crtmsoncr
. scarlet

,..

24Th=:iy
· 25 femininit

prono:r;.

...

36 Emula:es
llpinsl(I

:~=~~re.

11

lobby
43 Onlineleners
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COMMENTARY

Can Weber sa.Ve
the day at Illinois?
First, basketball head coach Bill Sdf(ish)
skips town for Kansas. Following him out
the door was ~tud recruit Charlie Villanue\'a
The
. who opted to attend consensus No. 1
longest
Connectict instead.
Then the Illinois football team falls flat
yard
on its face and in the process gets run o\'er
100 times by a semi-truck with the imprints
of1igcrs, Bruins, \Vol\'erines and on and on
and on.
E\'cn the Redbirds ofDi\'ision I-AA
:uoc,bbini:CJail)'rit)-Plian•.:om
Illinois State !cir their mark on Illinois'
i\Iemorial Stadium, amassing 512 yards
the country.
,
NCAA tournament appearances arcn t
of passing oflc·nse while exposing a non·
going to be enough in Char.tpaign; not even
existent defense that e\'en the Little Giants
could exploit.
a Sweet 16 will satiate th~ hungry Illini
Illinois State barely could r.~anagc 200
base, especially with the year fans have sufyards passing :l!;ainst SIU, the same Saluki
fered through thus far.
People have been waiting for this basket·
defense that got torched for 422 yards and
three touchdowns last Saturday against
ball season ever sit;ce the football team disNorthern Iowa.
appeared into oblivion, immediately turning
The victory o\'er the Redbirds could
to Dec Brown :md \Vcbcr as their only hope
for sah·ati.on from the depths of continuous
h:irdly satisfy the demanding Illinois fan
·
disappointment.
base.
Herc in Saluki land
On top of that, the Board
To keep from getting
everything seems lo be going
ofTrustees i~ finally threatening to get rid of the belo,cd
smoothly with rclarh·ely little
l)11ehcd at the quad,
Chiefllliniwck once and for
to perform.
\Vebcr must take the pressure
The Salukis were somehow
all.
And then for the icing
Illini to the Su:ei!t I6 selected to finish fifth in the•
on the c:ke, superstar high
despite winning
and beyond to keep the ,ontcrcnce
school basketball recruit
two championships iri a row,
Shaun Livingston - native of mob's mentality focused so the Dawgs have got a lo~
the traditional Illinois pipe·
to prove.
cni the game and not
line of Pe,,ria - chose to play
And with the likes of
his neck.
his college ball at Duke while ·
D:irrcn Brooks and Stetson
in the process giving Illini'
Hairston, they will pro\·e a lot
fa11s a serious case of orange ·
.
of people wrong by contendand blue balls.
ing for the Missouri Valley Conference
· The top point guard in the nation made . championshijl.
an appearance at the Hlinois orange and blue
A return to the NCAA tournament
scrimmage three days before his long·:mtici- · would be an amazing feat for this team,
pated press conference then proceeded to
· which would pro\'C to c\·cryonc_rhe SIU
wear an Illini jersey to school the day before
program is a stable entity.
his announcement.
. But Weber must do more than contend
And then it came, Black \Vednesday, ·
for the Big 10 championship and reach the
as it is now known tc, some, when all IlliniNCAA tournament.
fans became aware of his decision to at'.end
To keep from getting lynched at the
Duke.
quad, \Vcbcr must t:ikc the mini to the
Even more alarming to the loyal Illini
Sweet 16 and beyond 10 keep the rnob's
was he made his decision Mond1y night
mentality focused on the game :md not his
• neck.
·
when he called Coach K on the telephone
With al! cres on the mini basketball
- and he still wore :in Illini jersey to school
the next day!
·
·
ream and expectations higher than ever,
To clue you in on how peeved Illini fans
\Vcbcr has to be feeling the pressure for the
were, the chat room :it Illiniboard.com was
first time in his coaching career.
closed. for the remainder of the day.
Self(ish) took the Illini to the Sweet 16
The hearts of all Illini fans have been
in his first season at the U ofl.
trampled and stomped - then eaten and
\Vcbcr will be expected to dn the
regurgitated - and then trampled and
same.
stomped on aga:n in this forgettable ycar'for
Ifhe defo·crs, \Vcbcr will be loved for
Illini ath!:tics.
• .
etcr:ii:y. ·
•
.
Like it or not, the Illini world is looking
lfhc fails - and by fail, I mean failing
:it B;uce \Veber to be its savior.
to send the Illini to the Final Four in one
The former SIU basketball hc:id coach
of the nc:<t three seasons - say hello to the
has been quot~d as saying here ~t Southern · mid-major employment line oncqgain. . .
Illinois fans don't expect much out of you,
There's one w:iy \ Vcber can determine if
and then when you do good they love you.
his fir.t year at Illinois is a success, and it's
\Veil, it's almost the opposite in
n?t by wins and losses.
· , ·
Illini land.
· ·
.
If at the end of the season mini fans arc
The expectations arc high in Champaign, saying "Bill Self who?" then Bruce Weber's
even higher than national expectation~ that
first year at Illinois will have been :i. remark•
:ue placing the mini around No. 15 in
able triumph.
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Time to give·Tommy_his· props._.~
This m:iy sound abturd but maybe, just
maybe, Tom Koutsos is just as g<x>d as
•
~luhamm:id A~ulqaadir.
·
Welcome
Koutsos was the odd man out, like SIU's.
tomy
version of Kurt \ Varner in the prcseason
without the annoying wife. He was standing
world·
in the w:iy of Muhammad Abdulqaadir being
the recipient of C\i:ry carry. And :after a 2002
season like Abdulqaadir had, why shouldn't he
get 90 percent of the carries? Why not all of
:.:rq:low@Jail)'q:yptian.com
tl>cm?
.
.
When Koutsos was starting his junior year
:ind breaking all those records, the theory
arc effective.
Last weekend, it was as ifKoutsos and
behind the r=n he got all the pub was : .
sophomore Joel Sambursky · •1mmoncd the
because he was the only thing to write about.
The only question asked involving Koutros
powers of Captain Planet. As long as they
had time, they wouldn't let SIU lose; but in
in the presacas:in wasn't how he had healed
the enq, like all lessons in life, time won out, .
from the broken wrist th:it sidelined him and
:ind as a result so did Northern Iowa 43-40.
vacated a spot for Abdulqaadir; instead, it
was how he would have to adjust to being the" _ But the way Koutsos went about his play, that
game personified the way he has done: i_t all ,
second stringer.
season.
Though he had prmi:n he had the talent
the four previous sc.tSOns, he suddenly became
: Eve1y time Abdulqaadir needed a break,
too slow, lacked agility and was too plain. No
Tommy ran out to the field like he was still
· in pee•wic football, slapping his helmet, get- ·
one wants to the sec the John R.ggins types
out there, and Koutsos learned that.
ting geeked up. On SIU's first score, Koutso.1
During this 10-1 season, Koutsos has been· ~rbcd a hit from two different Northern '
Iowa pla}i:rs, both of whom rolled to the ·
a footnote to many stories. He was a victim
of his own consistency. Herc a 74-yard game, · ground after.the hit, while Koutsos merely_
there a 91-yard game.
stumbled and jogged in the end :zone. . ·. .
Koutsos, as a second-string back, has aver•
After the games I would sit there and .
think, "Did Tommy C\'Ctl play?" Then I glance: aged 98 yards a game in the_ Ga1ew2y sc.tSOn
down at the stat sheet and ••• "Holy Jesus! .
and finished with 688 yards on the: ground.
Where did those come from?"
. Abpulqaadir, in the gamo he has been ' ,
While Abdulqaadir has had nagging.· ·
· healthy, has picked up an average 89 yards.•·.
injuries here and there with a b:-iiscd knee
Abdulqaadir finished the.season rushing for
sidelining him for the first conference game ,
13 more yards than Koutsos; something no
one would have fathomed at the beginning oL
against Indiana State: and limiting him to one
·carry against lllinois State, Koutsos has gotten ·: rhe season. The \'SU game shows the tandem .
stronger as the season has progressed.·
is starting to feed off each other with Koutsos · ·
softening the d~fensc and Abdulqa:iidr_ taking· ,•.
.
Two weeks ago, it was a 153-y-.i.rd pcrfor• mancc against a rcsilirnr Youngstown State
advautagc before the cycle reciprocates. And ·
squad, C\i:ry one of those needed to squeak
neither of these two, at least not op=nly, is
complaining about a lack of carries. :' . · .:
past the pesky Penguins 24-17. The most
After breaking the_ numerous Gateway
· impressive stat from that game and the one . .
1:ut shows hO'.V tough Koutsos is to ~ngle to and school records during his career, Kou!!. :,s
the ground is Koutsos was tackled behind the · doesn't have to prove a thing. But he did prm'C ;
line just once. He keeps it simple, stupid: move to himself and those. naJ.•sa}i:rs he can stay· ;
the b.ill forward. Those three yards runs may
on par with. a back the caliber of Abdulqaadir,. ; ·
be bland, but they
· ·
which ~ something not many:cin say.:- ,· ' .· ·
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]~·.B~vlOr'Si ·.\t~tf'-1f:lj.i~'.;. . ··,w.1,.~~~tJJjffi:;sX:}·:.
masc<>ts",®lbeanibie-?· to:~:;detidecl"lhUrsday·•·.
Sali!h: s~: :, .·: i~~L ~. :six-:-:~eague
Troy Phillips

.F6~e~

..

Baylor's concern. These 'arc people . said tajncrs do not kick or hit~: .
. ·whopaiiderto[o~'\vho_willonvill;~.tl?COntrolthC01.
, ... fooksto
inp·
thlit·~:as (feroer,_lc;ague to the,,.
. . .
. . < not provide ¢C0.0 mon,_cy. Th_at's not< · • Ylitalo,- ·,a, ch~tty ·major, · . •. • - ·. - .· -- ;: · : ..· .-.
. NBA. It has teams located inVllElll~> .
WACO; Tcx_as (KRT) ~. It's . .leadership." : •• · / . : ••. .:, : )mttlc,-fcd Joy, 3; and• Lady, 2; in . ; :
c;uts the'diroiinas. m:ui:~~ P!ayez:s ·
a-glorious day ~tl3aylor's J3ear . .A' !in!< on.SHA,RK's_,wcJlsi,tc,;1ruf\~aroapartment:UO~thcy:wer1;'
.
,
. > .·· . : .·canbecalleduptoanNBAteamat
Plaza. JO';·and•.Lady,. Baylor's·two, .(sharkonline.org) sends VISltors to'.,''1argc enough for t!ie pit. Baylor's... Ethan Erickson; - .,
. ·- anytime.' .:,_ :.·' .,:., ·:.,, :
Amcri?1° black~car.school.~ascots, b.ayforb~use.com, whicli · J?i:o." ,~d.~ mascot pro~, i_s: the onlr
eericlison@dailyegyptian.com:< · ·::' Wliilc Robcrts)ias been· all b~
couldn t be happier at the moment.· vxdcs details ofSHARK's allcganons ~ong U.S. colleges where stu,dents,
' . ·• ·
.
.guaranteed a
spot,•Wilfums bas
Their ~ c s ap: fullj the air. agains! ,BaJ-ior.: Aino~g .SRA.RK's.• not'pai~•cxpcrts or hand!~, d.o a)! , · After smviving. the. first round had~ fightthroughatougli ~
aro~d· them 1S qwet,. and; most :allcganonsa;c:
I\. ..
.
. thcwork.Studentsfccd;cl~,=~.· of cuts, Kcnt:Williams will !mow., CUOP.thatinvol=l.fivcdaysoftwo-a~.
P~ ~aylor trainers·~ kicked 1 • cisc; tra,nsPOrt, show and play with
Thursday. whether: h-e'J! make #
day pr:ac:ticcs, all while he was staying ·
important, they're together. Lying
side by side and drc,uningwhatcvcr or ~ten bears that l?ccunc·tcm~ ·the bears. · . .
.
.. ,. ·.
; Faye~e. · (N,C.)l Patriots,. the· in a.hotel on the outslcirts of town in
bears dream at rest, the two SU!= peramentaL
.
. "You'd· thitik it ,would. sound'.·
National' 13:is~.tball· Di:vclop1I1cnt . an unfami,liarpartofthecoiintiy. '.,"
l..cag\ici team tl!at drafted th,e former
, 'Y'/e ~ t pretty }iard,"• Williams ·.
appear con.tent. Enough, at least, ' . Because of Baylor's; ~ng·ti_cs . like a ~tcr.waiting. to happen;
thatJoy has all_fourlcgsin the air.. _ ti, Dr. Pepper, it fed bcari.;!he soft·. said, Texas A8cM yctcrinarian.Jun
SIU star Nov. 6. : . . .
.
· · 'said. . · ··
· . · · .·
.
~veryonc,". said• Adam 1'litalo, · tlrinkforp10motional'~ns; com-. J~n, the bears', attending physiThe :Patriots' roster has. been·
·,we ran a lot 3!1(lwcnt foraboui:. ·
a. Ba}1?r senior and the school's' promising
h~th;
· · · clan ~cc 2<Xl2. "Butl know. the
nimme?' fro!Il 17 to: 12; with• two two hours in practice. These last .
more cuts to be made; Williams. fC\vdayswc'vchadkirid,ofawalk>''
hcadbcartrainer,•isproudofh;tv-· · Bayl(?r caused• P.sych.osis and: q~tyofthestudentsand,thctraining them h= E=yone at Baylor repetitive "disorder in·~ of its'.. ing they go through;Jn reality, it's
thinks. lie .has to beat out Malcolm througli in the morningwficrcwcgo, ·
wants what's best for th~."
· ·. · • past D1ascots by licking tlie ~ · one of the finest, strongest student~ ·
Edds. for the .bapmp ·point .~ <=i our plays and then practi~ t4at ·
· Everyone, howC\'CI', doesn't agree' · to properly house .thClll oi treat ~c.ir run operations in existence."
.
· position, and hHecls good about his night from like 6 to 8/ so it's bci;n .
Ylitalo's fcc1ings resonate through". • ~i>.toms:
•.· . _ •· · · , .
.
1'.oi. ~ weeks each year,
chanc:cs_. · .:,:· · ·•
. : . ,.- · pn:tty tough, Tiicrc's a lot oflC'a!Il; :·
out th~ uniVCisity.
.
·
; ~ rc=t years, Ba)icir's program the' studcn6.· ~-ork with bear train~
."I fccl..likt: !gcH P!'Cttygood shot, . irig, a lot oflearning the plays and just " :
Joy. and -Lady,. the latest in'., has undi:zgone significant c\-langcs. e:rs fro~ the animal: entertainment
but you just~ know,"Wil)iams mcmorizingthcrn;11iercstofit'sjus!
Ba)for's 80-ycar. tradition o f ~ , Until 1996,·. Ba)1or bears were · iiidustiy'i,n, California. Older St!!~
said,_ -"It all depcricls on, ~ t the normal basKetball." ·
· ·
ing live bear mascots on cunpus and• - dcc½iwi:d :ind· often fed· Dr Pepper dent tr.liners tutorncwci:' o.n~. Some coach. is looking for, •an? he hasn't
Williams says lie enjoyed the game • ·
ming them to football games, ~ · and Oreo cookies, Ylitalo and otlicrs · · tr,iincrs have l?ccn injured; bl!t there ' . really .~n:ie ollt ~?' saidl (Fields at Michigan, but that intensity level
. among collcgc sports' most contra- associatr,d .with the progr.un said; is no record of any student being
is] more' athletic and· he's. more of wasn't comparable to~ SIU days.. . ·
vcrsia1 aitt= Ah?ut 35 to ,40 col,-, ·• 1n 1982; 1~ TV cameras 'l\'Cl'C at killed while handling mascots. ·
a defensive polllt guard, where rm
"Whcri you play collegc basketb.tll;
legcs nationw.d~ make use of a live the; pit wfien an adult liear, Judge,
"Neither of us joined the diam.· .
more of an offensive point guard; It }-Ou're all ~tal and }"Ou're gcare4 up
1
animal mascot - not all at footbaJ}t attacked apd'lcilled a cub =.tied' bci' to ):1andlc bears,". said Baj-lor.
just comes down to what the coacli and ready to go,~ Williams said; "It
•games.But only 14 mascots na~on" · Chuck over a bo~e of:Pr Pepper.
graduate Tyler,Sc:l!ers, who ~c:4 · ·wants."
·
doesn't. really· feel like that when
I~ his> t.:a!]l's ~ition game you're on a pro tcain. It wasn't quite
,\idc; i,ncluding Baylor's, arc consi?~ . ):rom that day, 13aylor bears_· Ylitalo, "Butit'sa.sp~opportunilJ.
crcd non-domcstici,tcd orwild. · . w;rc housed· separately within· the }'OU don't tum do~ When people
Ftjc!a,y .r),ight at M.i~, Wtll.iams as exciting as going places like Indiana
Since August 2002,. Ba}1or has pi.t untilJoy.and Lady were~• qucstionyourintegrityanddcsircfor
scored' two poin_!S in 14 minutes, andsomcofth~placcsviegotto goin
cla.;hed '\\ith an llllnois-bascd ani-:. ; conta.i;t in_No\-=-1>er 2002. The pit the bears'welf.ue, it fc_cls like th.cy're •
while Fields; the· product of NAIA the tournament."
·
mal rights orgaruzat:on,' Showing' ·is licensed by. the U.S. Department calling }'OU a bad pa.rent.• >' ·
: school Central State, was scoreless in
If he doesn't make the Patriots'
Anin:!a!s Respect an4 Kuidncss". ·,,r Agriculture· to hold· as manyas . Other schools use " ·mascot . siipniputcs: .. . . . .
. roster, Williams will be placed in ·
(SHARK), QVCI'. the school's nµscot three b:as:s.
.
' programs as extensions- of other~ .
While Williams is-unsure of his the'NBDL's player pool, where ai.1Y ;
program.
.
.
Baylor -al.so recently ended a progr.uns; 'suc:h ~'.agricultural.' or . future in t!ie:league, fcllmv former ',other league team can pick him up, ,
SHARK has 2 ~ 1 Baylor . campus tradirl;on of monthl}'. "pit, prc,,vctcrin:uy stu<ll~• Some mas~ '.i , , Saluki Rolan·Robcrts,is,in a niuch ·: Hc'll:il,sohclooking2tinrcrnatio~.' •. :'.fi.,
of.mismruiag.ng i~ pro£,ra!li :in~;; parti.!"5,:; wfiere;.:~ts gathered cots live off campus !(t ~s ?r ~idi :'.. more aimfo.rtabli: position; R,o~ . bas~all, liut he's P.reparal to give . : .,..
alleges bprs have. bccn·. ~uscct for.' '.·l!t the·h:i}*~} late .3t_night, played, f:iriners, r.iric-Ji=: or )!?fcssionaj , · was selcded by' Charlcsron·as the up baskctpalli£1icdocs11'tfindID!D-' ·
dcca!.l_cs at. B~}ior. TI1ough1 the., loudmUS1cnI1dsoa~Thepar- bane¥= The Unn'Ct'Slt_y•vf-Nonh"
fifthovcrallpickintheclraft. '
sclfin.asuit2.blcsccnario.
.
A muscular 6-foot-6 forward
,v'tllianis,;·a Mount .Vernon
group now. concedes Ba}1or ~- ticswC!Cdcsignedt<?~-~css Alabama.has two. 11-month-old
,vho played one }-car at SIU during _'native; was ..SIU's .leading scorer .
improved:its li:vd• of care dr.unat_is for. the stud,cnt stjvicc group-- the African lions, Leo illiind Una, !ivcally, it's still pushlllg fu.r. u~cs ,BaJ-i;>( Char_n~ of9,mmcrce 7,". ing in.a-12,764'-sqiw'c-foot'rnodcrn
the.team's Sweet 16 run in 2001-02 in each of•his; four seasons from
to Joy an_d' Lad}'s xriostly conact~ . .that 1:1115 the mascot program,. said•. . habitar Of! cunpus. T!ic: Fons do not
after tia¢crrlng froin Vi@ua "I:'cch,. 1998 to 2003· arid
missed .
on-campus habitat and'an end to ·Eil:cnHulmc,Baylorviccprcsidcnt, ,attcndgamcs.:
, · ·... • •
"Robcrtswasastartingfoiwardinnis. bccomingtheschool's:iJI;-timel_~_ofstudCJ!tlifc;: .. •.· ' ·..·• ·:. ·.; ."rnis is no,t Siegfried and Royt ' team's ~i~on J.oss ?vfondafIUg\l~ ing scorer•. '.i'.
••
bcarsappcarlngat footballg:imes.
S!f!cc 2000; 'Baylor'. has been.
-:"We _ended ir: · sai4· Hulme,. said· Dai1 J!ow·.ird, UNA's .. ·.icc
. finalizing an:hlte~rat: plans ~to·, the ~ t o r ~vho ovcrsc;es the· president of: ad~cemen~ '.'We11
o:pand the h=_bitat and is now ¥1 the , Baylor Cham~er of: Commerce. stack o~ habitat .up against_ most
process of raising almost U million·.· "What.we ]snow about bear health• .zoos. This is scri(!us b~iness, 3;11d
for the project, said Cathy Plcitz'. : n~· as opposed to 20 years ago has we want.to be the standar.L~ .:,of· Baylor's· di:vclopmcnj• officc;i CO!'!}e' a long.way.We conci:de that
'LSU'sBengal tiger, Mikc.V, lives
SHARK diiector. Steve 1-ilii~' ~1~::...our linmvlc:'1gy. has ~\n,":
'. . in an on-c:>.mpus !iabitat that~ hi:.
Thursd.ay that he has' =~1?-. -::-,;i St:i,ccy Jolfo.son; curator· c,if the . expanc,led, to -15,000 sql!arC .. fcct
copy of the · habitat's , expansion , ·. Texas Wild!· cxhibi.t-; at the Fort .when. the school compktx,i a S25 _
blueprints. . ·: '.
.• ·..· : · Worth Zoo, saig:bcars·'oftcn;adapt Illillionfund-ra½ingefforT;-: ·; , .
Thetwosidcssccmcdlcssatodds, :' to noisc-rcla_tcd stress; even iri cap-, · .,Ba)1or's. pit,. a belo~~ground·
until Saturilay,. when Joy appemd· ' tMty. . .. . '
. ' . '.
.
: . ' multile\'cl outdoor habitat wi* t\ro l.
at Ba}iors homC?iajrig parade and.' . "It's pretty chaAticJicrc: in the .. _SIIJall swupming pools that back up,Lady.appcarcd at tfie football-game· summert Johnson_saicL "P~pl:_tl}'' to an ~ u n d cliainfu:k ~ - ., . ~
between BaJfor and, Texas: Tech; to get thcir attcnnon all tli~.t.mc, area, will_ more than double m SJZc, • •

malce

KnightRidder,Ne~papers

ast,.

Fayetteville final

,.,< ·...

roster

*cir.

>

<~am.nvly

<

~~f!i;·.·~1=::1~:?f ·•it!~i~.':··.-;_:_·_···
.· ·.-~. :.·_ .·•"-' _· · . ~
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..•. . ..

?_b.e 1icar,; arc tlicrc merely to fooiigc oflicars paci.ng in cages \\"as c:o~crctc h&'itats c:ausc trciuplrnith
provide entertainment and a scnicc : presented as .C\idencc by SHARK in . thcir feet, Johnson 9f• .the ·T ~
to '.the school," Hindi saic:k ."Th'cii- . its cunp:ugn agajns5 Bayl6r. As for .. Wild! ~cit said. "\Ve try to Jru!U·

w,JJ-~•=•""' ~ """"""

,ll,g,do~ .r,.hr"'?) -

~~ . f"'"<h"' dme., ~
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.
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_
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lrJiftlJf~i/Bifii'a,~f[s.l i

EA Sports-in game\,for_ thre.e· v1eelcs~ · : . . '/ _
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•

1
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whichthcyrcauit.
.
-. , · - Marylarid,. Cincinnati, . Eo~da; , ~ ,
·, ~
.· ·
'::-1:." ··;....,.i'i!/_•' ,.· :'--:·
B~or =~t·rcmm-cd a ~ , OJdahoi.1a; UCLK an~1_0kWi~rna :~~
o~~Q~
from• 1ts txhibinon, schedule this State all bcforeThanksgn>tng. ·
•• lt!!-!!!=:2:=!!::!::!=-=!':2:2:::!!::!!!!!::!:::~ ·
'\ ~-1 ,IPJ 1;:
' ;' ·
, , , DAI:.LAS (KRT) - Where -~nafterdetcrrniningtha~formerc~:, 'Iliat's because :t::A.c.S¢.rts:ish: [. '.
. .. · --:·«,- - ;·:·-~ '~rit'-1~•,sli(iiZ_~ ',_ .
<:'mostofussccnothingspcci~asc!cct, coac;h Dave Bli~ CIICl?~•Bear;• ... -c:o~cctipri'o(~'CtcamSin,theP.~,, 1
~
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/ate ~ come Thursday
. See £tory, page 19
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Salukis fall to No~ -s
in· 11~t1oraal -rankings
Jens·oeju

muked the end of the season. for
the Gateway . Conference's eight
teams, and. SIU and Northern ·
Following this weekend's 43-40 Iowa were t!~cfared co~champions ·
final-second road loss to then-No. as both team~ finished ,,ith £-1
·
· .
_;
11 Northern Iowa, the Salukis fell · league muks.
to
5 in this we:k's national . The league title was the first C\'er
rankings. ·
for SIU (10-1), but for Northern
In
both
Iowa
(9-2)
:he
Sports
it was . league
Network/CSTV
Gateway Football Conference
crown No. 11 in
the league's 19
I-AA College
Gateway Overall
Football
roll
seasons.
and ESPN/USA
W L W L.
\V c s t c r n
Today Di,ision
,
.
Illinois
and
s. Illinois
6 l . lO l
W c s t c r. n .
I-AA Top 25
Poll, SIU fell i No; Iowa::,:-.>;', 6 : tC9. ;
Kc:ttu~k)·, last
three spots from c.,.. ___ ..,..,_ _,,.,,..,...s_ ..._...,.__.,,._..r__ ··--~-~;;::..;i. sc:a.son s - co•
W. Illinois
5 2 8 3
champions, fin~
its perch at No.
2 the week 'W. Kentu?)'::: · S ·., i/a :
ishcd in a tic for
~-:·-:--·~ ~.,..,......_.--~.....- third with 5-2
before.
llhno1s
St.
_
3
.
4
.
.
6
.
6
league
records.
In the Sports
No
other
Network poll, fYourigstownSl : 2 ·• 5~.\-5 . .'71
=• . Gat=r. team
Northern Iowa ~SW
7
jumped to No. ,.,.~~~~u~...... ..,....,~":""1'""'"!'......,.,
finished · the
8,
and fel- LIJl~a~a S_f:.:::: ·, 0.''
I.~-~] seasons with a
low
Gate\\':!)'
Last week's results:
winning re~or~, ·
Conference
and
Illmo1s
W. Kentu cky 37, Youngstown 13 S
( _
_)
schools \Vestern
66 3 4
SW Missouri 42, W. Illinois 63
tatch
Kentucky lNo. · Indiana St. 3; Illinois St. 38
"-as t c O Y one·
10) :md \Vestcm
S. Illinois 40, Northern Iowa 43
~~~n fimsh -at
Illinois (No. 11)
were ranked.
The rest ·of
The Panthers
the league finwere ranked No. 7 in the ESPN/ ished as follows: Youngstown State
USA Today poll while Western (5-7, 2-5), Southwest. Missouri
Illinois and Western Kentucky State (4-7, 1-6) md Indima State
came in at No. 9 and No. U, (3-9, 0-7).
respectively.
jdeju@dailyegyptian.com

No.
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Team

Gateway has co-champions ·
for fourth time ever

to be presented

with championship

trophy Sunday

The Salukis will gather at 11:30
a.in; Sunday at the SIU Arena to be
presented with the Gateway championship trophy prior to the start of
the Selection Show on ESPNE\VS
for the Division I-AA playoffs.
With a 10-1 O\'Crall mule. not
only arc the Salukis CXf«tcd to be
in the field of 16, they uc frontrun-.
ncrs to host an opening round game
and still ha\'c a chance of securing a .
top-four seed in the field.
Four conference teams have
a chance to be in the pla)·offs,
,vith Western Illinois" "(8-3) and
Western Kentucky (8-3) · having
legitimate chances of joinir:g league
co-champs SIU and Northern Iowa
when the pairing1 arc announced at
noon Sunday.

The split_ championship between
the Salukis md the Panthers muks
just the fourth team in league history a season has ended with co'.
champions.
Last season, \Vcstcrn Illinois
and Western Kentucky shucd the
honor with 6-1 muks.
The remaining . two co-championships also in\'Oh'Cd Northern
Iowa, as it shucd the title · with
Eastern Illinois in 1995: and with
SMS in 1990.

Conference stat leaders

With the regular season over, the
statisri~ leade~ for the Gateway
Conference are now known.
Illinois State, despite finishing
fifth in league play, featured the top
running back in Sha-Ron Edwuds _
(247 attempts· for 1,409 yards md
14 touchdowns) md the top rcccivFinal Gateway standings ·
. er in Dwayne Smith (63 receptions
This past .Saturday's games for 916 yards and six touchdowns).

.

/l's. Cvm•et1fehll
)fan) locatioqs

_on and off campu~ .
It's t:asy!
.\utomalically ~uhtrJCied

from ~uur atcount

-

./

,

.

. , -:. •

..

_. . .

•· ,,·.c .·: ,· lloaaTLYONS -_DAllY EGwlwl

The Saluki football team comes together before taking the field during Saturday's game at Northern
Iowa. SIU _will likely play host to the first game of the playoffs against an opponent yet to be named. ··
Sit.rs highly touted running 32 receptions. for 590 ~ · and she .. SIU quartcrbackJ~ Samb~ky
back combination of Muhammad "touchdowns. .
.• _· ... , .
· led the league in pass efficiency, fin·.·
Abdulqa~dir and Tom Koutsos
Western· Illinois . quarterback. · ishingwith a raring of149.6. . :
finished seventh with .954 and Russ Michna _was the league', top. . On the year, Sambursky threw
eighth with 941 yards, rcspcc- passer, throwing, for 2,495 yards for 1,561 i-ams on 102-of-180 pass-·.
tivcly. Sophomore wide receiver _and 18 touchdowns while averaging ·• ing and threw 14 touchd~. while
Brenr Little finished ninth with 227 passing yards a ~c. ·
· . bcin& intercepted just five ~cs.-
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'~ Here'sta sureat ,
season
SALUKISII·
TRANSMISSION SERVICE

Carbondale's Only Dedicated<
Transm.ission .~hop

Students! Don't get stuck on the road;
Stop in to have your transmission checked
the people who know.

"=

-

by

220 W. Chestnut • (618) 54~1693

A~

On the comer. across from Southern Import Repatr.•

~-
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InthiS, specialissne
·:; • Missouri,Valley Conference me!l'S 'caps{des
4 • A feature on Bryan Turner
·
·
s •.A look aUhe men's post players
Sports· com~entctry' · . · . · ·
6. • A new era in Saluki basketball' . .
..
~
7 •,T~e women's pr~gram ha~ gone th,rc:,ughseveral changes.
8 • A look at the men's backcourt
, ·
· >
9 • How,the women'drountc~u_rt_ is,slfapi~g up.
.
10 •·The men's squad:h.as ad,dedifou,r,new P.layers
The,wom~.n ·have great-d~pth• at the guard· spot ..
o

-

I

'

Cc,ver by.ToddMerchantand·Amanda,Whitlock
'
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- DERE_K ANDERS~N - DAtLY ECYPTtAN

First~ye~r s1~· men's basketball; head coach Matt Painter, shares a. laugh during a .
game with .his ment_or Bruce Weber. Vfe~er, w~o was. at the SaJuki helm for the past
five years, ts n<?W the headiman at llhnolS: Pamt_er will•a~empt t~ follow in We.1?er's ·
footsteJ.>s and lead the Dawgs .bad~ to;the N~ toumame.nt See story, pag~ .6. ,.

Meet the: Saltnki:- starters

Stetson·

Hairston
PPG-10.9
RPG-4.2
FG%-45.5

Bryan
Turner

PPG.;..3.s··
RPG-1~5
FG%-36.4

Brad''..
· kom
'PPG_.5;4
RPG-1.8:
FG%-425 ..

Katie
Beryvangei:
PPG-6.6 .
RPG-5.8
FGl¼'o-37.0

· Syh•ester
PPG-~~is
RPG-4.1
FG%;...45.7,
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A look at2003"'.l004,men's MVCbasketball season

. Wichita State Shoc.'<ers
. Head.

?Urtcrs re~rning: G Randy Bur,u (JS.I ppg, 4.4
rpg), F Ja,.iar ll,u.,ard (14.2 tpg, 5.8 rpg), F Roh

. Clint Cuffie, a P ~ n All-Conf~ce the last two seasons, so his job could be on the
pick.. looks to. lead. his Purple Aces. ha.ck ~ line jf the Sycimon:s don't show improvement.
the top of the conference. Though Cuffie was ,
one of the league's leading scorcn, Ev:insville
i:!D O3-i!D q4.
returns no 01};.,crp.byers who scored more than
MISS. OURI VA~.L.EY.
six points a game.
~
.
CDf\lFERENCEi ·'
four. ·
. .· : ·
·· .
Sophon.orc forward DeWa}ne Lee will ha\·e
~..:.,,: ·
:.., ·~-~" £:T.!
\Vith a boatload of athleticism, defense is. to mature in a hurry if th: Aces arc to exceed
f;r!·"t,,;·sMENS 7(;,,:,,,.-.4 •
1""...-BASKETBALL
SMS' strong suit, and an improved offense theirpr:scasonpickofeighthp!2cc.
could me;in t_hc Bears will be challenging for · Evansville also .adds six freshmen to the
PRESD'\SONfQLL
alcaguetule.
roster.
-•.,;,,-"',>,,.,.1,.7~

Kampm11r. (7.7 ppg,
ppg, 4.7 rpg)

Southern Illinois Salukis

. •

~

· ·

· ·

• season, ended ~p-tied for third, and the Bears

coac?: . llfa.rk arc pick.cd third this year.• ·SM?. returns. four
Turgeon, faur/11 J't!ar (-12~ st:arters and boasts a stellar_rccnuung class that
. • -16) {67-75,frr:~ yran)
· • promises _to be one of the conference's best.
Last s.easo.n: 18-12, 12. -6. , . SMS' freshman crop_includcs five players
MVC(T-th'.rd) •
who led their teams to at !~st the state final
Pres=u pick: fim
Starters lost: 'Craig St=n

(1.S ppg, 2.7 apg)

:

4J rpg), C Paul Mil/tr (i.4

After going last year to the National
He.tdcoach:MattPaintn;
Invitation Tournament, their first postscason
fint)'t!ar ;;
berth since 1989, the Shockers arc poised to . ~ ,
. ·
...·
Last sc::SOn: 2-1-7, 16-2
return to the top of the conference.
::.::i,,,a
--'"""-~
MVC (Jim)
The Shockers return all of their top SC\'Cn
~ Prescason pick: Fiflh
pla)'Crs from a team that finished third in the
Starters losr: G Kmt
league last season, and as a result received 24 of
Williams (15.3 ppg, 4796
the 30 possible first·pl:ice \'Otes.
3FG), F Jrrmainr Dearman (US ppg, 6.4 rpg)
Wichita State ~s lc~ by Preseason co-Play~r•. Sta rte!" \'Ctur,n,ing: G Da,,m.Broah(/2.~ ppg,
of the Year Jam'ar Howard, a junior who .v:is 5.5 ,pg), G Strtsan Haintan (10.9 ppg, 4.2 rpg), ·
named defcnsh·e player of the year last season. .C Syh:esler: WJliJ (-1.2 ppg, 4.1 rpg)
Howard scored. more than 14 points a game'last
Saluki players arc angry at their prcscason
season for the Shockers.
pick of fifth place, ~pccially with one of the
A newly renm-ated Koch Arena should also league's best _backcourts in Darren Brooks. and
provide an extra difficulty factor for visiting ?tctson Hairston. ·
. .
·
teams.
·
• But the fact remains that, with the departure
of their top two players and theit head coach,
Creighton Bluejays
the Salukis arc untested.
.
·
Head coach: •·., Dr.na
In order for first•year head coach Matt
~..
Altman, 10th J't!ar (175 ~ ·Painter to follow in· his predecessor's footsteps
~~ 100) [258-167, U ;•rars) . and m'Cr.ichicve, the Salukis will ha\'C to find
~~.~ Last season: ·29-5, 15-3 more in the w:iy of scoring than just Brooks.
MVC (sm,r:d)
SIU will also have to get production from its
Prcseason pick: Second ·
post plaJ-crs.
·
Startcr,lost:FK;·kKart't!r
(17.8 ppg, 6.-1 rpg), G Larry Ha'!u (11.1 ppg)
Northern Iowa Panthers
Startm rt/urning: F Brpdy umn (7.8 ppg), F'
·
Head
coach:
Grrg

~lJ,,_

lllitharl Lindeman (7.8 ppg, 4696 JFG}, G 1j·ltr :
MrKinnry (5 ppg, 4.1 apg) . ·

MrDmnatt, third year
. (N-J2) {156-96, ninr
After maldng the NCAA tournament the
yran)
· ·. .
past six years, Creighton hcad ·co.tch Dana
""""'~~~ Last season: 11·17, 7-11
Altman has a'. difficult task in. keeping the ·
i\lVC (s=nth) ·
·
streak afa-c following the departure of second• ·
. .
Prcscason pick: Sixlh
team All-America K)ie Kon-er and the tcam's Starters lost: Non~
. .
only other double-digit scorer, Larry.House. . , Stancrs returning: F/C David Grub<r (13_1
But n,>nf~nce medi~ and sports informa~ ·1. ppg,, 7.3 'rpg), F Malt &bnridnmann (JJ ppg,
tion directors ha,-c confidence in . Altman's 7.6 rpg), G/F BmJa(O/mm (11.J ppg, J.4 rpg), G
coaching ability, \'Oring the Blucjays to finish Chris Fasttr (9.3 ppg, 4.4 a,•g), GJahn Lit1lr (5.2 .
second this season. Altman has kept his teams' ppg, ././963FG)
· '
.·
··
..

successful the past sC\-cral seasons despite losing
top-notch talent.
·
. It will be a team cfiort to replace· the
departed seniors, but, 6-foot•B frc<hman
fonv:ird Anthony Tolfa'Cr loo~ to make · a
big impact. The ,-crsatile big man played· topnt'tch ~ompctition last sc;:son while playing for
Springfield (~lo.) Kickapoo High School, one
of the nation's best..

Bradley Braves

us,

. , 'h"~c~
·' :.-:
.1. 224·

Bradley I . {'1

:-i

.

aj210

S\VMlisourM1d.
1
Sou th~h.llll ncis5'·:-:,2rlo
16-,a Ci)'?1tisIJ

Northern
·,•:-••.c::.'..-'

·~

~~;:.,,,e-~"\i:

·}li~9is,st.1;;?:-.,:;:;~_j;.!

~:~~~:~~~~~t{!~

\\lith the dcpamrc of w-it-all gmrd Luke
McDonald, who quit the team la~t month, legcndary head coach Tom Davis, who came out of
retirement to lead Drake, has a diffirult task.
- The Bulldogs haven't finished in the Valley's
top half since 1993, and, barring a masterful
c03ching job by Davis, this ycar-Jocsn't look to
be any different. Drake lost its top three scorers
from last year.

Indiana Stam""=---"=·""-·· 55

· ·~··· .P.RESEASON

L:i AL[-MVC TEAM

Olnt
CUffler:Evansville,G/F,
sr.:
:,.,,.,:,:;,_. .•,:- .. ~:.:.,
•·'
; ._......
•pfiilip Gilbert, Bradlei' O,'Sr.
David Gruber.
' ~-UNI/FiC3r.,,
-\ ......_. . . . ,A'.)
•Ja~arJ1ch,~[rl, wsq F,Jr.:.
-;:

Indiana State Sycamores
Head
coach:
Rayu
..
.
·Waltman, src:mth :yrar
•
(88-91) {277-177, 16
. j't!an]
Last season: 7-24, 2-16

J.lim..M~OQO!lid, Drakg}C}Sr.

·

•Denotes Co.Players of the Year
(t;;,~;,:;2007•2001 STANDIHC.S;;',~j

MVC (10th)

SIU

Preseason pick: 10/h

24

16

[~~~~<7s~~T,;~~TI~~

Starters· lost: F Brian GieJtn (7.1 p.t>g, 5.1 rpg)
Starters returning: G IVilfrtd .Antoine (5.8 ppg,
J.2 apg), G David ,\lass (lJ.2 ppg, 4.4 rpg), G

SMS

12

17

12

r,vidi~St. :. -~-2 ;:.·6-> ia -.-12 ~

Marcus Haward (9.3 ppg, 3.2 rpg), F Catrd
Grrtn (5.3 ppg; 0.7 bpg)

Evansville

8

10

12

16

1!t~;~~i1fril~2Li.ti.
UPII

·7

II

·11

17

~~Ike ".?:S/~;~~LJ0':•\;201
Illinois SL

S · 1'3

8

f•~si::; .-:::2 ·;·J.1t ..J

21

.: 2d

~·
..

fint yrar {54-3./, thrtt
yran}
I
Last season: 8-21, 5-13
· MVC (T-tighth)
l,.•
Prcscason pick: S=nth
•· Starters lost: F Baboucarr
Bojang (7.2 ppg, S rpg)
Starters returning: F Grrgg.tll1xarultr (1U ppg,
3 rpg), F Marrus .Arnr!.-{ (8A pPg. 3 ../ rpg), G
Vintt Grun~ (12.3 ppg. 4.-1 .:pg), G Trry Guidry
(11.1 ppg, 41963FG)

?~~ M.-rfttd, J«ttnd J't!ar {12·
/"'l",;..;.{'.;.:'i .. • 16) {102-7.1, six yrars]. · ·· · .
Last season: 12-16, 8-10
· ~~ . MVC(T-third), .
~
P,cscawnp:ck:Fcu,tb
.............. · MVC(T-fifib) .·, . ·
.
Starters· lost:. G Tmutttt
Prcscason pick: Eighth ·
. .. , . .
Starters lost:• . ·· 1'•. ./,:n
. McGu {U.9 ppg, f.2 apg)
St:irt<TS returninff.. C Marrwtll Ri,ndle (9.8 p_t>g, Han..~,an (16,3 ppg, 7.3 rpg)
. .. • ,
7.1 rpg), <}/F K,l!tn Et:Jlry (5.7 ;pg, J.3 rpg). G. Start:rs retuiniug: GIF Clint Cuffe~ (16.S ppg, _
Mtrri/1.AnJrtu:s (10.l ppg, 2.7 rpg), F Tafllarr 4.8 rpg), G Lucious ll',zgr.tr (6 fpg, 3.2 apg), G
Marlin (7.3 pJg, 6f rpg)
•
·
• , ~; ,1ndrr B'!rtol'/ (-1.7 PPX• 2.9 apg), G. T"J G'!itl,Y.
The. ~~:1!5, ·p1.ked · tc. fo1i:h · eighd1 last .. (11.l,£t&"•f196JFG) .\ '
·•

~
• . .,

Creighton (4) ....~.:;;..;254

~

Illinois State Redbirds
Head coach: Porttr ,l!aur,

Second-year head coach Jim Les should ha\'c
his team competing for the conference crown
' this season thanks _in large par! to highly touted
Buoyed by the :iddirion of nm high-major :
junior college transfer Marcclbs Sommeni.llc. transf~.rs, lllirioi.• State is picked to finisli scv.:
The .Peoria· nari,-c and Southwestern Illinois enth under first-year head coach Portci,l\loscr.
Collc:i,,c product began his college career at
, Najeeb Echols, a 6-foot,-] junior, comes
Iowa, whc:n: he red:hirted before transferring.
from Missouri, and Neil Plank, a 6-foor-5
Sommm·ille W.LS named AJl·Amc:rican in junior, tran.~ferrcd from Wisconsin. B~rh look
the: juco ranks last season while a\'r;raging 25 to help the Redbirds impro\·e on an 8-21
points and nine rebounds per game.
record.
'
The Bra,'CS also return four of fo-c startNorth Carolina State transfer Trey Guidry
ers, including the talented backcourt duo of will be· important to the Redbirds' sccccss.
Prcseason ,o-!>1ayer of the Year Phillip Gilbm • Guidry started out the season poorly but fin·
and James Gillingh~m.
isl-ed a,-craging 11 points a game last season at
Jllinois State.
Southwest MissC111ri State: Bears
Head coach: • Ba~ Evansviilu Purple Aces ·
.
//i,uan,fiflhyrar(i0~54)
.. Head
CL'3~!1:
_Stew
- ~
._- 1

Head coach: 'Iiim Dll'l.is,
· fint/iar {543-190, 28
yean
·
Last =n: 10-20, 5-13
•:. •.,_. . _
· MVC (T-tighth)
..
Prcseason pick: Ninth
~tartcri · tost: · G Luke
McDona/J (13.3 ppg, 2.S rpg),JJ: Sala (14.4 ppg. .
5.2 rpg), Grrg Dan~lson (13.~ ppg, 8.9 rpg) ,.
Starters returning:: G Lann~ Randolph (8.9 ppg.
3.5 aPJ!}, GJoshua Rabiruan (4.3 ppg, 44% 3FG)
.

The· Sycamores return four starters from
lasr• season;' including their top ll•'O scorers
-gua.-'ds David Moss and .l\farru~ Hcm-ard.
. The question mark for the Sycamores is an
inexperienced frontcourt.
· ·
Things arc looking up for baskc,tball fans in the · . '. Head, coa~h Royce Waltman hasn't guided
great white north. .
· •
· his team to more than SC\'Cn wins in either of
The Panthers return all fo-c starters to a.'
··._;
team that finished 11-17 last year, but h~d" ·
coach Greg l\lcDc:rmott, in his third· year,
will try lo gh-c tbe P.inthers their firs_t winning
season since 1997•. ·
·
For that to happen, the Panthers will ha,'C
to get more scoring from their bench. A strong
recruiting class could gh-c Northern Iowa the
depth it needs.

Head coach: Jim
u,..:
ar:d year (12-18) {12-18,
ont year}
La.<t season: 12-18, 8-10
MVC(T-fiflh)
Preseason pick: Third.
St:artc:rs lost: C Michael
Strwart (5.2 ppg• ./../ rpg)
Starters returning: G Pl,illip Gilbm (18.9 ppg,
-1.6 rpg), Gjanus Gillingham (JS ppg. 4.1 rpg), F
MiJ:r Suggs (8 ppg. 4. 7 rpg). G Marullo Rahinsott
(i.8 ppg, 4.J apg)
.
.
.

•

t·~•..·.
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· Drake Bulldogs

• 1 Bedroom Apartments
• 2 BedrOQm Apartments
• 3 Bedroom Apartments
• Efficiency Apartments:
• Studio Apartments

c~11 for mom lnformauon

4411 s:
549-3600

4574123

*Features Include:
•PlldUtllltles
•F1..eCable,·
• Furnished Apartments ·
•PoclwlB3QArea ·
..
(See Office For Details)

{106-77, six y~an)

. Last season: 17~12, 12-6 .
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SIU senior guard Bryan Turner has become
a leader for the Salukis while excelling
both on and off the court
storybyDREW STEVENS
lass. Pr:ictice. Sleep. Class. of athletic obligations.
Pr:ictice. Game. Free time?
"\Vith basketball, if you aren't
Hardly.
there, you lost out on some of the
How do student-athletes do it?
things they talk about in class;
Bryan Turner, a senior in jour· Turner said.
nalism from St. Louis, is a member
•\Vhcn e\·erybody c:lse is going
of the SIU men's basketball team. o\·er things, you want to be there,
He has been a star athlete since his but you can't. My free time is
days at Beaumont High School but rare.•
continues to stay focused on the
Student-athletes work hard to
bigger picture - his education.
kccp up with class material and stay .
"School is something ,1 take physically and mentally prepared.
\·alue in because I'm always \villing
SIU head coach Mart Painter
to leun diffe:ent things," sa.id the said the coaching staff always
6-foot· 1, 185-pound Turner.
stresses the importance of balanc~
Turner avcr:iged 19 point< and ing class and basketball.
seven assists per game his .senior ·
"The toughest thing for any
year at Beaumont :md is the college student, let alone a college
·
.
•
.
·
DAllY E ~ fl\f PltOTO
·school's all-time leadipg scorer.
basketball player, is time manage·
He transferred to SIU from ment," rainier said.
· SIU senior guard Bryan Turner will be counted upon this s·eason to prcvide both scoring and leadership
for
a
Saluki
squad
attempting
to
earn
a
tt.ird
straight
trip
to
the
NCAA
tournament
Turner
l\liner:il Area Junior Colleg~ in ·the
"You have to be organized with
summer of 2002. He played two . your studi~s and give yourself transferred to SIU before last season from Mineral Area Junior College, where he was honorable mention
·
·
·
·
seasons and was an honorable men· enough time to study for tests, do All-America as a sophomore.
tion All-America as a sorhomore, :·our papers and read your materials
excuse me, but I had to think that
averaging 17.7 points and four for class:
little extra and push mysc:lf to get hard feelings.
assists per game.
.
According
to
Kristina better:
He said children in his neigl,- ove~ there thcr probably don't value
•1t took a while to get adjusted Therriault, coordinatM of intercol·
\Vhen Turner gr:iduates, he will borhood see positive black inen on their spa~e like we value our spa_ce
because I came from a junior legiate athletics, last spring more be the first in his family t.:> receiv~ TV and admire entertainers but over here;
college," Turner said. "Basketball than half of all student-athletes a college degree: ·
don't get a chance to see the real
"It wai · a nice experience,
though," Turner said. "It looks the
was hard. Usually
at SIU lud a GPA
•Right now, I feel like I'm thing in person.
·
I would do my
above a 3.0.
successful, but with a degree, it's
Turner is taking advantage of. same. Peopl,~ look the sa1,1e, and
work, and I would
"\Vhen I first got a personal goal; Turner said. •My the opportunities he has been given they dress tl-.e same." ·
Painter said the trip to Finland
have a whole lot of
''Right now, I feel
down her~, in the family is proud of me. Even if they and visits the community center in
time, but now you
like I'm successful,
summer, it wasn't feel like I've been successful, I feel his neighborhood to inspire chit-. and Sweden helped Turner gain
confidence after coming off the
constantly have to
that hard," Turner like I'm successful once I get a dren to follow in his footsteps.
be somewhere e\·erv
but with a degree, it's·· said. ·•During, the degree."
·
, •1 tell them about setting goals bench last season.
•\Ve expect him to be one of
minute, every hour..:
a personal goal. My
school year, it was
Turner, the youngest of three and having a dreamt Turner said._
Rodney Watson,
family is hToud 0 , me. real hard because it boys, said it is important to learn "I hung out, I did wrong, and they our leaders this year, on· and off
a Saluki a~sistant
Y'
1
was something new. · from what experience teaches you. . look at me as an example. 'Ifhe can the court; Painter ui4 •.•The trip
coach, said Turner
allowed him to play through his
Even if they feel like
My body h:.J to get
•1 love my brothers to death, mike it, then I can make it too.' .
has done a terrific
I\-e been successfitl, I used to it.
but they made some bad choices in · •It feels good 'for them to latch mistakes and prove to everyone
job figuring out how
•\Vhen I was in life," Turner said.· . .
onto me sometimes beca\!se I'm just that he is going to have a great year
to work between
feel like l'm successful junior collese, you
•You have to look at people's an average person,• Turi:er said, for us."
·
\Vatson said, •Turner's big•
class and basketball.
once l get a degree.,, had time to practice, mistakes and learn from people's "but I'm striving to be _better and
•1t takes a while
but then after basket• mistakes."
.·
be a better person every day."
· gcst adv:intage is that while most
to figure out time
guard, SIU
ball you had the rest
Turner said he has a strong bond
During the summer, the Saluki players want a lot of playing time, ·
management;
so
of your time to do with his mother and that she has basketball team tr:ivcled to Finland Turner is a team player first and
many
demands
whatever you wanted • _been an inspiration in his life.
and Sweden to play European club wanted the team to be successful
before anything else.w
placed on him by
to do. Herc, it's like
•Her whole focus was to make teams.
·
The Salukis wr:ipped up their
Turner .fulfilled . a lifelong
school and basketball; Watson you're constantly doing· something sure I got out of high school,"
Turner said.
tour with a record of 5-1. In addi- dream and learned the true mean•
said.
•.• you're constantly busy."
Turner said he has to complete
Turner said being a student·
•She never let anything interfere tion to the games, the plarcrs and· ing,of March Madness when the
six hours a week of study table, a athlete is similar to having a job.
Salukis ·earned _an at-large bid to:
with that."
coaches toured the cities.
·
supervised study hall. He can do
•Jf you aren't playing, then
Turner said although his mother
"I gut:t chance to look at a whole the NCAA. tournament last year.
·•It's big time; we had •police
this · during the day in Neckers you're studying. If you're not study- cannot attend all of his games, she differen·t country," Turner said. •1t
Building or in the evening in the ing, then you're playing.
always comes to the big ones.
was a deep experience because it's escorts everywhere · we .went,"
Turner
said. •1t was like we were
•That means a whole lot because like in America; you get used to
SIU Arena.
•\Ve have people on our team,
.··
·
"I try to get them in at night," they're outrageous ·with iii with she's been ...-~~thing me play ,ince thinking a certain way and viewing . rock stars. ' · . .
things a certain way. So •"lhen you
• .~It makes you ,vant to go b:ick,"
Turner said. •rm kind of a slacker, like 3.Bs. So it brings up the middle school," Turner said.
so if I don't go in there. and do it team's GPA; Turner said•.•I'm a
•she's been right there with me. get out of the country, you just see Turner.said. •1 w:ant to be one of
the key players, the reason that we·
at· the study table, then everything slacker, though •. I wait until the She's not the biggest b:uketball how things arc different." .
else is going to be a ru!h to. get last minute to do things. Ever since fan. She just watches because. I'm
Turner said he learned how dif- . get there this year: ·
done."
·
high school, I've been _that type of playing."·
. , fcrent other people's value system is
Rtporltr Drtw.Strvm~ ., · ·
Tun:,. ;aid although he is able· penon: I've been trying to get by
Turner said his father was not,, from Americans'.
.
can ht rtathtd at . · ·
to balance school and athletics, he . with it. , · .
around when he really needed him, . . •A couple: times people bumped
dst1,.vens@dailycgyp1!an.com
ometimes misses classes because
•Now I know I have to do a but they keep _in touch and h:ave no up against me, and they did~'t say
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,Salukis"uritestea·m the post

s·

. Water!~ and
. other great
losses

Pevelopinent ·of : ;
iri~id~ threat cru~·ial ·
to t_eam's success

SalukiQ&A

Ethan Erickson . , .
. .
eerickson@d... lyegyptian.com ·.
While_ outsiders· question·· the ·
. SIU men's.basketball team's lack of ·
true post players, those within the
program don't sec it as a glaring
weakness.
·· ·
·
·
After . 6-foot-8
Jermaine .
Dearman exhausted his eligibilitv. in March, the Salukis have no
proven inside scorers and only two
truly big mer. with bulk. · . ,
Sylvester Willis is a 6-foot-7,
225-pound senior center who's
never averaged more than 4,2 ·
points per game in his career, and ;
he's more known for his defensive
· presence than his offensh·e prowess.
·
. · "Willis is a guy that is a blue. collar. player, docs a lot of the
dirty wc,rk for us, docs a lot of the·
little things that don't show up in
a stat sheet," SIU head coach Matt .
Painter said. "He gets rebounds, he ·
gets loose balls, he plays hard,.he.
runs the floor. He'll block a shot,
and he just docs all those things
that have · helped us win in the
past."
SIU'i c,nly other bulky post ·
player, . 6-foot-8,
250-pound
junior center Josh Warren, averaged nearly six points a game in
a reserve role last season, but· head
coach Matt Painter is unsure how
many minutes Warren will be able ·
to contribute.
.
"Josh Warren· has really made a ·
lot of improvements," Painter said:
"He givcS us that interior guy that
can score on the block. He also can
step out and hit a perimeter jump ·
shot, too. He just has to improve on
his stamina. He's gonna be able to
give us productive minutes, but the
question is how many."
Other th:m Willis and Warren,
the Sa!ukis will have to send wiry,
athletic forwards to the front lines. .
Senior forward Brad Korn averaged more than five points a game
last season, but at 6-foot-9 and 195
pounds, he doesn't have the bulk
to bang with other teams' power

Last year, Saint Weber left us.
·. He left us to joic those dirty
orange Neanderthals t:> the
north. For whatever reason, Pope
Kowalczyk did not excommunicate
him.
. ·.
.
Saint \V'tlliams and Saint
Dearman left as wcll, dcgrccs in
hand, ready to take on the best
Turkey and Germany had to offer.
\Vith them ·went assis::int coach
Chris Lowery, Saint Carney and the
core of the 6~test Saluki team of ·
all ti."I!C.
And as spring turned into summer and summer turned into football season, the only thing they !mi:
sent back to Carbondale is a laundry
list of questions•
Unfortunate!)', due to gross
academic apathy, I'm still here. This
is no help, I know. Bryan Turner's
three-point percentage is my lay-up
percentage.

.

But I can answer some of the ·
questions the saints left behind and
hopefully uncm,:r a few saints-to-be
in the process.

Is Matt Painter goi'ng to be
as good as Bruce Weber?
Yes, yes and maybe.
As far as the X's and o·~ go,
don't expect the Salukis to miss a
step. Painter knows what he's doing
and, like Weber, was always willing
to pur in the arduOU! hours
sary to give his team an edge. He
will expect the same from all his
assistants, SIU should always have
solid game plans.
And ilcspitc the age difference,
Painter's program should be similar
to \Vcbcr's. In the immortal words
ofSyh-cster \Villis; "\Veber was the
front man, but Painter had his hand
up the puppet's butt."
\Vcbcr was a great motivator, but
so is Painter. Players always seemed
to respond to him in practice, and
because he was their choice to suecccd \Vcbcr, he should not h:m:
much difficulty making the players
buy in - which was key to Weber's
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program.
forwards.
•He's a guy that can score (rom
But do not expect Painter to be
the three-point line, has a very
Bruce\Vcbcr Jr. He is his own man,
good pull-up, one-dribble pull-up, ·•
which brings up the X-factor of the
two-dribble pull-up," Painter said.
season -will the chemistry be the
"With the . departure of Jermaine
same?
and more minutes available, he's
Painter and his staff can be excelgonna get•· that opportunity and
lent,thc players can be talented and
show some people that he is tery :
the program can be in good shape.
capable of being a good player in .
But as the University of Miami, last
this league."
·:
· ·
year's Los Angeles Lakcrs and the
The · Salukis' other . power
Atlanta Bm"CS can point out, somcforward, 6-foot-5 junior· college
~IIIC!.\'!tl,;~ times things just don't work out.· ..
transfer LaM.tr Owen, is also la~1'But I have a hunch things will
ing in the bulk department.
\
work out, and Painter will become
But after banging with multiplr. the new hcir-:ippan:ntto qene .
high-major post plarcrs in .his two
,Kcady's ~nc at Purdue. · ·
years at Southeastern· Illinois
· · ·, ·
•·
College, he docsn't_sce_his size _:is
,,, can
compensate'•.. ;
a weakness..
· · for the Joss of Kent Williams
•People look at me like I'm
.
.
..
. . . DAILY EGYPTIAN FILE PHoTo .:and Jermaine Dearman?
scrawny," Owen · said. "I use SIU junior center Josh Wanen played a key role as the Salukis narrowly edged Creighton to win their. 'Yes and nO:_ · · · .. · ·
. · Do not expect a dominant P,.':'5t
my· quickness more ·. than I use second consecutive Missouri Valley Conference title last year. This season Warren will need to put up
my streriJth , · but I have ~ lot of. bigger n1.1mbers in an attempt to help fill the void left by f_ormer Saluki star Jermaine Dearma11. ·
' • · player like Dearman or a stc1lar .
strength. ..
.
. ,
.,
. ..
• . ..
,
scoring point guard like \V'illi:tnJ'J
In order· to exceed their pie- day we can do· something good at the most undcrratci big. rnan in goes on. -. . .
. .· .: . , . .
·· to emerge. But do expect grc,.: play,
season pick of a fifth-place finish the end of the season."
the league, which I think is true," · . • ':'It is very, important •to have · cspccially on defense, from Stetson
Of the four big men, Warren ,. Korn said. "He can go over either .' that inside presence,·· and we've .. Hairston and Darren Bror~ks. They .
in the Missouri Valley_ Conference,
the Salukis will have to develop an looks like the most likely candidate lcfrshoulder or right shoulder. He's .·had-it. here. in thc.·last "three or•· may not be \Vtlliams and Dearman,
inside scoring threat. .:·.. ;
· to replace Dearman on the inside. got a good jumper, big body.•··.· • • • four years, and that's kind of kept. · but they arc.still two O'Jtstanding
"It's important so the· guards . Not only is he the biggest player on
Last season,· Dearman's inside everybody honest and they have .· talents. · · · , :·
don't get hounded to release some SIU's roster, but Warren also has a · scoring threat forced teams to send. to adjust to it," Painter ·said. "This · ·· . Those two arc now the superpressure so they can get some open silky smooth shooting touch from · an extra defender to trap him when : year we hope to establish somebody stars, and SIU is still in pretty good
shots," Warren said. "Everybody is_ . the perimeter and an_ effective baby.. · he caught the ball in the post.
on the blocks that they have to trap hands. Expect all-MVC honors ..
trying to get better every ·day, so hook shot. · .
- ·, ~ · · • . This issomcthing Painter hopes so then we can have a good inside• from Brooks and one heck of a
hopefully by getting better C\'.Cry .• ..~[One , r_cpor!cr] says Josh . is: his team will develop as the season -outside game." · ·· .. •·· · .· ·
, · season from Hairston, oni:e his
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minus big·three
story by JENS DEJU

D

uring the Salukis' two cxlu'bition games
it wa.1 ob,ious - something was different.
No longer did the funs hear funner head
coach Bruce \Veber's \'Oice sound as if he was
reaching puberty mtt and mtt ag:iin. They did
not sec his face contort in more ways that Stretch
Armstrong.
There wm: no screams for Kent \\rrlli:uns to
get around a sa=i or for Jermaine Dc:uman to
run the floor.
·
This was when it fuully sunk in that this is a
new SIU men's basketbill team.
But just because they arc gone docs not mean
they arc fo~ttcn.
Some pliy= claim they
continue to hear
the sound of new Illinois head roach Weber's
squeal,.')' voice, whether they want to or not.
"flut's something I ain't ~!ng at'allt senior
center Syr.~ter Willis said. •1 figure I still might
be able to hear it from Champaign."
In Weber's place step!' funner assistant coach
l\Iatt Painter, who joined the Salukis when Weber
was hired in 1998.
,
Painter, who at 32 years of ::ge bccune the
second youngest head roach in SIU history, w:is
the olnious choice when Weber departed.
He had his mentor's endorsement, and the
pb)ns openly campaigned for him. SIU Athletic
Director Paul Kow:ilc-zvklist:ned and, \\ithin dn-s
of Weber Jca,ing for Champaign, inked Painttr
to be the new head man, stuting a new regime in
Carbondale.
Some of the biggest adjustments for Painter
h:r,,: been aspects of the job he really did not think
of, such as s1:1nding up during the game.\Vhen he
took the Salukis O\'CISCIS dtls summer, it \\"JS the
first time Painter C\tt stood and coached.
1\,: been going the list 10 years of sitting
dmm, and C\'CI}' time I stood up one· of the
JI, lissourl Valley Conference officials told Brue;
ell him to sit his butt down,~ Painter said.
Baskctball-\\ise, it is pretty much business as
uswl for Painter and his pb)i:rs.
Fi.fib-year senior Brad Korn, who played under
Weber for four seasons, said the funiliarity "ith
Painter makes it hard to remember his fonncr
coach is no longer around.
"It's like coach Weber's gone on a rcauiting
trip or speaking at a clinic or something, so it rcally
hasn't changed a whole lot at all," Korn said.
The change at the top is not the only one the
Salukis arc de:tling ,,ith this s=on.
Two of the greatest players in school history,
\V"illiams and Dearman, arc co longer around.
The two h:r,,: been the face of SIU basketball the
past four seasons.
Wrlli:uns is sro,nd all-time in scoring at SIU
"ith 2,012 points and bccune the only Saluki to
lead the team in scoring all four seasons. He also
ranks in the top 10 in scoring,a\-=3C, field goals
made, field goals attempted, three-pointers made,
three-pointers attempted, three-point perci:ntigc,
free throws made, free throws attempted, assists
and steals.
What \Villiams meant to Sllfs back.court,
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AMANDA WHI_TLOCK - DAl~Y ECYPTI~

First-year head coach Matt Painter looks down at his bench in one of the Salukis exhibition games this season: Painter, a formE

assistant, took over the Dawgs after former head coach Bruce Web~r bolted for the University-of Illinois last May.
Dcannan meant to its fiontoourt. The personable this season as redshirted big men Randal Falker and
Despite all the available weapons, Painter and di
Ir.<iianapolis nati\,: ranks in the top 10 in points Jamaal Foster, who Painter said could be a dcminant
scored, field goals made, field goals attempted, free . duo in the MVC, continue to dC\-dop.
thrO\,-s made, free thrO\,-s attempted, rebounds
The backcourt is also in great hands, led by
and blocks.
as good a trio ofgwrds'.as there is in the Valley
1bosc arc grcat players, great guys, but the in Darren Brooks, Stetson Hairston and Bryan
fact of it is they're gone, so ",:'re not looking Turner. Brooks and Hairston arc both among the:
back," Korn said. "It's the same kind of Jeal when best defend= in the league and, even though they
Rolan [Roberts] and J\laroJS [Bdchcr] and those !mi: not had to the past two seasons, can light up a
gu)'S left when\\,: \\,:nt to the Sweet 16, and \\i:
stat'shcet.
·
·
were still able to matcfi it without them."
• '. : Also emerging as a fururc star is freshman Jamaal ·
The Salukis realm: those were cxtr.wrdin:uy Tatum,whowhenhesignedwasc:illedSitrsbiggcst
players, and they arc not cxpccting to be able to rcauit since Wrlli:uns by Weber.
duplicate the impact they had "ith just one or
t\\uplJ.}i:rs.
"fa'C1)-body thinks that lna}ix: it's going to be
two gu)-S, one guy's going to fill in 'or Kent and
one !M's going to fill in for Jermaine; but I think
we're all going to step up collecti,,.cly as a gmup
and ay to pick up the slack," Willis, also a fifth}i:ar senior, said.
Willis and !'.om arc two of the pla}ns c:xpect·
ed to step into the \uid left by Dea.-man, but they ·
:ue not alone.
·
Junior center Josh Warren and junior college
transfer LaMar Owen h:r.i: both shown flashes of
brillianc:c in the paint and should be able to combine ,~th Korn and \Villis to hold dmm the: fort :

Salukis still h:r.-c to get it done on the court.
Painter has his hands full, trying to rcplacr: ti:
reigning J\IVC Coach of the Year and someone wh
hadthrce»\\inseasonsinfui:ycars.
"I think you grow to like people or )'OU grow 1
dislike-people, and hopefully the latter won't ha(
pen." Painter said \\ith a laugh. "I think with a lot i
wins they gnnv to like you, but the only thing y011 c:i
dois do the bestjob)'OU Clll."

&porter Jens Oeju can be reached at
jdcju@dailyq;,}ptian.com
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~~.

SQEBAING
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i7~tic··t.: B~.rangcr.·.
: .' .{~.·.,.
·<.·._ni~~ple.~.. rim~~-this·>~:_h~tl:· - - - - - - - - - - - - 1'_through this· before;· constant . think it's a good,thing,to ~ change'; . ,, U!}{Ort!,(iuitelyiit's
. . ' change has been the stapl.e of --;--. cspc:cially..whep you haven't h= . . . .been'•.a c"ons·. •nnt 'aro· und. L-e'. .. '
her carccqs an SIU women's basket- .winning." ·
•. .· .
.
·
"'
ner .
ball player.
. . . . . .. . . . . . The Salukis !mi: 1camcd to wc1:. . This
fifth year and we've
Whether it was adapting to.a comedfungc,and'evcn though it has \i::F. ··,.' ·· ·hi·; ··:.i.·_···•. · .:
dunl..-y ~cc !,race after an ACL injury been Sllid: before, even tho_ugh jt may , nau quzt1: a Jew coac. ~g_ !{l{mges:: :
sidclinedthcSaluldseniorforthecntire . be old .n~, it's -~~le to ignon: _: We kn~w µierc wqs gQing to be . ,
2000°2001~.n. an.dbalf_ o.fthenat., t.~tthereissomcthingdiffi··. t• ~
. ·. u.t.
lo .t.• . ~· p ple·_ ·.. '.••:.:_·.t::''
or perm=ng through a nwnber-. of 1:liis SCJlSOn.
. , .. • •
.. · . a t OJ_ n~w eo commg m Ull5
coachingcli:mges, she has secnitaIL.
. For the first time, Opp has thn:c yea!, bud think it's a good thing -.
And almost_ ~:cir year it has .been assis~t 'coaCf!CS with ,Division I to iunie chari
,.;nil\) hen.
the same,- this ts the start of some- coaching expcncncc. .
: ~- , . espu.....,., W .. ,
thin,i<new, the start.of something
For the first time, cvayonc s=ns
youhat>ef!'ibe'en winning.,,
special. . .
:-, . : ':. ··:
. .
tribe convinced that these changes ,\ill'
.. ' ---, ' . ' .
.
In her fui: seasons as a .Saluki; endUic.
Ben\-anger has. ,\itncssed former SIU . This excitement and anticipation is.
assistant Lori Opp take over as head C\ident simply by watching the Salukis
"More than anything thei-'iis ~ a
coach - replacing Julie Be.:k in the. · practice.
.
'· .. : new cxcitcn:::nt and fresh enthusiasm,~
2000-2001 season~ and more than·
Durlng:iscrimmagdastweck,first- OppS:lid;. · . ·. · .. · . ·. ·
fui: ...~tant coaches come through the year point guard Daphne.>• Dcsainours
:. During a break in th_e action, Opp
rcvohing door that has been _the Saluki dio\'e down· the lane and pu!Jcd up for htiddlcd with assistants• Zareth Gray
women's baskctb:ill program.
the 15-foot jump shot
· · . and· Maureen Smith· at· half-court to
A28-8l=rdin the last four years
. Rather than take the shot in traffic, disaJss what they hid jmt
"ill tend io do tha,t. So follm\inga 7-21 Dcsamours fired a pcnect
in mid- playful Gilmore; who at 5-foot-11 and'. ·
seasonaycarago, onceagain,changeis air to slli.shing-senior o:nter Tiffimy still cat. quick could probably school
the_theme of,thisycar's campaign. . Crutcher for an easy lay in, bringing ariybody on the team, pciformcd a
•· All:thrce assistant ~chcs flcd;t,fie . th~ praise_ of first-year assistant coach_ little dance as she madeher.wavto the
S~. program· during the summer,. Usha Gilmore.
.hud_dle, drawing smiles from all of the
making IO?lll for three more to ti:y and ' Gilmore, a former \VNBA rcscn-e coaches. · ,
·• • ·
make, their m:uk- but that's not :ill
guard; immediately ~ • to·.: cxcit0
After a minute or two the group .
'.'. ·!n addition to the three seniors lost. cdly shake her righ; leg back and forth, burst into inore laughter..
to graduation, including leading
~crnbling a puppy, being petted in
The instant . chemistry that the
Molly McDowell, three players have the right spot, then 'proceeded-~ rush . .:oachcs h:n-e formed revokes around
lefr the progta!ll due to =ons =.ging .. tlic court an::1: chest buinP. the transfer : their desire to turn the Saltiki program ·
from illness; Jac!'. ofpla}ing. time arid\.~pointguard; .
·~ .· .
· · · . arourid·'."""" ~i: Dawg~ h:n='t had a
losing the·~ !<iplay the game.
;;;.:;;;: Just one of many.: ccamplcs of"... ":inning ~ n since the 1995-1996
.".l!~rtunatcly, it's ~d_ofbcen a~::_d)~ ,;,.'aci!}', fiiirigs an(~qong', if ?¾npaign_"=fand_thcirboncl,'acro~,
constant~ here. This ts my fifih~-~_c,womcns basketball Cll!IP ~-.th_e: .to Opp, ~earned over to the Saluki , . . •.. ,.\;,·~::,· _s• . , - . ,
RonEnTt.YoNs - OA1LY EGYPTIAN
>= :uii3. v.-e\"e had quite a few coach~ .,.proofis in the riwnerous playful smiles· · players:"' •,
·· ·
Kalie Berwanger:10-oks to pass during StU's'.exhibtion vLtory over
i!)g,,~~- ~~rw:i,nger sai~.· ''We, and hard_work ~ displaye4 by all
,
St l:(!~is (ipldstar. Be~anger has se·en a head c_oaching change c1nd
mew there was going to be· a lot of; involved. .
.
~e~ CHANGES; page 10 more t~an_ fiv~ assi~nts come through SIU in her five years,
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Salukis reload-in backcourt
•

Zack_ Creglow.

zcreglow@dailyegyptian.com
Br>1cc :weber left the Saluki basketball program for the larger and higher-profile lliinois
job, but junior do-everything-guard Darren
Brooks believes :here was more talent left here
-'- at least in the backcourt.
The Illini have the backcourt in Dee
Brown and Deron 'Williams who grab all' th_e
headlines around the state and region. But
isolate them on a court ,\ith Brooks and fellow guard Stetson Hairston, and the outcome
· might surprise those unfamiliar ,,\ith the
Saluki tandem's uncanny abilities.
•1 think we could take them," Brooks said.
Ml think me and Stetson have to be one of the
top 10 backcourts in the country. \Ve are both
guards \\ith big, long arms."
Brooks may have a point. He was only
named to the 1,lissouri Valley preseason
second team, and one of the guys who made
the first team, Luke McDonald of Drake, is
no longer even pl:l)ing - he quit because of
injuries and conflicts \\ith the Sabbath.
"]r upset me more that SIU got fifth in the
prcseason poll," Brooks said.
But people who have witnessed Brooks
know he has the" ahility to play on the coun
with any pl:.yer in the nation. He just hasn't
been able to· show off his whole arsenal of
tricks because it wasn't his ti.me; it was Kent
Vvtlliams'.
KI think they've proven they can play with
any.Joe when we\-c played at those leveh; new
Saluki. head coach Matt Painter said
.
There is no doubt \\7illiams' 15.3 points:
a game, manj· of which were clutch, ,\ill be
sorely missed, and most imponantly, his l:adcrship \\ill as well. But this is time to pass the
torch to Hairston and Brooks, and there were
many flashes ofgreatn~s last season.
In 2002-2003, Brooks chipped in 12.9
points a contest, shooting 47.5 percent from·
the field, while Hairston a,-craged a solid
10.9 points and shot 41 percent on threepoint attempts. But the two were peskier on
defense, placing first and second on the squad
·_
insre:ili.
"The last two )-cais', thcr ha\-c been very

=

,,

'•

c,•,••

•,

,•'

"good:: on the· defensive end, but they have
just floated around on. the offensive end with
Jermaine {Dearman]:and Kent as the big
guns; Pai_nt;r ·said. "Plays weren't run for
· them; but now they are in the position where
plays will l:.ie run fo, them.w
The p~n i~ _to keep at least one of tl1e
two juniors in at. all ti.mes. A notion that is
impossible foi at least the exhibition season ,
after Hairston was suspended for both of the ·
exhibitions for violating team policy during
the summer.
·
· With the possibility of Hairston still being
rustier than the norm at the beginning of the
·seascm, SIU will have to lean on senior sharpshooting guard Bryan Turne:- and freshman
flash Jamaal Tatum.
Turner was a godsend late in the season as
tl:e Salukis made their tourney push, hitting
clutch three after clutch three. His 3.5 scoring
aver:ige is in no way indicative ofthe impact he
ha:\ on that squad.
.·
To call Tatum quick would be a drastic
understatement. At Hclias High School in
Jefferson qry, Mo., Tatum a\-craged 21 poir.ts .
and five assists a game, and after he: sigued
\\ith SIU; \Veber ren:rred to him as the best
n.'CIUit since Williams/ · :
"Tatum has had very good practices but
also has struggled at tjmes; Painter said. "We
have three experienced guard~ who ,\ill take
the pressure off of him.
"He will be a great guard in time."
The depth ~'tends funher than just those
players. SIU still has the two redshin freshman guards from last year to count on. They
\\ill ha\-e different roles on the team with Tony
Young being a &fcnm-e stopper off the bench
and Ryan \Valker being a zone-buster oft the
bench. But Walker is stiU recO\-cring from a
recent knee injury, and it may take a while
before he is fully recovered.
The backcoun currently doesn't feature
any seniors who will contribute in any way,
which is a WOil)', but Brooks and Hairs~on
ha,-e fought more battles than most seniors
C\-crwill.
"\Ve fed good about our backcourt,"
Painter said.
..
"\Ve just need time to see where we are."
•

_

__

•

, __ ,

DAILY EGYPTIAN FILE PHOTO

Junior gu,!rd Darren Brooks atte~pts a lay in over Matt Schneiderman of Northern

,

Iowa in•a contest last.season. Brooks,' who av~raged• 12.9 points per game a year
ago, will be asked to tak.e'.more of a leadership role this season. With former Saluki
stars Kent Williams and•Jermaine Dearman. gone due to graduation, Brooks will, be
expected to up his avet,ige to col"{lpensate for. t_he loss of the Dawgs' two leading
score_rs from last se~son's Missouri ·.•aU~y Conference champs.
.
'

televised
gam~s here!·
Evan,ville
Bradley
Illinois State
Indiana Stal~
Wichita State
Northern Iowa
Southwest Missouri St.
Creight~n
.
Drake:,,
·Southwest Missouri St•.
.' .. Evans,ille
: ESPN Bracket Buste;
Creighton
Bradley· '{t · .1
Northern Iowa'·~·-,

Peoria
Normal

Carbondale
Wichita,~.

: Carbondnle
.:arbdndl'lc
Omaha,Ncb.

Clll'hond_alc,

; 7:05PM
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- 7:05 P1.f·
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j~ .th~·proc~_ss

has
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' ree semo~ post- .become much more athleti_.: than "I think Its always good to
to lead"
r~,.·ent,Salu._kisquads'.,. :: ·_
'hare'.up.perclas.smen''..butwe.·
Players look.
. ; .
,
. · '.J:h1s WIii hclp;at Opp and her , ·.,. · .
·
.•. ·
SIU out ·of.cellar
·trio of new assistants implement a· . . J>!'t '?.a whale new system, SO,-:
..·

Todd Merchant

,
.

tmerchant@dailyegyptian.com
During. the first three years
of head coach Lori. Opp's tenure,
the SIU women's basketbJII team
has gone through many changes.
Howc,·er, enc thi11g she_ has always
been :ible to count on is strong
senior leadership; and this season
will be no different.
'
The Salukis arc stocked with
five seniors, and three of them
Katie Denvanger, Tiffany
Crutcher and Jodi Heiden - call
the post home.
.
·
These three cider statesmen arc
a big reason why SIU is optimistic
about its chances of returning to
the Missouri Valley Conference
tournament for the first time in
four years.
Ilcnvanger is the only player
remaining from that squad that lost
to Evansville in the first round in
thc'2000 tournament. She and her
two senior mates down low will be
counted upon big time this season
as the Salukis attempt to finally
climb out of the Valley cellar.
SIU has brought in several
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more up_-,empo style of play.·•·
none of them know the system.
While the Dawgs wiUrely on ·
.. ·a11 • · •· t..
the guards to lead the fast-paced
, So they, kinda get a Jle5h ,
attack, the post pl:iym wiH be
_start. But :ither than that, it's
integral in the success of the n-.w
' al, · .. <•
to ha' ' that
strategy.
.
.
.
. wa:,s g
. ve
•1 think , we're all involved,"
seni_or leadership. ",
Crutcher said. •1 knnw in most of
,
·
- z.v.u, Ct~
our presses Katie, because she's· so
fast, she'll be up at the top .of our . _ _ _ _r._,rst_~_·_•r_s_n:_a_sslm_·
_n_t_coa_ch_
presses because she can move, her
an advan!age to b~ on the b;nch at
feet sn well.
1'hc way [the scoring] is, it's the start _of ~he gam~. : . • . .
•1 know -where coach wants .
pretty even."
Crutcher
and , Derwanger me, and sometimes I feel I can do
have alrc:.1dy shown in the team's better off the. bench; Heiden said,
first two· exhibition games how •because it gives me. enough time
important the frontcourt will be to watch the game and sec 'what's
to the Salukis. The pair combined going on and what the .players ,arc
to average 32 points and 13.5 doing and what needs .to be done
rebounds, albeit against ·inferior once I get in there." · ·
teams.
While the three seniors will be:
, The first p<>st player off the cx~cted to make a big contribubench for the Salukis will be tion, one fresh face may end up
Heiden, who has 5.6 points and having the biggest impact this year
4.0 rebounds in three seasons with for the Dawgs;
SIU.
..
Freshman forward Dcrnettra
She was called upon to start Grayer is easily one of the most
in place of Ilcrw;anger-two years athletic players on the SIU roster
ago and had her strongest season· and could end up earning a spot on
to date.
,the MVC all-freshman team at the
Heiden, however, has taken to end of th'c season.
Hailing from Gary, Ind., the 6. her role as a backup and secs it as
foot~2 Grayer· has only scored four ·
points and grah!:"d six boards in 14
minutes of action in the prcscason.
But coaches have noted she has a
huge upside - she just ncccls to
improve in some areas.
•The thing that she needs to
Cape Glr.arde.r.u, &.In.
li:arn is how to ha\"c intensity in
Mudltttboro, Teen.
practice also," first-year ·assistant
Looi: 1,L,nd, :-;.Y.
coach Zarcth Gray said.
t,,..c lat.n.l, S.V.
. ..: : . •1 saw. her get in the game, and
7:00 Mo(
C-nc.kcrihc-~ Ter.n:
. she finally had that intensity we .
Z:001'1'1
Cbi<&!lO
need from her all the time."
Ca1b<.,J.1.,
7:05 PM
Gray has also given a big boost
z,n, PM
Carhlllldale
of energy to the Salukis'_frontcourt.
S:.l.ouio
7:00 l'r.t
She carnc to SIU after. coach~
Carboo1J1lc
l:(13 PM
7,111 rt,(
ing post players for two years at
c.. ,t .... .J.k
.5t0J I'),{
Ca,boadolc
Wichita State, and that knowledge
6,001'),I
T.,'"' H•uk, Ind,
· of the Valley should come in handy
N,nml.11.
4:00 l'M,
as she attempts to help mold the
1:0, I')(
Carhandalc
Dawi;s into winners.
Z:03 l'l,l
C&1bcnd•k
She also , noted that, as the
. (Ada, F•lla, Iowa
7:05PM
coaches
try to incorporate a nr.w
R,Ml'J.l
rcotla. n.
system, the number of $Cniors on
5.001'),(
E"anrville, lnil,
the
squacl
will be a big asset.
C • rburdol<'
7:0i .'1tl
c.,1,.,,.J.1c
l.oJ P).(
•1 lhink it's always good lo have
Wkhlta, Kan.
7.00PM
upperclassmen, but we put in a
Sv~lidJ, ?,t,.,
7:03 r,.1
whole new system, so none of them
Ca1l-u1Jol-,
1:0l PM
• know the system; Cray said. •so
z:0, l•il(
Carhandalc
they all kinda get a fresh start. But
u.,.Moinn,a-..
7:00PM
other th:in that, it's alw~ys good to
Onuho,Ne~.
J:05 PM
RO • ERT LYONS • 0AILY ECYPTIAN
have that senior leadership.
Spri"lfidd, Alo.
·rut.
•1t•s easier when you\•,: played 21 Freshman forward Bemettra Grayer (right) jumps to distract the
this level, for the senior. especially, shot of a St. Louis Goldstar player in their exhibition contest earlier
to understand the (systcmj if they this season. Grayer, who hails from Gary, Ind., could beco:ne a
played against something like solid asset down low for the Dawgs this season. The lanky 6-foot-2 ,
forward possesses solid post and perimeter athletic skills.
that."
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SIU adds four· new players_·
Jens Deju

jdeju@dailyegyptian.com

and it isn•t bcc:iiise of other kids
being young; it's.because they have
earned it and they deserve it."
· It's no secret the SIU women's
But those.aren't the only two.
basketball team, u11denvent a major who' have· stepped up thus· far.
The l-2 punch o( McDowell and
makeover this past off-season.
With three assistant coaches' Pinkston will more than.likely be
and six players exiting-the progr.m.; replaced with a guard by comn:utke.
since last winter; the Salukis ha\·e approach this season ..
a new look and feel enterir.g the · What Opp likes most about her _
2003-2004 campaign. ,
bevy ofguards is their flexibility.·
Of the depanurcs, the loss of
"We do ha\-e a lot of depth, and
shooting guard Molly McDowell we ha\·c a lot of different kinds of
undoubtedly will be felt the most.
plaj-ers," Opp said •.~we have some
The graduated senior Jed the lcids who can shoot the lights out,
Salulcis in scoring the past two we ha,-e some people who can push
seasons and was honorable mention the ball and then we have kids ,~t-">
all-conference a ye:ir ago.
c:in get to the basket." · ·
: · · With a 7-21 record comes the . Pinkston is back al point guard
desire for change and the tendency. : to provide a scoring presence on the
to look for the positives in anything, offensive side of the ball and will be
but head coach Lori Opp may be on splitting time with junior college
to something.
transfer Daphncy Desamours. The
Ayearago, too often theSalukis lighming quick guard's relentless
would give the ball to McDowell full~court defense ,,;11 · give her
plenty of minutes. in · the Saluki
and watch her go to work.
Then-junior poin• guard Dana bad.-court.
Pinkston provided some help as
Freshman Laura Cooper and
the second-leading scorer behind junior Danet~ Jones are the gunMcDm,'Cll, but that was about it ners of the Saluki backcourt, ,vith
from the backcourt. McDowell them and Hayden being known to
may ha,-e averaged 15.1 points per hit from anywhere and everywhere
game, bunvins did not result.
on the court -,- and neither one is
· ~It's hard to lose a player of shy to let it fly. ·
Molly'scaliber,andl'dbecrazyifl
Brown· and junior I.:ccretia
didn't say that we missed hert Opp Akines are more · than · capable
said. "Bui at tl1c same time those of penetrating to the basket and
lcids that maybe felt like they played providing solid . defense for the
in her shadmv last year are the ones Salukis.
Freshmen Clarise Jones, Julie
we are seeing st~ up this year."
Of those who have stepped up Madura and Elyse Morris, who li:is
arc sophomore Amy Hayden and· been out with an injury in the early
senior Stephanie Brown. The back- going, are all capable of filling if! at
court mates saw limited minutes a .. any of the three guard positions.
year ago but ha,,: worked their.\\-ay ·
\Vith so many able hands.,this ,
into the·,sr:.ning lineup early this· year's backcourt has the potential to
sc;1..'-0n. '' be C\"ell better than last year's, even
"You're talking about 1:fayden without the talented McDowell.
and Brown in the starting lineup
"Our depth definitely helps wi1h
this year, and those two lcids barely conditioning and what we plan to
played last year," Opp said. "Amy do transition-wise," Hayden saicl; "I·
didn't get in hardly any games at aU don't feel like we Jose mucn when
go to the bend!."
and Stepli pla)-cd limited· minutes,

· asoebbing@dailyegyptian.com
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"He has that extra gear :hat a
lot oi people don't ha\'C,", SIU senior
fonvard Brad Korn said.. :
When Taium signed-:with. the
Salukis, former head roai:l: Bruce
\Vebcr said he was t~e biggest
recruit to come to SIU since Kent
\Villiams.
. •
The 6-foot-1 point 'gua.r<l was
:m honorable m.:nrion All-Americ:i
and a candidate for McDonald's
All-America game. As a senior he
averaged 21 points, five rebounds
and fo·e assists a game and scored
more than 40 points twice.
\Vhile expectations for Tatum are
high, he said he just hopes to make
3ny kind of impact that he can in his
initial season.
~Just· getting good minutes and
helping the team out as much as I
can in any kind of way," Tatum said
with a smile. ~ceuing a few minutes
here and there, subbing in to give

·Saluki backcotirt:OK: :i. ;.
after. i~~~ bf M~DO~ell .
Adam So ebbing .·.

A player from Athletes in Action
was sprinting down the court for
what he thought was an easy lay-up
when what might have seemed like
the hand of God himself c:ime from
behind and sent the ball flying into
the bleachers.
The shocked player rumed around
to see SIU forward Lai\-lar Owen
jumping up and down and cheering
with teammates behind him.
Owen. one of four newcomers
on the men•s basketball team, made
his presence known numerous times
during the Salukis" first exhibition
game as his raw athleticism allowed
him to sneak up on several unsuspecting opponents who thought they•
were in the clear.
The Owensboro, Ky.• native was
named honorable mention juco AllAmerica fast season at Southeas~m
Illinois College, where he averaged
more than 15 points and seven
rebounds a game.
Owen finished his first game as
a Salulci with eight points, a teamhigh eight rebounds, ·two assists, a
steal and that one monstrous block
that left coaches impressed in the
6-foo1-S fonvard.
~He's definitely a guy that we
ha,·e considered and talked about
being a possible starting candidate
just because of his hustle and his
work ethic and what he brings to the
table,~ SIU head coach Matt Painter
said.
Another new member of the
Salukis who can make some noise
ti ••~ season is lighming-quick point
guard Jamaal Tatum from Hclias
High School in Jefferson City, l\fo.
Tatum scored eight points,
gr.abbed four rebounds and dished
out ·hrcc assists in his first piece of
collegiate action anrl at times seemed
to b; sprinting while the ~ther play;
ers on the court were mo,-ing in slow
motion.
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Junior college transfer LaMar, Owen rises. above an Athletes in

Action player as Jamal Tatum looks on from below. Both Owen
and Tatum will be counted on to provide big minutes•this year.
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somebody breather, and just going · pack on some pounds to be effccth-e
out there and working hard and inside. Painter said Foster could
doing what I can do."
dC\'Clop into one of the better players
The two remaining nC\\-Comers in the Missouri Valley Conference
will redshirt this season a·nd · there- bec:iuse of his ability to play inside as
fore not ~ able to contribute on the ,,'Cl! as hit jumpers.
court until next season, but Painter
Like all nC\\-crmers, these four
will probably experience their share of
still expects huge things from them.
On a team severely lacking in growing pains, but they feel like they
size, freshman · fonv:i.tds Randal are dC\·eloping pretty well so far;
Falker of St. Louis andJama:il Foster
"\Ve\'e had our surprises, we\-e
of ~olumbia, Mo., bring just that. got our fair share of knocks in th-.:
Falker, who stands at 6-foot-7, aver- mouth and side of the head and
aged 18 points, 11 rebounds and fi,-e C\·ery1hing else you can think of.bocks a game at GatC\,-ay Tech last Tatum said. ~But we've been holding
season and has more than held his our own, and we've been going out
own since arriving in Carbondale.
there and just battling and playing
Foster is similar in build to Korn, hard and competing and doing what
standing at 6-foot-9, but n~-cds to we can do.~
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Jamal Tatum

G

. Fr.

Jefferson City, Mo (He/las),
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LaMar Owen

F

Jr.

·Owensboro, Ky (5!= Jllinois College)

·· 1o~_Leonard,-fiiii.hes·/; G;'.~:n Sr~jiJ.'iEast st:Toiiis;(~,,tJfc:iiiis
. 11 Sylvester Willis
C
Sr. ·Calumet City (Thornwood)
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,first-yea~,p1>int _guar~ Daphney Desamou_rs: passes, ·to

junior Dane,tte Jone; fin• the S1"1lukis' exhibition victory,.over
· NWBL Desa,;1ours has worked her, way in~o the rotation wit.h
her relentless fulJ.court,'<lefense andr standout· SP,eed and
qukkriess. . .
.;
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SIU s,mior guard Stephanie Brown puts up a shot against SL Louis Goldstar during
the first exhibition game this year. Brown, who transferred to SIU before last season,
is one of three new starters for the Salukis.
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excited attitude about their future, it's not all
fun and games.· The returning bunch of Salukis want to
. go out winners, and it shows with their hard
"lthink:is staff we.havc"good c·hcmistry work in practice.
.
and the kids sec that: Opp sai,l. "If your . . "When you arc losing, everyone thinks
suff doesn't have chemistry you can't expect you arc in here playing patty cake, but that's
your kids to. I think ti,-: chemistry _all the not the case; Opp said. "We arc in here
w..1rking hard everyday:
way around is faidy good.•
In addition to the fresh life \he new assis- ·. · But. for all of this · to mean anything,
tants bring to the program, th_cy also bring a . before anything can come to fruition, the
great deal of knowledge to the table.
' Salukis have to do something they haven't
Opp feels completely comfortable letting done in a while -: prove it on the court.
each teach their respective positions - Gray This could quite possibly be the last chance _
works wirh-thc frontcourt while Smith and. for Opp, who_is in the final season of her
,.
·
Gilmo,-c arc in charge of the _backcourt- a~.· contract.
With five dedicat~d seniors who want to .
the third·ycar head coach -floats around;
watching intently and adding in words of leave the program in good hands, and with
wir.dom as hc:.d coaches usually do'. . .
nine ~thcr P,laycrs and three new coaches
,Jhc players have responded to the new who wanna start ·a winning tradition, Opp
assistants as .wdl and, quite frankly, feel has 'im army behind her that is ready and
· ·, >,;:;:.:
fortunate to have them.· · . · ·
• willing to go to_war•... _·. . ·
"We kind of lucked out to. have·. them
· ~The seniors on the ream just want tobecause we w:re hunting for coachc~ so late," ~ccp .thi: program going; .Berwangcr said.
Bcnv:mgcr said.
· - · . ,. _· • ·. _ _ . We JUSt want to start LJhe _r.cwcomcrsl.(!ff
While the ~bY«:rs and~~achcs havc'a nc~, rifh_t Sf th~y'I~ have an cx~Jlen,tfouryca~:•
CD!mNUED FROM PAGE 7
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, i Min-e than ,m,rhing there is j;isi a new exdremenc and fresh ~nrhusiasm.,, ..
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